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PRECIS
Barai is a Papuan language of the Koiarian family of
languages (Dutton 1969) in the Oro and Central Provinces of
Papua New Guinea.

P~rhaps

the most striking feature of

Barai and indeed of 1.:1 apuan languages generally is their
profuse chaJ.ning of: clause and clause~like structures to
form sentences o:E considerable length.

These clause chains

have steadfa13tly resisted analysis in terms of some of the
most basic linguistic constructs such as the subject, the
clause, transitlvity, and subordination.
As a result, in this study we have attempteo to set
aside,

to some degree at least, our biases regarding the

categorial structure of language and focus our attention on
form as it exists in the morphology and syntax of this particular language.

Similarly, we do not expect that function

should be heavily prescribed in terms of universal absolutes.
Clearly, there are universals both in terms of forms and the
function of those forms, but if language is indeed a tool of
social interaction, it becomes imperative that we strive to
capture the particular variety of cooperative structured
linguistic activity that a given speech conirnunity uses.

This

will inevitably yield unique aspects of bath form and function.
'l'h~ uni. vC:O:rsal aspects of language, then, arc to be explained
in tg:r:ms of the constraints inherent in the goals of communication,

the biological and psychological constitution of

vii

language users, and in the settings in which language is used
(Dik 1978:5).
It is this basic communicative function of language that
motivates Role and Reference Granunar, currently being developed by William Foley and Robert VanValin and from which
this study has profited consiaerably.

They assess the inter-

action between form and function as follows:
Since language plays a primary role in human
conununication, these functions ultimately relate
to the exigencies of verbal social interaction.
(Cf, Hymes 1974; Gumperz and Cook-Gumper~ 1976;
Silverstein 1976, 1977; VanValin 1978). Thus
when we speak of 'functional considerations' , we
are. concerned with communicative function.
Of
course, the formal properties of linguistic
elements and constructions are not ignored in a
functional approach; indeed, one of the major
questions to be investigated is the relationship
between (communicative) function and form, in
particular, how the same form may have different
functions and how the same function may be carried
out by different forms. However, in a functionallyoriented research strategy function is viewed as
analytically prior to form, and so its goal is to
describe the latter in terms uf the former as much
as possible.
(Cf. Heath 1978) (Foley and VanValin,

1980)

Clause junctures in Baraj exhibit an ideal context for
viewing the interaction between fo:-m and function.

But

because of the incompatibility of form a$ l t exists in Barai
and many aspects of the categorical structure of modern
linguistic theory, it has become necessary to adopt new
terminology to describe some of those forms.
both for relationships within the 'clause' and

This is true
between
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'clauses'.

The glossary includes those key terms which are

unique to this study or whose usage here has been significantly altered,
The first three chapters are concerned with establishing
categori.es witfiin the clause which become crucial to understanding the later chapters which deal directly with interclausal relations.
throu9h a
tions.

Chapter I traces the coding 'If role

variety of grammatical devices with multiple £.unc-

We discuss the distribution of several devices which

function to d,isambiguate semantic role for the primary participants within the clause.

These devices mark two cate-

gories that are important to interclausal relaU.ons.

We have

called them the actor and the fulcrum and each is predictable
from the role structure of the clause.
'nuclear'

A distinction between

and 'peripheral' noun phrases that is vital to

the layered structure of the clause as presented in Chapter IV
is also introduced in this first chapter.
Chapter lI focuses on the special syntactic treatment
given the most pragmatically salie:r.t noun phrase of the
clause.

We. demonstrate how discourse factors such as defin-

iteness and givonnass intel·act! with inherent factors such as
egocentrici. ty and animacy to mark another category with
relevance at clause junctures.

Significant constraints on

ix

the basic

SOV

word order are discussed in both chapters.

The third chapter discusses the thematic topic as still
another noun phrase category that is relevant to clause junc'

tures.

The thematic topic is distinguished from the actor,

the fulcrum, and the pragmatically prominent noun phrase.
Chapter IV argues for a reanalysis of the internal
organization of the clause that recognizes a tri-layered
structure where juncture is possible at each layer.
a view accounts for

a

Such

number of systematic constraints on

various clause chaining constructions and eliminates much
of the excessive deletion required by most contemporary
analyses of these constructions.
Chapter V challenges the traditional dichotomy between
coordination and subordination and proposes a third nexus
operation called cosubordination.

Support for this third

nexus option comes at each level of the clause by means of
constraints on the scope of mood, absolute tense, thematic
topic, the pragmatically prominent noun phrase, mode, and
aspect.

It is this variety of nexus that yields the dis-

tinctive chaining or surialization phenomena of these languages.
Chapters VI and VII show haw various semantic and switch.reference relations interact With the type of nexus and the
level of juncture to account for the wide range of distinctions
Bara! makes in marking relationships between clauses or clausolikc structures.

Finally, in the last chaptcr 1 a wi<lc ranye of

x

clause j unctu.res is ordered along a dependency hierarchy
based primarily on the relative sententiality of the conjuncts
involved in the juncture.
No attempt is made to exhau.st all of the juncture
possibilities in the language.

Rather, the focus of this

study has been to account for the chaining phenomena in
Barai and other Papuan languages.

Nonetheless, in so doing,

we encounter the majority of possible junctures between clauses.
The notable exceptions are certain paraphrase constructions
which in these languages include direct quotes.

Such para-

phrase constructions function quite differently from other
clause junctures and deserve an exhaustive study of their
own.

Here we will s.imply refer to Longacre (1976) for a

consideration of various paraphrase relations.
Among the examples, the asterisk (*) is used to mark both
ungrarnrna tical and unacceptable utterances (Foley and Van Valin
1980).

Brackets

[

J are used with examples for glosses thut

could conceivably be intended by some starred string of
linguistic forms.
materi.al,

When they are used internal to quoted

however, they encompass asides by the author.

Appendix I orients the reader to the transcriptions used in
the Bara.i illustrations and Appendix I I provides the reader
with a simplified guide to the order of the vc:u:ious markers
that occur bound to the predicate.

ABBREVIATIONS
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first person
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second person
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third person
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im. fut
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CHAPTER ONE

THE COD ING. OF ROLE INEORMAI ION
In this chapter we consider a number of granunatical
devices that serve to disambiguate the semantic roles associated with various noun phrases in the state of affairs defined by the predicate together with certain of its accompanying noun phrases.

'I'hese devices are important not only

to the internal organization of the clause, but to interclausal relations as well.
Some of these role disambiguating devices overtly mark
the noun phrase itself while others do not.

We will argue

that for Barai this difference reflects a distinction between
noun phrases that are definitive to the relevant state of
affairs and those that simply provide optional additions to
the information pertaining to the state of affairs as a whole.
Later in Chapter IV we will show that this distinction is
crucial to a system of levels within the clause.

Juncture is

possible at each of the levels, as well as between full clauses.
There are two systems of such role disambiguating grammatical devices.

One system identifies that noun phrase of

multi-place predicates that is the initiator or stimulus of
the particular state of affairs.

The other system functions

2

to distinguish between stimuli that are responsible for the
activity or state of the predicate and those that are not.
Both systems, in addition to their role disambiguating function, mark a grammatical category that is relevant to distinctions that are made at clause junctures.
Also in this chapter, we will point out certain variations among these role distinguishing devices which occur
with the same. predicate, providing evidence tha.t there is
no necessary isomorphic relationship between predicates and
role or case frames.

This same conclusion is reached inde-

pendently later in Chapter IV to explain other variations
at clause junctures.

1.1

Nominal Case Markin~

Languages vary dramatically in how they correlate semantic roles with various r.ole disambiguating devices.

First of

all, they vary accord.i.ng to the type, or combination of types,
of such role disambiguating devices.

Most languages have some

range of nominal case marking which functions to disambiguate
the semantic roles of those noun phrases that are definitive
of a particular state of affairs, noun phrases we will refer
to as the participants Of a particular state of affairs.

But

there are other role disambiguating devices that may also func-

tion in this Wdy.

These include word order constraints,

cross-referencing on the predicate, and lexical co-occurrence restrictions.

Secondly, languages vary in terms of

the range of semantic roles that are associated with a particular role disambiguating device, so that instrument and
locative, for example, may be distinguished by the same
case marker in Barai but require unique case markers in
English.

However, generalizations can be made that signi-

ficantly diminish the possible variations on this alignment
between semantic roles and role disambiguating devices.
Perhaps the most common of these has to do with the
distinction between accusative and ergative languages.

In

accusative languages, the initiating 'actor' of multi-place
predicates is marked in the same way as the sole participant
of one place predicates in the commonest active sentences.
In ergative languages, on the other hand, a nonactor noun
phrase of multi-place predicates is marked in the same way
as the sole participant of one place predicates in the
commonest active sentences.

The generalization is that

whenever nominal case markers are used to disamgibuate
semantic roles among the primary participants of a clause,
the case markers will fall into one of these two patterns.
Notice that this traditional distinction between
accusative and ergative languages is based entirely on
nominal case marking.

However, a number of recent studies

(e.g., Anderson 1976, Woodbury 1977, and Dixon 1979) have
shown that lnnguages whose nominal case marking follows an
ergative pattern may also have syntactic processes that single
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out noun phrases according to an accusative pattern.

Nominal

case marking can even be split between an ergative pattern
in some instances and an accusative pattern in others.

While

we may be content to base our definition of accusative and
ergative languages on nominal case marking alone, we must also
be prepared to talk about accusative type systems and ergative type systems that operate within either type of language,
or even in a language that is neither accusative nor ergative
by such a definition.

Barai is neither an accusative lan-

guage nor an ergative language since participants do not
occur with nominal case markers in the commonest active
sentences.

However, there are a number of alternative role

disambiguating devices, some of which follow a uniformly accusative type system and some of which follow a split ergative
type system.

As we shall see below, the distinctions here

are critical as they identify categories that figure prominently in distinctions made at clause junctures.
We have stated that Barai is neither an accusative nor
an ergative language since participants are not case marked
in the commonest active sentences.

However all other noun

phrases are generally marked for case, creating a distinction
Cf relevance to Barai grammar.
We follow Dik (1978:25) in distinguishing between noun
phrases that are primary or nuclear to the categorization of
a given state of affairs and those that are peripheral to that
state of affairs.

5

The nuclear predication defines a state of
affairs, i.e., that set of states of affairs
in which the property or relation designated
by the predicate holds for the particular terms
to which the predicate is applie~. Given a
nuclear predication defining a set of states
of affairs, we can form an extended predication
by adding one or more satellites to the nuclear
predication. Satellites are constituents which
do not function in the definition of the state
of affairs as such, but give further information
pertaining to the state of affairs as a whole,
by specifying the time or location of the state
of affairs, giving the reason or cause of its
obtaining, and providing other additional information.
Satellites provide optional additions to the information contained in the nuclear predication. Nuclear argumentsr on the
other hand, are necessary for the definition
of the state of affairs, although they may be
left unspecified under certain contextual or
situational circumstances.
Langua1,_ \s vary as to how they categorize which referents
are nuclear and which are peripheral {satellites) to a given
state of affairs. They may vary in terms of the range of
semantic roles they categorize as nuclear relative to a particular state of affairs and they may vary in terms of the
grammatical devices tha.t distinguish nuclear from peripheral
noun phrases.

Barai is exceptionally transparent at this

point as it is nominal case marking itself that distinguishes
nuclear from peripheral noun phrases.

For example, the pre-

dicate va 'go' occurs with one participantt the agent 1 , for

1
The number of distinctions hecessary .for a universal system

of semantic (case) roles and their precise definition has
not been satisfactorily resolved. Nevertheless, the important typological fact that motivates case grammar remains:
'Every language has approximately the same case relationships
though they differ widely in tneir use of case forms' (Blake
1930:34).
:rn Appendix III we follow Grimes(l975) with }.JrE:liminary definitions of semantic roles for nuclear participants.

which there is no accompanying case marker.

Every occurrence

of the predicate va entails an agent in the state of
affairs it categorizes.

However a locative noun phrase 2 is

not entailed in the state of affairs categorized by ~ and
does occur with a nominal case marker.

(1)

fu sitove
3sg store
A
L

ij-ia
def-L

va-e 3
go-past

'He went to the store.

I

The predicate kira 'prepare' entails both an agent and
a patient which occur without case markers.

A benefactive

noun phrase, however, occurs with a case marker in (2) as the
benefactive is peripheral to the state of affairs categorized
by kira.

(2)

na fu-efuo
lsg 3sg-B

ire kira-ke
food prepare-fut

A

p

B

'I will prepare food for him.'

2
Again we follow Grimes in claiming that those noun phrases of
the clause that function in roles that encode where, when,
and under what circumstances actions take place, constitute
a separate k.i.nd Of information. Such roles do not define
a particular state of affairs, but rather are general to most
states of affairs, a kind of information Grimes refers to
as setting (Grimes 1975:3).
3
rn Barai, tense on the final verb of the sentence is optional
and frequently omitted.
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Some predicates entail three nuclear participants.
The predicate~- 'give' entails an agent-source participan~,
a patient, and a goal, all of which occur without any nominal case markers.

However, case markers will occur with

any other noun phrase.

(3)

isuame
ij-ia
yesterday def-T

na fu-efuo sime ije ~
lsg 3sg-B
knife def 2sg

T

AS

B

p

G

m-a-e
give-2sg-past
'Yesterday I gave you the knife for him.'

There is some homophony in the matching of role relationships and case markers.

In addition to the locative

role as in (1) and the time role as in (3), -ia may also
encode an instrument role.

( 4)

na nata
lsg coconut
A
I

-

ane ij-ia
bone def-I

do
water

i
eat

p

'I drank water with the
coconut shell.'

Similarly, -f_1!9_ may signal

a

benefactive or range rela-

tion.

( 5)

na ma-fuo
lsg pig-B

kaema

kira-ke

sweet.potato

A

p

prepare-fut

B

'I will prepare
sweet potato for (the) pigs.

'
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(6)

na bara-fuo
lsg girl-R

talk say

A

p

R

vua

kuae

'I am saying talk about girls.'

It is not our purpose here to capture the finer distinctions in the relationships between semantic roles and the
nominal case markers of Barai, although Appendix v provides
a sketch of these relationships.

Rather, the important fact

for our study here is that whenever a noun phrase is marked
for semantic role, its use with that predicate is optional
in keeping with its status as a peripheral noun phrase.

1.2

The Actor

In cohtrast to the peripheral noun phrases, the nuclear
noun phrases are not normally case marked.

Quite a range of

other grammatical devices function together to disambiguate
the semantic roles of these noun phrases.

Among them are

some that function in a uniformly accusative type system.
The role disambiguating devices of this system include numher agreement, the distribution of mood markers, word order,
and suppletive variants for the coding of new information.
Where there is only one participant associated with a
particular predicate, no confusion arises as to its semantic
role since it is completely predictable from the role (case)
frame of that predicate.

In the case of multi-place predi-

cates however, the above role disambigu~ting devices function
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to identily one of the noun phrases as the 'potential agent'
to use Dixon's term (Dixon 1979).

But can we really charac-

terize the role of one noun phrase for every multi-place
predicate as the 'potential agent'?
can.

Dixon assures us that we

He argues for a conun.on semantic unity among such roles

as the agent with predicates like hit, the patient-experiencer
with predicates like ~· and the agent-source with predicates
like give.

He concludes that for most inul ti-participant

events there is just one participant who potentially initiates and controls the activity (Dixon 1979:104).

So with

the English predicate hit, if anyone is controlling what is
happening it is the participant who is doing the hitting.

And

with the predicate ~· only the participant experiencing
the event could potentially control it and so on.
There are some predicates for whiQh the notion 'control'
seems to be too strong a term.

Some of these, like the

predicate 'attract' can be accounted for by asserting that an
inanimate participant can still be recognized as a potential
controller 'through a perceived similarity of this event
to activities that are controllable (e.g., 'pull 1 ) •(Dixon 1079:
106).

Barai frequently encodes such related states of affairs

by permitl.'.ihg both animate and inanimate participants to function as stimuli for the similarly perceived activities.

10

fu na kan-ie
3sg lsg strike~lsg

( 7)

A

PG

'He struck me.

I

ine ije ~ kan-ie
tree def lsg strike-lsg

(8)

A

PG

'The tree struck me.

(9)

fu
3sg
A

na
lsg

I

sak-ie
bite-lsg

PG

'He bit me.'

(10)

miane
firestick

ije
def

fu
3sg

A

na
lsg·

sak-ie
burn-lsg

PG

'The fires tick burned me.

I

The problem in Barai is that there is a large class of
two place predica.tes .for which the notion 'potential agent'
cannot be relat-ad in any sense to the role of any of their
noun phrases.

In fact, the distinctness of this class of

predicates is that a fo:r:ce participant which provides the
initiating stimulus does not control the event or stute,
potentially or otherwise.

:r:t

is always viewed as not respon-

sible, not controlling, and unwilled.

A partial list of
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these predicates appears in Appendix VI·

Postal (1971) dis-

cusses the unique properties of a similar group in English,
almost all members of which designate psychological states,
processes, or attributes.

Haiman (1976) demonstrates the

generality of such a group crosslinguistically in his discussion of passives as agentless sentences,

~oting

describe iunwilled and spontaneous mental states'.

that they
The Bara:i.

group includes predicates related to both psychological and
physica 1 processes, but characteristic of all of them is that
the stimulus of the event, the force participant, is not held
responsible.

We have agreed with Dixon that fer some predi-

cates there is a noun phrase that can be recognized as a potential controller through a perceived similarity to events
that are controllable.

But for predicates such as those in

Appendix VI, even this fails.

These predicates typically have

two. nuclear participants, a stimulat.'.ng force and an e:xperiencing patient, neither of which could be described as a
potential controller in its relation to the predic~te.

4

However despite this difference, the force participant
with these predicates is always treated like an agent by the
set of role disambiguating devices mentioned above.

4Theso arc clearly two place predicate.s in BaraL Fil:st of
all, only mtclear participants occur without any co.se marker
on the noun phrase itself. And further, no one place predicates are ever cross-referenced on the predicate with a
bound pronoun. Elsewhere such cross-referencing only occu.rs
with multi-place predicates and it docs occur with these psychological or physical state predicates as well.
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Grimes' agent (A) and Dixon's notion of potential control
are comparable in that both have recognized that the pertinent
category includes more than anirnate volitional participants
and so admits certain inanimate participants.

For Dixon, it

is because of perceived similarities between their role and
that 0£ animate oontrollers, but for Grimes, responsibility
is the critic al factor.
ily a

Responsibility here is not necessar-

£unction of animate volitional participants but may be

attributed to either animate or inanimate participants.
So for any multi-place predicate, the role disambiguating
devices of this uniformly accusative type system will mark the
agent

(A)

if there is one, but the force (F) participant if

there is not.

Only if there is just one nuclear participant

will these devices be associated with some other participant.
We

will discuss here four role disambiguating devices

that £unction according to the accusative type pattern.
sider firs·t: of all number ngreement.

Con-

Various tense markers

cross-reference the 'nominative' noun phrase according to a
binary split of person/num\:.ier op·t:ions.
the governing noun

phra~e

One form is

us~d

if

is second or third person singular,

Otherwise., an alternate form is used.
With a one place predicate Li.1\'3 ruo 'come'

1

the sole

nuclear noun phrase gove:i:·ns number agreement.

( l.l)

a

(12)

ruo-mo

ruo-mo

3sg come-pres

2sg come-pres

'You arc corning.

~

1

'He is coming. '

13

(l3)

na

ruo-vo

(14)

bu

ruo-vo

lsg come-pres

3pl come-pres

'I am coming.'

'They are coming.'

When there is more than one nuclear noun phrase, it
is either an agent or a force noun phrase that governs the
agreement.

(lS)

a

bu

2sg 3pl
A

sak-ia-mo
bite-3pl-pres

PG

'You are bi ting them. '

(l6)

bu

a

sak-a-vo

3pl 2sg bite-2sg-pres
.A

PG

' They are bi ting you. '

The agent governs number agreement in (15) and (16) .
But the agent-patient governs number agreement in (17) and
(18) with SJ..- 'see' and the agent-source governs number agreement .in

(19)

(l7)

and (20) with vaj- 'give

fu

na

AP

R

£:ie-mo
3sg lsg see-lsg-pres

'He sees me ..

'

(plural patient)'.
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( 18)

na

fu

g-a-vo

lsg 3sg see-3sg-pres
AP

R

'I see him.

( 19}

a

I

iro fu-one

2sg yam 3sg-poss
AS

p

bu

vaj-ia-mo

3pl give-3pl-pres
R

'You are giving them his yams.

( 2 0)

bu

iro fu-one

3pl yam 3sg-poss
AS

p

a

vaj-a-vo

2sg

give-2sg-pres

R

'They are giving you his yams.

~.,inally,

I

I

with two place predicates whose role frames

do not include an agent, the force participant governs number agreement.

(21)

ije na

ise-d-ie-mo

3sg lsg unhappy-V-lsg-pres
F

p

'It is displeasing me.'

(22)

bu

a

ise-d-a-vo

3pl 2sg unhappy-V-2sg-pres
F

p

'They are displeasing you.'
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( 2 3)

ije

na

3sg

lsg attract-lsg-pres

F

p

riez-ie-mo

'It is attracting me.

( 2 4).

bu

a

3pl 2sg
F

'

riez-a-vo
attract-2sg-pres

p

'They are attracting you.'

Consider now a second case marking strategy of the
uniformly accusative type system, the distribution of the
mood markers.

Like number agreement, any participant func-

tioning in an agentive role will govern the distribution of
the mood marker.

(25)

a

be

bu

sak-ia

2sg in terr

3pl

bite-3pl

A

PG

'Did you bite them?'

(26)

*a

(27)

isuame

bu

be

sak-ia

a

be

yesterday 2sg in terr
T
AP

bu

g:-ia

3pl

see-3pl

R

'Did you ignore them yesterday? '
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(28}

*a

bu

be

g-ia

(29}

a

be

iro

fu-one

2sg interr

yam

3sg-poss 3pl

AS

p

bu

vaj-ia
give-3pl

R

'Did you give them his yams?'

(30)

*a

iro

fu-one

bu

be

vaj-ia

I t is the agent with sak- 'bite' , the agent-patient
with 51-

'see', and the agent-source with vaj- 'give (pl.patient)'

that governs the distribution of the mood marker, which neeessarily follows this participant and no other.

The mood

particle following any other participant is ungranunatical.
In each c:ase, this participant functions in an agentive :i;ole.
But again, with those predicates whose role frame has no
agent,

the ~orce participant governs its distribution.

(31)

ije

be

3sg

in terr 2sg unhappy-V-2sg

a

ise-d-a

p

F

'Does it displease you? 1

(32)

*ije

a

be

ise-d-a
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(33)

bu

be

3pl interr

-a

riez-a

2sg attract-2sg
p

F

'Do they attract you?'

(34)

*bu

a

be

riez-a

Just as in (25)-(30) above, the mood marker may only
accompany this particular participant.
Word order is another role disambiguating device of this
uniformly accusative type system.
examples,

Notice in all the above

from (15) right through to (34), it is the parti-

cipant marked by number agreement and the distribution of the
mood markers that is the first nuclear noun phrase of the
cl.a use.

This is the case in each instance where a participant

functioning in an agentive role is involved and it is also
the case with the force participant where no agent is possible.
So with multi-place predicates, only an agent or a force
participant will ever govern number agreement, control the
distribution of the mood markers, or linearly be the first
nuclear participant of the clause.
dicates in

We repeat here the pre-

(15)-(24) illustra_ting the constraints on the word

order of their nuclear participants.

The starred examples

are ungrammatical because the agent or force participant is
not in the initial position.

(35)

a

bu

2sg 3pl
A
PG

sak-ia
bite-3pl

'You bite them.

( 36)

*bu

(37)

fu

sak-ia

a

na

3sg lsg
AP R

g-ie
see-l~g

'He ignores me.

( 3 8)

*na

(39)

bu

I

fu

iro

3pl yam
AS

'

fu-one

a

vaj-a

3sg-poss 2sg give-2sg

P

'They gave you his yams.'

( 4 0)

*a

( 4l)

* iro

(42)

ije

bu

iro

fu-one

fu-one

bu

a

vaj-a

vaj-a

na

iM-d-ie

3sg

lsg

unhappy-V-lsg

F

p

I

It displeases me.

'
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( 43)

*na

( 44)

bu

ije

na

ise-d-ie

!Jez-ie

3pl lsg attract-lsg
F p
'They attract me. '

(45)

*na

bu

riez-ie

The.re is yet one further role disambiguating device of
this

uniformly accusative type system.

That is suppletive

variants for the nominal coding of new information. The coding
of new information is of course pragmatic information which
we

will discuss in detail in the next chapter.

But there are

contrasting forms which are used to mark new information whose
distribution coincides with the other strategies of this uniformly accusative type system.
and -~.

marks

The forms are -iebe, -are,

-iebe marks plural 'nominative' noun phrases, -~

singula.r. 'nominative' noun phrases, and -ene is reserved

for

' accusative' noun phrases regardless of number.

and

-~ are restricted either to an agent or to a force par-

ticipa.nt with multi-place predicates.
the

So -iebe

This, we have seen, is

same distribution as obtains for the other st:i:-ategies of the

uniformly accusative type system.
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(46)

e

ij-iebe

ame

sak-i

person

def-new

child

bite-3sg

A

PG

'The people bit a child.

(47)

*e

ij-ene ame sak-i

(48)

fu

e

ij-ene

3sg person

'He bit the people.

In

*fu

(46)

sak-ia

def-new bite-3pl

PG

A

( 4 9)

I

e

ij-iebe

I

sak-ia

-iebe occurs with the agent but is blocked with

the patient-goal of the same predicate in (48).
which occurs with the patient-goal in
occurring with the agent in (46).

(48)

And -ene,

is blocked :from

And i t is -iebe that occurs

on the sole nuclear noun phrase of one place predicates.

(SO)

e

person

ij-iebe
def-new

difuri
run

A

'The people are running.'

{ 51)

*e

ij-e~

difuri

( 52)

e

ij-iebe

oe

person

def-new

die

p

'The people died.'

(53)

ij-ene

*e

oe

So -iebe occurs with the sole nuclear noun phrase of
one place predicates regardless of its role.

-iebe also

marks the force noun phrase of predicates whose role frame
has no agentive role as in (54) and (56).

( 54)

e

ij-iebe

person

def-new

~

F

-a

ise-d-a

2sg unhappy-V-2.sg

p

'The people displease you.

(SS)

*e

ij-ene

a

( 56)

a

e

ij-ene

2sg person
F
p

ise-d-a

def-new

iso-d-ia
unhappy-V-3pl

'You displease the people.'

(57)

*a

e

ij-iebe

I

ise-d-ia
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So again, an accusative type pattern obtains.
We have illustrated four distinct role disambiguating
devices of an accusative type system that function uniformly
across all predicate types.

Number agreement identifies the

jnominative' noun phrase, leaving the 'accusative' zero or
unmarked.

Mood markers similarly identify the 'nominative'

noun phrase, leaving the 'accusative' unmarked.

Word order

marks the initial nuclear noun phrase as the 'nominative'
noun phrase.

Since peripheral noun phrases may be inter-

spersed among the nuclear noun phrases, the

'ac~usative'

noun phrases are basically unmarked as per word order.

And

the new information markers identify the 'nominative' noun
phrase with -iebe and -are, and the 'aocusative' noun phrase
with -ene.

Of course, each of these devices has other func-

tions as well.

None of them encode only role information,

and none of them are obligatory in the sense that they must
occur.

Nevertheless, operating together, they isolate an

actor category for multi-place predicates and thereby help
to disambiguate semantic role for the nuclear participants
of the clause..
For every multi-place predicate 1 the initiator or
stimulus of the activity or state of the predicate will be
the participant that is marked by this accusative type
system of role disambiguating devices.

ACTOR:

A )

F )

no other
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So every multi-place predicate will have an initiating
actor but that actor need not be an agent or even a potential
agent.

And the identity of that actor is insured by this

accusative type system of granuuatical devices.

It will be

the agent of the predicate kci.n- 'strike' whose role frame
is [A, (PG) ] , the agent-patient of

.9_-

'see' whose role frame

is [AP, (R) ], and the agent-source of ~- 'give' whose role
frame is [AS, (P) 1 (G)].

And where no agentive role is part

of the role frame of a multi-place predicate, the force
participant will be the actor.

So with the predicate ma.- (d-)

'please' the force participant is marked by this accusative
type system as the actor.
We shall see in later chapters that this category is

signi:ficant not only to the internal organization of the
clause but also to interclausal relations as well.

1. 3

The Fulc.r.um

In addition to the uniformly accusative type system of
role disambiguating devices, there is another quite independent system of such devices that functions according to a
split ergative type system.

Tho devices of this system will

follow an accusative type pattern with predicates whose actor
is a responsible agent but an ergative type pat·tern with
predicates whose actor is a nonresponsible force participant.
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The role

disam~i~uating

devices of this system include the

distribution of pronominal copies, the distribution of a
set of mode particles, and the distribution of the contrastive marker -re.
Consider first of all the distribution of pronominal
copies.

A pronominal copy immediately follows one of the

With predicates whose

nuclear noun phrases of the clause.

role frame includes an agent, the pronominal copy immediately
£ollows the first nuclear noun phrase.

The starred examples

are ungrammatical because the pronominal copy does not
follow the initial nuclear noun phrase.

(5 8)

e

ije

bu

man def

na

3pl lsg

A

kan-ie
strike-lsg

l?G

'The peo)?le (they) hit me.'

(59)

*na

e

ije

lsg

person

def

A

PG

kan-ia
3pl strike-3pl

bu

'I hit the people (them).'

( 6 0)

e

ije

bu

~

person

def

3sg

lsg see-lsg

AP

g-i~

R

'The people (th~'Y) saw me.

'

( 61)

*na e
lsg person
AP R

ije
def

-·
g-ia
3pl see-3pl

bu

'I saw the people (them).'

(62)

-:-ije bu iro ije
person def 3pl yam def

na p~
lsg give-lsg

AS

G

e

p

'The peop].e (they) gave me the yam. '
( 6 3)

/

/
~

*na
lsg
AS

iro
yam

ije ~
def person

p

ije
def

bu m-ia
3pl give-3pl

G

'I gave the yam to the people
(them).'
(64)

*na
lsg
AS

.!~
yam def

i:E2.

fu

3sg

p

e
person

-rr.-ia
give-3pl

G

'.I gave the yam tit)

E:ac:1

ije
def

to the people.

I

of the above predicates includes an agent in its

role frame and in each case a pronominal copy ff' llows the
initial nuclear noun phrase.

With one plnce predicates,

the pronomiria.i copy itnmediat:ely follows that sole nucler-tr
noun phrase.

( 65)

e
person

i:je
def

fu

difuri
3sg run

A

'The man (he) is running.

(66)

kusare

ije

fu

saere

flower

def

3sg

wither

I

p

'The flower (it) withered.'

The distribution of the pronominal copy then follows
an accusative type pattern with these predicates since it
treats the agent of multi-place predicates in the same
manner as it treats the sole nuclear participant of one
place predicates,

However the same device occurs immec1-

iately following the final nuclear noun phrase with those
predicates whose role frames have no agent.

Here the

starred versions a1:e ungrammatical because the pronominal
copy does follow the initial nuclear noun phrase.

( 67)

adame

ije e

n-one

bu

sickness def person lsg-poss 3pl
F
p

visi-nam-ia
sicken-V-3pl

'The sickness sickened my people (them).'

(68)

·~

___

n-one
\" , :': \ -nam-ia
.
sickness def 3sg person lsg-poss sicken-V-3pl
~.,,.-

.F

p

'The sickness (.it) sickened my people.'

(69)

fu

e

F

p

ije
3sg person def

bu ise-d-ia
3pl unhappy-V-3pl

'He displeased the people (them).•

( 7 0)

*e

ije fu bu ise-d-ia
person def 3sg 3pl unhappy-V-3pl

F

p

'The person (he) displeased them.•

(71)

fu e
ij~ bu
rie'l-ia
3sg person def 3pl
attract-3pl
F

p

'He attracts the people
(them). '
( 72)

*e

ije
person def

F

fu bu riez-ia
3sg 3pl attract-3pl
p

'The person (he) attracts them.

1

Now the pronominal copy is ungranmiatical following the
initial nuclear noun phrase, but occurs following the final
nuclear noun phrase of the clause.

The reader will recall

tha·t we demonstrated above that all actors, both the
force participant with these predicates and the agent of
other multi-place predicates, are marked alike by the role
signalling devices of the uniformly a.ccusa tive typo system.
However, the pronominal copy which fol.lows the actor when
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that actor is an agent

follows the nonacto:c nuclear noun

phrase with these predicates whose actor can never be an
agent.

So with these predicates a nonactor noun phrase is

being treated like the sole nuclear noun phrase of one
place predicates, an ergative type pattern.

For some pre-

dicates then the distribution of the pronominal copies
follows an accusative tyi;ie pattern, for others, an ergative
type pattern.
The distribution of the mode particles is similar.

The

set of mode particles includes -ka 'int.ensi ve' , -~ 'casual' ,
and -te 'dubitative'.
bound to a

Thtiy normally occur phonologically

pronoun (which may be a pronominal copy in the case

of a full noun phrase).

Again, if the role frame of the pre-

dicate includes an agent, the mode particles will occur bound
to the ini ti.al nuclear noun phrase.

If bound to any other

noun phrase, the construction is ungrammatical.

( 7 3)

fu-ka

na

3sg-intens

lsg strike-lsg

A

PG

kan-ie

'He really hit me.

( 7 4)

*fu

A

na-ka

G

kan-ie

I
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(75)

fu-ka
3sg-intens
AP

na g-ie
lsg see-lsg
R

'He really sees me. '

( 76)

*fu

na-ka

AP

(77)

g-ie

R

fu-ka

iro ije
3sg-intens yam def
p
AS

na

m-ie

lsg give-lsg
G

'He really gave me the yam.

(7 8)

*fu
AS

( 7 9)

*fu
AS

iro

ije

P

iro
P

na-ka

I

m-ie

G

ije

fu-ka

na

m-ie

G

So whether there is a simple agent as. with kan- 'strike'
in

(73), or an agent-patient as with g_- 'see' in (75), or an

agent-source as with~- 'give' in (77), the modal particle
will folJ.ow that agentive participant.
With one place predicates the mode particle is simply
bound to the sole i1uclear noun phrase.
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( 8 0)

fu-ka
3sg-intens

difuri
run

A

'He is really running. '

( 8l)

fu-ka
3sg-intens

saere
wither

p

'It really withered. '

However, with multi-place predicates wh9se role frame
does not include an agent, the mode par~ic.le must occur on
the rinal nuclear participant.

Now the construction i

~

un-

grammatical if the mode particle is bound to the force partic.ipan t

( 82)

in the initial position.

ije

bu-ka

visi-nam-ia

3sg

3p1-intens
p

sicken-V-3pl

F

'It really sickened them. '

( 83)

*ije-k~

fu

visi-nam-ia

p

~~

(84)

bu

bu-ka

3sg 3pl-intens
F

ise-d-ia
unhappy-V- 3p1

p

'He really dis.pleases them.

I
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(85)

*fu-ka
F

(86)

a

bu
p

ise-d-ia

bu-ka

riez-ia

2sg 3pl-intens
F
p

attract-3pl

'You really attract them. '

(87)

*a-ka

bu

riez-ia

Here where the mode particle follows the final nuclear
noun phrase, a nonactor noun phrase is being treated like the
sole nuclear noun phrase of a one place predicate and so
again an ergative type pattern results.
There is yet one other device whose distribution follows
this s p l i t ergative type pattern and that is the contrastive
marker -re. 5

5

All three role signalling devices of this split ergative type
system may co-occur. However, when the bound mode particle
and the bound contrastive marker co-occur 1 the pronoun or
pronominal copy is repeated.
e
ije fu-:-re
~§!
na kan-ie
person def 3sg-contr 3sg-intens lsg strike-lsg
A
• ( I t was)

PG

this man (who) really struck me. '
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Again, where the role frame of the predicate includes an
agent, the contrastive marker will occur following the initial
noun phrase.

( 8 8)

fu-re

na

3sg-contr

lsg strike-lsg
PG

A

(It is) he (who) hit me.

I

(89)

*fu

na-re

I

kan-ie

3sg lsg-contr
A
PG
' (It is) I

( 9 0)

kan-ie

strike-lsg

(whom) he hit. '

fu-re

na

3sg-contr

lsg see-lsg

AP

R

g-ie

' (It is) he (who) saw me. '

( 91)

*fu

na-re

3sg lsg-contr
AP

R

'(It is) I

(92)

see-lsg

(whom) he saw.'

fu-re

iro ije na

rn-ie

3sg-contr

yam def lsg give-lsg

AS

P

G

'(It is) he (who) gave me the yam.'
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( 93)

*fu

iro ije na-re

m-ie

3sg yam def lsg-contr
AS

P

' (It is)

gi ve-lsg

G

I (to whom) he ga-..re the yam. '

With one place predicates the contrastive particle occurs
bound to the sole nuclear noun phrase and again, with multiplace predicates where there is no agent, it occurs bound
to the final nonactor noun phrase.

( 9 4)

fu-·re

difuri
3 sg-cr.mtr run
A

' (It is) he (who) is running.'

(95)

fu-re

saere
3sg-contr wither

p

' (It is) it (that) withered. '

( 9 6)

visi-nam-ia
3sg 3pl--coner sicken-V-Jpl
F
p
' (It was) they (whom)

(97)

*i:j e-re

it sickened.'

bu

visi-nam-ia
3sg-contr 3p1 sicken-V-3pl

F

p

' (It was) it (that) sickened them.'
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( 9 8)

fu

bu-re

ise-d-ia
3sg 3pl-contr unhappy-V-3pl
F
p
'(It was) they (whom) he displeased.'

(99)

*fu-re
bu ise-d-ia
3sg-contr 3pl unhappy-V-3pl
F

p

'(It was) he (who) displeased them.'

(100)

fu

bu-re

3sg 3pl-contr
F
p

riez-ia
attract-3pl

'(It was) they (whom) he attracted.'

(101)

*fu-re

bu riez-ia
3sg-contr 3pl attract-3pl

F

p

' (It was) he (who) attracted them. '

So ag·ain, as with the pronominal copies and the mode
particles, the contrastive marker is bound to the initial
nuclear noun phrase with predicates whose role frames inelude an agent.

This noun phrase is the actor so the

distribution of the contrastive marker in this case follows
an accusative type pattern.

But with predicates whose role

frame has no agent, the con·tra' ,tive marker is bound to the
final nuclear noun phrase which in this case is the nonactor
and so follows an ergative type pattern.
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There ar

1en three distinct role disambiguating devices

that function in a split ergative type pattern.

The particular

pattern signals whether or not the actor is responsible for
the state or activity of the predicate.

Such a split of

nominal case marking systems where the split is tied to the
semantics of the predicate is rare.

However there are several

languages where the case marking of one place predicates
varies according to whether or not the actor is viewed as
controlling the state or activity of the predicate.
Moravcsik (1978:255) discusses these in her study of
ergative and accusative patterns and generalizes that 'if
voluntariness is a property that delimits ergcitively and
accusatively marked intransitive subjects from each other,
then it is the ergatively marked ones that will be the involuntary ones, rather than Vice versa'.

She then goes on

to suggest that this may be part of an even more general
pattern regarding ergative systems based on the inherant
'activeness of their noun phrase referents'.

Voluntary participants of an action arc more
active in an intuitive sense than involuntary
ones ... Whenever in a language there are two
classes of noun phrases such that members of
one class are case-marked acc~satively, nnd
there is a semant~c difference between the
classes related to the activeness of the
noun phrase referents, members of ':he clnss
with more active noun phrase referents will
be marked accusatively and members of the
less active class, ergatively.
(Moruvcsik
1978: 256).
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Moravcsik is concerned here with nominal case marking
and splits that reflect properties of the noun phrase referents involved.

But it is significant that control or

voluntariness is correlated with accusativi ty and lack of
control or involuntariness with ergati v'ity.

The Barai data

i$ particul.arly relevant at this point and the split based
on control or responsibility follows naturally from these
generalizations, al though it involves more subtle role
signalling devices than nominal case and marking.
Control. or, more precisely, responsibility is clearly
behind the split in the distribution of this second set of
role disambig-ua ting dl'.!lvices.

This split also functions to

isolate an important category of the grammar just a.s the
uniformly accusative system isola,ted the actor category.
We will refer to the noun phrase isolated by this split

erg·ative system of role disambiguating devices as the fulcrum
since, as we shall see in subsequent chapters, important
pragmatic in:formation nnd certain ooreferential deletion
rules are keyed to this category.
The fulcrum for any particular clause is predictable
from a hierarchy based on both semantic role nncl unimucy.

FULCRUM:

A) anim.P

>

F) other
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The fulcrum will always be the agent if there is one, but
failing that will be any animate Patient.

If neither are

part of the role frame for a particular predicate, a force
participant will be the fulcrum.

Only with one place pre-

dicates will a participant functioning in any other role
be marked by the
As ~ ~

device~

of this split ergative type system.

with the uniformly accusative type system,

this split ergative type system also functions to help disambiguate the

se~antic

roles Of nuclear participants.

Our

discussion here should not suggest that the two systems
function redundantly however.

All of the grammatical de-

vices involved in both systems have other functions so that
their occurrence is never obligatory.

However, both systems

functioning together normally eliminate any possible ambiguity regarding the semantic role of nuclear participants.
With the predicate kan- [A, (PG)] 'strike' the fulcrtim
will be the agent.

With 9- [AP, (R)] 'see'

and~-

[AS, (P), (G)]

'give(sg.patient)' the fulcrum is the agent-patient and agent.source participants respectively.

But with predicates like

visi-(nam-) [ (F),P] 'sicken', the animate patient will be the
fulcrum.

In each case the semantic role of ono of the nuclear

participants of multi-place predicates is identified by the
grammatical devices of this split-ergative typo system.
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It is significant that the fulcrum is also the indis.,_
pensa.ble noun phrase of the nuclear .predication.
e~cept

Normally,

when coreferential deletion occurs 1 both nuclear noun

phrases of two place predicates· are overtly expressed.

How-

ever, noun phrase suppression may block the overt realization
of one of these noun phrases under certain conditions.
Noun phrase suppression is the consequence of a particular
referent being indefinite; obvious, or insiyni:Eicant in a
given context (Heath 1976).
(102)

Heath argues that the patient of

is suppressed because it is obvious in context :r:ntner

than indefinite but that in ( 103) the goal is suppressed

be~

cause i t is indefinite.

( 102)

He drinks.

(l03)

Speed kills.

In Barai, among two place predicates, only the fulcrum
never undergoes noun vhrase suppression,

Role suppression

is more lim;i;tad wit;h agentive predicates in any event:.

Whore

it: is permitted, it can only apply to the nonuctor noun phrase,
never to the fulcrum which is murked by tho grcimmat:icul devices of the split e:rgative type system.

(l.04)

na-te
fu samua
lsg-·dub 3sg wait.for
AP
R
I! might be waiting for him.'

(105)

na-tG
sam__10_§
lsg-dnb wait.for
AP
'!might be waiting.'

(106)

na-te
ire i
lsg-dub food eat
A
p
'!might be eating food.'

(107)

na-te
lsg-dub

i

eat

]>.

'!might be

(108)

e~ting.'

a-te
fu fie
2sg-dub 3ng ho.:i,r
AP

R

'You might hear him.

(109)

fie
-2sg-duh heux
U-t:G

AP
1

You might hear.'

I
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In each of these examples, the fulcrum is the actor
which is marked by the position of the mode particle and it
is this noun phrase that is indispensable with these predicates.

However the fulcrum is the nonactor with pred-

icates whose role frame has no agent.

This noun phra~e is

marked by the same grarrunatical devices and it is this noun
phrase that is indispensable with these predicates.

(110)

ije

na-te

3sg

lsg-dub sicken-V-lsg

F

p

visi-nam-ie

'It might sicken me.'

(111)

na-te

visi-nam-ie

lsg-dub sicken-V-lsg
p

'I might be sickened.'

(112)

fu

na-te

3sg lsg-dub
F

riez-ie
attract~lsg

p

'He might attract me.

(113)

na-te

I

rie;z-ie

lsg-dub attract-lsg
F

'I might be attracted.'
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It is the patient with both (110) and ( 112). that is
marked by the role disambiguating devices that identify
the fulcrum and it is the patient that is the indispensable noun phrase.
We have mentioned several important functions of
this split ergative type system of grammatical devices.
Not only do they disambiguate the semantic roles of nuclear participants, but they distinguish between responsible and nonresponsible actors, identify the indispensable
noun phrase, and isolate a category we have called the
fulcrum which is important both to the internal organization
of the clause and as we shall see, to interclausal relations.
Note how the role disambiguating devices of both systerns conflate on one noun phrase in (114) and (115) with
predicates whose actor is an agent but are divided between
two distinct noun

phrases with predicates whose actor is

not an agent.

(114)

e
ij-are fu-ka
person def-new 3sg-intens
A

e
person
PG

kan-ia-mo
strike-3pl-pres

'A certain man (he) really hits people, '

(115)

e
ij-are kai-rafa n-one
bu-ka
person def-new friend-pl lsg-poss 3pl-intens
F
p

---
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ise-d-ia-mo
unhappy-V-3pl-pres/hab
'A certain man really displeases my friends (them).

In (114), the role disambiguating devices of the uniformly
accusative type system occur with the agent which assumes the
initial position, takes the nominative marker
information, and governs verb agreement (since
only with second and third singular actors).
true for the force participant in (115).

-~

-~

for new
occurs

The same is

However, the role

disambiguating devices of the split ergative type system
(the distribution of the prO.iOminal copy and the mode particle) occur with the initial agent in (114) but with the
final patient in (115).

So the actor and the fulcrum may

be the same participant as in (114) or distinct participants
as in (115).

J.. 4

Multiple

~

Frames

In Chapter IV we discuss how variation among clause
junctures reflects a layering of structure within the clause.
We will argue there and on independent grounds in this section
as well that the relationship between predicates and role
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(ll8)

a

bu-ka

riez-ia

2sg 3pl-intens attract-3pl
F

p

'You really attract them (inadvertently).'

(ll9)

bu-ka
3pl-intens
AP

a
riez0
2sg desire
R

'They really desire you.'

In

( ll6) there is no responsible agent whereas in (117)

there is.

Not only 6.o the two role frames differ in terms

of responsibility associated with the actcr, but their nonactor nuclear participants also differ as to semantic role.
The same is true for riez-

'attract' in (118) and (119).

For each of these predicates, the role frame [ (F) ,P] encodes
a state of affairs guite distinct f::.:om the role frame [Al?, (R) ].
Note also that in the former instance the patient is crossreferenced by a bound pronoun on the predicate but that no
such cross-referencing occurs in the latter instance.
Still other predicates :µermi t. both patterns but i:Jredicate cross-referencing does not vary.

(120)

a

bu-ka

2sg 3pl-intens
F

ma-d-ia
happy-3pl

p

'You really pleased them (inadvertently).'
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frames is not necessarily

isom~rphic.

Up to this point, we

have spoken of predicates as having a particular role frame.
However, a particular predicate may have more than one role
frame so that a speaker frequently has a choice of encoding
more than one state of affairs with a given predicate.
In our discussion above, we often distinguished between
predicates whose role frame included an agent and those
that did not.
other.

Most predicates fall into one class or the

However, there are a limited number of predicates

that allow both the 'accusative' and the '~rgative' patterns
of the split ergative type system of role disambiguating devices.

The important fact here is that the two patterns

reflect distinct role frames for the same predicate.

Consider

the predicates tot- 'escape. memory' and E_iez- 'attract' ..

( 116)

a

bu-ka

tot-ia

2sg 3pl-intens escape.memory-3pl
F
p
'You rea~ly escaped their memory {escape-memory
them).'

(117)

bu-ka

a

3pl-intens

2sg forget

AP

R

tote

'They really forgot you.

1
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( l2l)

a-ka

bu

ma-d-ia

2sg-intens 3pl happy-3pl
AP

R

'You really liked them.'

(l22)

a

bu-ka

2sg 3pl-intens

F

ise-d-ia
unhappy-V-3pl

p

'You really Ciispleased them (inadvertently).'

(l23)

a-ka

bu

ise-d-ia

2sg-intens 3pl unhappy-V-3pl
AP

R

'Y'Ju really dislike them. '

The+e are important differences in the role frames of
each pair,

both in terms of actor and nonactor participants,

but we again draw your attention to the fact that only w~1ere
the fulcrum is the actor, is a responsible agent involved.
English encodes these different states of affairs with distinct predicates, while Barai alters the role frame of a
single predicate.
Certainly there is precedent for claiming that a
particular predicate may have more than one role frame, but
such a. position is generally related to valence increases,
i.e. , an increase in the numbei.· of nuclear participants related to a

particular predicate.

For example, Foley and

Van Valin give two role frames for 'dry' .
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Dry

[ P ) , [ A, P ]

dry occurs with two case frames, reflecting its two
meanings of process and action, respectively. As a
process predicate, i t occurs with one argument in
the role of Patient.
As an action predicate, it
occurs with both Agent and Patient.
(Foley and
VanValin (to appear):49)
This was essentially Fillmore's approach in "Case
for Case"

(1968).

While his 'frame features', as he called

them, were meant to represent a set of role frame possibilities for a particular predicat~, this set was statable
for each lexical predicate in terms of one master 'frame
feature' which allowed for optional elements.

We reproduce

here his examples of the various f.rame options for the
English predicate 'open'.

(124)

The door opened.

[OJ

(125)

John opened the door. [0,A]

(126)

The wind opened the door. [O,I]

(127)

John opened the door with a chisel. [O,I,A]

The composite frame feature for 'open' was then given
as [O,(I),(A)].

'17

Our claim is that valence increases and varying role
frames that do not involve valence increases, both stem from
differences in the state of affairs being encoded.

Clearly,

there is a basic semantic unity with each use of the predicate,
but within tha.t unity, more than one nuclear predication
defining uniCJUe states of affairs may be encoded.

In Barai

where there is a variation between one and two place nuclear
predications for a particular predicate, the stem without
the unmarked valence marker indicates the one place option
and the stem with the valence marker indicates the two place
option.

Simil.arly when the varia.tion is between two and three

}Jlace nuclear predications, the stem without the valence
marker indicates the two place option and the stem with the
valence marker indicates the three place option. 6
Consider valence increases from one to two nt,iclear participants.

The one place predicate ki 'to laugh' occurs

only with an agent-patient.

(128)

fu

ki

3sg laugh
AP

'He is laughihg. '

6
No predi.ca te allows all three valence options.
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However with the valence increaser -E_-, the same stem
is used to encode a situation involving two nuclear par-·
ticipants,

the agent-patient and a range noun phrase as well.

(129)

fu

na

ki-s-ie

3sg lsg laugh-V-lsg
AP

R

'He is laughing at me.'

Note that the range noun phrase is clearly a nuclear par··
ticipant.

I f i t were not, it would have been realized as

n-one 'lsg-R' ,

and its peripheral status would have been in-

dicated by the overt marking of case on the noun phrase its elf.
Two related nuclear predications are encoded with the same
predicate by means of distinct role frames, [Al? J and [AP, (R) ] .
Then consider the predicate ufi 'to spin'.

(130)

maja

~

wind

spin

p

'The wind is spinning.'

( 131)

tarome

ije

ufi

bamboo. leaf

de.£

spin

p

'The bamboo leaf is spinning. '
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The stem without the valence marker encodes a nuclear
predication that entails only a patient participant.

However,

the valence marker in this instance adds a force participant
along with the patient.

( 132)

siare

ije
betelnut def
F

na ufi-r-ie
lsg spin-V-lsg
p

'The betelnut spins me (i.e., makes me high).'

Again the result is two distinct role frames used with the
same predicate to encode related but distinct states of affairs.
-d- and -~- are the most common of the markers for a

valence increase from one to two nuclear participants. 7

( 133)

fu-k_a
3sg-intens

ise
unhappy

p

'He is really unhappy.'

7
There are constraints on the person/number options for the
nuclear participants with each role frame associated with
these particular predicates. These relate to interference
from pragmatic variables which is not crucial to our discussion here.

so

( 134)

3sg

-

F

p

ije

na-ka

ise-d-ie

lsg-intens

unhappy-V-lsg

'It really displeases me.'

(135)

fU-ka

na

3sg-intens
AP

lsg unhappy-V-lsg
R

ise-d-ie

'He really dislikes me. '

ise- ( d-) may occur with a role frame of only one nuclear participant, the patient [P).

Or it may occur as a

two ;.:ilace predicate with the valence marker

-g-.

place predicate, two role fra.mes are possible:
in (134)

As a two
[ (F) ,P] as

and [AP, (R)] as in (135), the two being disambiguated

by the grammatical devices of the split ergative type system
des er ibed above in 1. 3 .
Other predicates like visi-(nam-)
participant with the use of the

'sicken' add a force

-~- valence marker, but

these predicates never take a third frame that includes an

agentive pa:rti.cipant.

(136)

f u

~

3sg sick
p
'He is sick.'
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(137)

ije
3sg

na visi-nam-ie
lsg sicken-V-lsg

F

p

'It sickened me.

I

Consider now vaJ.ence increases between nucJ.ear predications entailing two participants and those entailing three
participants..
this kind:

There 9,re two valence increasing markers of

-r- and ..,.j-.

They do not appear to be phonolo-

gically conditioned nor is there any one to one correspondence with the incorporation of any particular role.

( 13 8)

na

ulde

lsg tattoo
A

isoe
draw

p

'I am drawing a tattoo. '
( 13 9)

isoe-r-a
-lsg a2sg ~
tattoo draw-V-2sg
na

A

'I

( 14 0)

G

nm drawing a tuttoo on you.
'

Ubi~

3sg
A

p

nn sak-ie
lsg bite/sting-lsg
PG

'A bee stung me. '
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( l41)

fu na kuriae
3sg lsg nettle

--

PG

A

sak-r-ie
bite/sting-V-lsg

I

'He stung me with nettle. '

(l42)

fu kamui
nakui
3sg string.bag hang.up
p

A

'He hung up the string bag.

(143)

fu

na

A

B

I

kamui
naku-r-ie
3sg J.sg string.bag hangoup~V-lsg
p

'He hung up a string oag for me.
'

In (138), (140), and (142), the predicates all take two
nuclear participants and occur without any valence increasing
marker.

But in (139), (141), and (143) where the marker

occurs, there are three nuolear participants although the role
of the additional participant varies in each instance.
(139) a goal is incorporated into the role frame.
is an instrument..

In

In (141) it

And in (143) a benefactive is incorporated.

There is some variut::.ion with the -j- valence increi:\ser as
well, al thongh in mast instances; it encodes the addition of
a benefactive participant.
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(144)

- -ire
-

fu

~

3sg food

prepare

p

A

'He is preparing food.

{145)

a

fu

ire

,kira-j~~

3sg 2sg food
A

I

prepare-'t-2sg

p

B

'He is prepa:ring food for you.
(J.46)

I

a
kan·-a
3sg 2sg hit/strike-2sg
A
PG
fu

'He is hitting you. '
(147)

a
~8
3sg 2sy thorn
:f:u

A

J?G

I

'He is striking

As with

-E-,

kana-j-a
hit/strike-V-2sg
11.)U

with a thorn.'

the stems that take -j- encode two nuc;:lear

participants in its absence as in (144) and (146), but three
nuc1ea:r participnnts when it occurs as in (145) nnd (147).
It encodes the addition of the ben~factive role in (145) and

8

The ntem for 'tattoo' in (138) und the .form for 'thorn'
in (147) are homophonC>us--~.
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the instrument role in (147).

(l4 8)

na
.....__,.

a
ukie ij-ia
lsg 2sg thorn def-I
A
G
I

-

ukie
isoe-r.-a
tattoo drciw-V-2sg
p

'I drew a tattoo on you with
a thorn.

isoe.
marker,
-j-.

I

in fact, may occur with ei the.r valence increasing

incorporating a goal with -r- and a benefactive with

( l4 9)

.na

a

A

B

divavc .isoe-t;-a
lsg 2sg tapa
draw-V-2sg
p

'I will draw a tapa for you.'

A

significant difference between the valence increases

from one to two nucJ.ear participants and those from two to
three is that these predicates that incorporate a third nuclear participant may also be: two place nuclear predications
with the same third participant: being f)eripheral h) the predication.
Thus With the predica.te ~- 'bite/sting' the
speaker may encode a stn te of affairs wit::h three nuclear
participants using the -r- vnler1ce increuser as in (141) where
the instrument is a nuclear participant.
may encode a

Alternatively, he

related but distinct state o:E ul:fairs with only
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two nuclear participants where the instrument o:.::curs as a
peripheral noun phrase and need not occur at all as in ( 150) .

(150)

fu

kuriae ij-ia
3sg nettle def-I
A
I

na

sak-ie
lsg bite/ sting-lsg
PG

'He stung me with the nettle.

I

In (150), an instrument identica,l to the one incorporated
as a nuclear participant in ( 141) occurs as a peripheral
noun phrase but need not occur at all as in (140).

The same

is true of the -j- valence j.ncreaser.

(151)

fu o-efuo
3sg 2sg-B

food prepare

A

p

B

ire

kira

'He is preparing food for you. '

When we compare (151) with {145),

again the same range

of participants are involved, the d.ifference being that the
benefactive is a nuclear participant in (145) where it occurs
with no case marker on the noun phrase and with the -j- valence increaser on the predicate.

In

{l51) however, it is

peripheral and does take a case marker on the noun phrase, but
no valence increaser occurs on the predicate,
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The important question, of course, is what motivates the
distinction.
(1979)

The phenomenon is similar in form to what Given

describes as dative-shifting.

In Givon's terms, dative-

shifting changes an 'indirect or prepositional object' into a
'direct object' where two critical features in the case marking system are usually taken to be associated with this
change.

One is that the 'indirect object' loses its case

marki,ng morpheme during the promotion and the other is that
the word order of 'direct object' preceding 'indirect object'
is switched around.

However, he gives a variant to the word

order switch as the coding on the predicate of the role of
the noun phrase closest to that predicate.

Kinyarwanda

(Kimenyi J.979), a Bantu language, exhibits this kind of dativeshift.

(l52)

umugabo a-ra-terna
boy

igiti n-umupaanga

he-asp-cut tree

with-iron

'The boy cut the tree with [an iron. 1
Lthe iron.'

( 153)

umugabo a-ra-tem-eesha
boy

umupaanga igiti

he-asp-cut-inst iron

tree

'The boy cut the tree with I't:he iron. '
l *an iron.'
'The boy used the iron to cut the tree.'
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In

( 152), the instrument carries a nominal case marker

but there is no indicator of role on the predicate.
(153)

In

on the other hand, no case marker appears on the in-

strument noun phrase but the predicate does bear a marker
referencing the instrument :i:ole.
structure of Barai.

This is similar to the

Givan argues that in terms of function

these variants share a corrunon core.

The most corrunon

function of the dative-shift rule involves changing the relative topicality of the 'accusative' viz-a-viz the 'preposi tionaJ_ object'.

Topicality is defined in terms of discourse

factors.

Kinyarwanda conforms very nicely to the general-

ization.

Kimenyi (1976) has shown how that the 'direct

object'

promoted by dative-shift is obligatorily definite

(or generic), although it may be either definite or indefinite
reading £or the instrumer.t.

In addition, the dative-shift

is blocked altogether whenever the 'accusative object' is an
anaphoric pronoun because of its high topicality.

So in

Kinyarwanda (154-156) are granuna ti cal, but (157) is blocked.

( 15 4)

umugabo y-a-taa-ye
boy

igi tabo mu-maazi

he-past-throw-asp book

in-water

'The boy threw the book into (th~) water.'

( 155)

umugab9 y-a-taa-ye-m~
boy

amaazi igitabo

he-past-throw-asp-loc water

book

'The boy threw the/a book into the water.'
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(156)

umugabo y-a-gi-taa-ye
boy

mu-maazi
in-water

the-past-it-throw-asp

'The boy threw it into (the) water.'

(157)

*umugabo y-a-gi-taa-ye-mo
boy

amaazi

he-past-it-threw-asp-lac water

The reason the locative noun phrase of (157) cannot
undergo dative-shift while the one in

(145) can, is because

of the high topicality of the ;accusative object' as an
anaphoric pronoun.

Clearly, Givon's generalization holds

for Kinyarwanda.
But although the variation in Barai is structurally
similar, these discourse constraints do not motivate the
distinction.

First of all, a pconominalized 'accusative

object' does not block the dative-shift.

( 158)

fu

bu

kuriae

3sg 3pl nettle
A
PG I

saki-r-ia
sting-V-3pl

'He stings them with a
the nettle.

(159)

fu

kuriae

i~

bu

saki-r-ia

3sg nettle

def

3pl

sting~V-3pl

A

I

I

PG

'He stings them with the nettle.

'
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In

( l5 8) , dative-shift marks the predicate to reference

the instrument as a nuclear participant in spite of l.:he fact
that the

'accusative' noun phrase (i.e., the nonactor parti-

cipant not involved in the dative-shift) is a highly topical
anaphoric pronoun.
Further, the constraint in Kinyarwanda that the indirect
object must be definite after dative-shift again does not
apply in Barai.

Definiteness of the tindirect object' will

alter word order, but does not condition the dative-shift.
In (158)

the instrument is not marked for definiteness although

it is in

( 159).

However in both instances the 'indirect object'

is a nuclear participant marked on the predicate rather than
a peripheral noun phrase with case marking on the nominal
itself.
Clearly, there is no doubt from the evidence cited by
Givon that dative-shift is largely governed by topicality or
pragmatic variables i.n numerous languages.
they do not condition the shift in Barai.

But just as clearly,
In fact, even

a noun phrase overtly marked as indefinite may undergo dative- ..
shift.

(160)

na ire ije e
bino-be
kira-j-ia
lsg food def person other-indef prepare-V-3pl
A

p

B

'I am preparing the food for some people.

I
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We are suggesting then that the function of dative-shift
in Barai is not involved with changing the relative topicality
of the 'accusative' vis-a-Vi$ the 'prepositional object'.
Rather the speaker may choose to encode a state of affairs
with two nuclear participants or to encode a state of affairs
with three nuclear participants.

This choice is comparable

to that which we described for ki 'J.augh' as either [AP]
or [AP, (R) ]; or for 'dry' in English as e.ither [P] or [A, (P) ].
Our notion of nuclear participants is clearly vital to
the organization of clause level granunar.

We have departed

from the theoretical position that associated a particular
set of semantic roles with each predicate.

If we maintain

our position that the nuclear participants are the ones that
define the state of affairs of a nuclear predication, then
predicates tho.t permit 'dative-shifts' allow more than one
nuclear predication to be encoded with a particular predicate.
Multiple role frames will also be needed in Chapter IV to
explain certain kinds of clause junctures.
We have outlined the coding or role information within
the clause as it pertains to information that is encoded at
vari«us kinds of clause junctures.

The distinction between

actor and fulcrum is crucial to the organization of the clause
and both categories are relevant to distinctions coded at
clause junctures as well.

The same

is~ue

for the distinction
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between nuclear and peripheral noun phrases. This is especially important as we will be arguing in Chapter IV that
the predicate together with its nuclear participants form a
core to the clause, and that clause cores may be conjoined
just as clause predicates or full clauses may be conjoined.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE CODING OF __PRAGMATIC INFORMATION
2 •l

Pragmatic Structure

The organization of the clause encodes pragmatic as well
as role information.

What we will call the pragmatj,c

structure of the clause encompasses those aspects of; the
organization of the clause that are reflexes of the pragmatic
salience of its various noun phrases. 1
salience stems from two sources.

This pragmatic

One is the context.

other is the inherent topicality of the noun phrase.

The
Tho

context may be either linguistic or extralinguistic, so that
discourse factors such as definiteness and givennes~1 may be
crucial to the structure of the clause,
In Turkish, for example, word order is usually determined
by role status, but superimposed on that common word C:)rder are

pragmatic constraints tha.t shift an indefinite nuclear noun
phrase to the right.
Underh1ll

( 1)

The following examples are taken from

(1972).

~

t.£s-<i:,

ogJ.an-a

at-ti

man

stone-obj.

boy-dat

throw-past

'The/*A mah threw the/*a stone at the/a boy.'

1

See Foley and V0n Vttlin (to a.ppear) for a moJ::c extensive
discussion of the pragmatic structure of the clause.
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(2)

t~s-i

stone-obj.

oglan-a
boy-dat

bir
a

adam
man

at-ti
throw-past

'A/*The man threw *a/the stone at the boy.'

(3)

oglan-a bir
boy-dat. a

adam

t~s

man

stone

at-ti
throw-past

'A/*The man threw a/*the stone at the boy. '

In (1), where all three noun phrases are definite, the

'actor' assumes the initial position, followed by the 'object',
and then the 'dative' noun phrase.

However, when the 'actor'

is indefinite as in (2), it must follow the definite 'object'
and 'dative' noun phrases.

And ahculd the dative occur in

the initial position as in (3) both the 'actor' and the

'object' are necessarily indefinite,
A definite noun phrase is one whose referent tho speaker
assumes the hearer can identify regardless of wh~ther or not
it was assumed that he was thinking about it at the time of

the utterance (Chafe 1976).

There is more than one means of

establishing the definite status of a noun phrase, some of
Which Chaf<:i discusses.

The most obvious 1 of course, is

through prior mention in the discourse.

And although perhaps

the most common overt reflex of this status is some kind of

ntticle, other variables in the organization of the clnusc

may reflect such pragmatic information as well.
word order plays a significant role.

In Turkish,
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Since language as a tool for communication is basically
interactional, i t is not surprising that the organization of
the clause is sensitive to such pragmatic information as the
definiteness of significant houn phrases.

Chafe includes it

in what he calls packaging devices that 'have to do primarily
with how the message is sent and only secondarily with the
message itself'

So the same lexical content may

(1976:28).

be organized in different ways depending on contextual
factors.
Another contextually governed variable that determines
the pragmatic salience of particular noun phrases has to do
with their stat~us in terms of the given/new distinction.
Consider the following Russian examples (Comrie 1978).

(4)

kto

za~~isi'.iajet

Viktora?

'Who defends Victor?'

(5)

Viktora

zasciscajet

Maksim

?Maksim

zasciMajet

Viktora

'Maxim defends Victor.'

(6)

kogo

zasciscajet

Maksim?

'Whom does Maxim defend?'

(7)

Maksim
?Victo:rn

!ascis~ajet

Viktora

~1sciMajEJt

'Maxim defends Victor.

Mnksim
1
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Neither role nor the definiteness of the referent account
for the v,_riation of word order in Russian.
order is not entirely unconstrained.

And yet word

The former of the two

options for (5) and (7) are the preferred answers to (4) and
(6) respectively.
Givenness is atthibuted to a noun phrase whose referent
the speaker assumes has already been activated in the hearer's
consciousness, that is, he assumes that the selective
attention 0£ the hearer is still focused on the referent in
question (Chafe 1976).

New information, on the other hand
4

is attributed to a noun phrase whose referent the speaker
assumes he is activating in the hearer's consciou~;;ness at
the time of the utterance.

Given information is normal.ly

expressed in a weaker and more attenuated manner than new
information and is often pronomina!ized.

But it may be

reflected in the more formal organization of the clause as
well, as in the Ru&~ian example.

The preferred word ord· r in

(5) and ( 7) reflects the fact that the initial noun phrase
carries given information which was established by its
occurrence in the question that immediately precedes in the
discourse.

('onversely, in Russian, new inforntation. normn.1ly

occurs at the end of the clause (Comrie 1978).

The noun

phrases carrying given information in (5) and (7) are the
so.me noun phrases that carry new info.tmation in (4) tmd (6)
where they are newly introduced into the discourse.
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But contextual fact0rs are only one source of pragmatic

salience.

A second intersecting parameter we might refer to

as the inherent topicality of the nnun phrase.

Recent

studies have indicated that languages often give preferential
treatment to noun phr~9es according to what Zubin (1976)
calls the speaker's focus of interest.

In fact

1

noun phrases

may be hierarchically ordered along an egc-centered hierarchy.
Various such hierarchies have been proposed.

Foley (1976)

states the hierarchy in universal terms as follows:

(8)

Inherent Topicality Hierarchy:

spe;;tkel) he are;) human prope,Y. human ·common) anirna t~ inanimate
Zubin suggests that this ordering has a psychological
basis stemming· from a. principle of egacentrism in which the
speaker will ba interested in the entity most similar to
himself.

Cooper and Ross (1976) refer to it as the entity

which the prototypicnl spaaker identifies with most closely.
A speaker's interest in the world starts with himself and

diminishes as the objects of perception become more remote in
kind. Zubin druws support fol.~ his egocentrism principle from
a number of current works!
This hiel:'al:'chy closely corresponds to what: Bric.:u
Gar~ja (1975:260-261]
calls tho 'inherent focus
1
hiararchy of Spanish in dealing with distributional problems of the weak cfoictic .~9.· It also
corresponds to whut Uc-;i:bort Cl<.1rk (1971) culls a
'dominU,ncc hierarchy 1 ;,n u. study of. uccaptibili ty
judgements about two participant English sentences
in which Stlbject o.nd objoot were indcponclcmtly
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varied over the hierarchy; and in part to what
Cooper and Ross (1975) call the 'me first' principle, which they formulated in an investigation
of co~ordinate conjoined NP's.
A similar concept 'natural topic hierarchy' - is used by Annie
Hawkinson and Larry Hyman (1974) for dealing with
topicalization in Shona, and by Evelyn Ranson
(1975, 1976a) - 'humanness-animacy constraint' in dealing with problems of dative movement and
passivization.
This constraint is based on Kuno's
(1976) notion of 'empatny focuB', the speaker's
identifying within varying degrees, persons who
participate ln the event he/she describes in a
sentence. Charles Osgood and Kathryn Brock (1975)
make use of a similar concept, called 'motivationof speaker', in dealing with ordering phenomena
in English, including what entity is coded as the
surface subject.
(Zubin 1976:6)
In addi~ion, Michael Silverstein (1977) proposes a
similar hierarchy which he calls the inherent lexical content
hierarchy.

There is then widespread support for the position

that this self-oriented bias in perception may be significant
to the organization of the clause.
In Tlalhuitoltepec Mixe (Lyon

1967) the higher ranked

noun phrase controls an agreement affix on the predicate.

If

the actor outranks the goal, one of the actor oriented prefixes will mark the agreement.

But if the goal outranks the

actor, goal will control agreement.

(9)

Ar.::tor-oriented
l

n-

2

my-, t-

3

Gou.1-orien ted

sm¢, y-
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(10)

te

ehc

ha

h;)o?y

n-wopy

past

lsg

art

person

lsgA~hit

'I hit the p0rson.

(11)

1

te

ehc

ha

ho;)?y

past

lsg

art person

s-wopy

lsgG-hit

'The person hit me.'

(12)

te

paat

hCJ

hoo?y

t-wopy

past

Peter

art

person

3A-hit

'Peter hit the person.'

(13)

ta

paat

ha

hoo?y

w-y-opy-e

past

Peter

art

person

3G-hit-G

'The person hit Peter.'

(14)

te

paat

ha

heyuhk

t-wopy

past

Peter

art

animal

3A-hit

'PAter hit the animal.'

In (10) and (11), the speaker is cross-referenced on

the predicate despite the fact that he is the actor in
(10) and the goal in (ll).

Similarly in both (12) and (13),

paat, b8ing a proper noun and therefore higher on the
hierarchy than hoo?y, is the noun phrase cross-referenced
on the predicate, despite the difference in role.

And in

(14), the proper noun is ranked over the conunon noun.
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Animates rank over inanimates in a similar manner.

Clearly

it is inherent topicality rather than discourse topicality
that is reflected in the pragmatic structure of the
Tlalhui tol tepee Mixe clause.
Pragmatic structure, for those languages that exhibit
it, is characterized by the preference that is given one
noun phrase of the clause by virtue of its pragmatic
salience in terms of either discourse topicality or inherent
topicality or both.

In Turkish, and Russian, this

preferential treatment is exhibited in word order so that
the initial noun phrase is pragmatically the most salient
noun phrase of the clause.

In Tlalhui tol tepee Mixe on the

other hand, prefen.11tial treatment is exhibited by crossreferencing on the predicate and i t is this noun phrase
that is pragmatically most salient.

We will refer to the

pragmatically most salient noun phrase of the clause as
the pragmatic peak.
Frequently, both kinds of pragmatic information (discourse and inherent) together determine which noun phrase
becomes the pragmatic peak of the clause.

Zubin discusses

how the two intersect to determine which noun phrase gets
nomiuati ve case within the re la ti ve clause in German.

He

suggests that ...
. . . the speaker will employ at least two strategies
in using the nominative: local interest if his
interest is motivated externally by what is salient
in the immediate discourse context or situation,
and ego-centered interest if his interest is
motivated in t~rnally by a cognitive disposition ...
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local interest predicts that the relative pronoun
in relati vization will be in the nominative, while
ego-centered interest predicts that the higher
entity on the hierarchy will be in the nominative.
( Zubin 19 7 6: 8-9)
He then goes on to demonstrate that, when the two
strategies conflict, ego-centered interent plays the greater
rofo, so that in German, inherent topicality outweighs discourse topicality in determining the selection of the
pragmatic peak.
Both kinds

of pragmatic information influence the

organization of the Baral clause and are relevant to important
distinctions at clause junctures as well.

We will discuss

the morphological and syntactic devices that encode pragmatic
peak selection.

We will also de1nonstrate that in Barai, which

in this regard is unlike German, discourse topicality outweighs
inherent topicality in determining the pragmatic peak.
But before doing that, we point out here a basic rule
that cons is ten t l y identifies the pragmatic peak in Barai.
Where the relevant role frame of a particular predicate includes
an agent, the first nuclear noun phrase is the pragmatic peak.
But where no agent is involved, the final nuc.:lear noun phrase
is the pragmatic peak.

Our discussion explains why the fulcrum

normally occurs in this posi t:i.on but that certain pragmatic
conditions alter this preference.
2.2

Discourse Topicalitz
The Barai speaker may use either the article ije or one

of a set of deictics with spatial parameters to encode defin-
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iteness .

It is important to note here that the coding of

definiteness is a packaging tool at the speaker's disposal
in the communicative act to assist the hearer in decoding the
message (Chafe 1976).

As such, it is not imperative that the

speaker mark each noun phrase as either definite or indefinite.
The feature of definiteness may include a neutral unmarked
status as well where the speaker chooses not to encode any
assumption regarding the hearer's knowledge of the referent.
So the overt coding of either definiteness or indefiniteness
may be reserved for those instances where the speaker feels
the hearer will be able to make a better judgement about
the identity of the referent if he provides him with the
additional cue that he (the speaker) assumes that the hearer
can identify the referent (in the case of definiteness) or
cannot identify the referent (in the case of indefiniteness).
To illustrate, consider the following situation.

A man

is sitting with some children on the verandah of his house.
The man gets up and goes into the house.

Moment£ later, as

he is returning to the verandah, one of the boys says (15)
where (16) would be inappropriate.
(15.)

e
pGrson

ruo
come

'A/The man is coming.'
(16)

e
pers0n

ije
def

ruo
come

The man is coming.'
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Clearly the speaker would assume that his hearers
would know the identity of the referent. he had in mind, but
encoding that fact in this situational context would be
entirely superfluous.

There is no need for the speaker to

assist the hearer in identifying the referent.
If, however, two speakers have been discussing a third
person who subsequently appears in the peripheral vision of
one of them, he would likely use (16) rathel,- than (15) to
encode the situation that the man in question is approaching.
The overt coding of definiteness, in this instance, is an
important cue from the speaker that is intended to assist
the hearer in identifying the referent.
The coding of indefiniteness follows a similar principle.
The speaker will only use an overt marker for indefiniteness
when he feels that, by making his asswnption that the hearer
cannot identify the referent overt, he will assist the hearer
in correctly interpreting the message.
There are two means by which the indefiniteness of a
noun phrase may be marked in Barai.

The article be which is

phonologically independent, carrying its own pitch/stress.,
encodes a

specific indefinite referent, that is, one that

the speaker has in mind but assumes the hearer cannot identify.
The other is a phon0logically bound cli tic -be which does not
carry any independent pitch/stress.

The bound clitic encodes

a nonspecific indefinite referent, i.e., one where the speaker
is encoding the fact that he cannot. identify the referent in
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question and he assumes the hearer canno

either.

The two

markers are illustrated in (17) cmd (HP,

(1 7)

e

be

person

indef/spec

ruo
come

'A certain man is coming.

(18)

e-be
person-indef/nonspec

1

ruo
come

'Someone is coming. '

In Barai, these distinctions directly relate to the
syntactic organization of the clause as well.

They are

reflected in variations on the role governed word order
constrain ts we described earlier in Chapter I.

We noted

there that the word order of the nuclear noun phrases of
the clause is determined by their roles such that the actor
predictable £rom the role frame of the predicate, occurs
prior to any nonactor nuclear noun phrase.

However, the

pragmatic structure of the clause imposes' a further constraint on word order.

Wherever the role frame of the

predicate entails a responsible agent, an indefinite actor
will follow a definite nonactor.

Since there is an

additional pragmatic ':;:onstraint on the !3arai clause that
prevents both noun phrases of a two place predicate from
being indefinite, the movement of the indefinite actor m.<aans
that a pragmatically more salient noun phrase assumes the

/
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prior position.

This position is marked by the grammatical

devices of the split ergative type system which we outlined
in Chapter I.

Thus the role disamb.iguating devices of the

split ergative type system also identify the pragmatic peak
of the clause.

Other things being equal, the fulcrum will

be the pragmatic peak of the clause.

But features of both

discourse and inherent topicality can and do override that
pre.ference to insure that the pragmatically most salient of
the nuclear participants is marked as the pragmatic peak.

(19)

e

iJe

fU-ka

ame

:!:~

ro;an

def

3sg-intens

child

dt~f

kan-ia
hit-3pl

' The man really hit the children. '

( 20)

* ame

(21)

e

be

fu-ka

ame

ije

kan-ia

man

indef/spec

3sg-intens

child

def

hit-3pl

ije

bu-ka.

e

i je_

kan-ia

'A certain man really hit the children. '

( 22)

* ame

( 2 3)

ame

ije

bu-ka

e-be

kan-ia

child

def

3pl-intens

persan-indef/nonspec

hit-3pl

ije

bu-ka

e

be

kan-ia

'Someone really hit the children.'

( 24)

*e~be

fu-ka

ame

ije

kan-ia
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The role frame for the predicate kan- is [A, (PG) ]
and so entails a responsible agent.

In (19), where both

the actor and the nonactor noun phrases are marked for
definiteness, actor precedes nonactor.
for ( 21)

The same holds

where the actor is marked indefinite but specific.

In ( 23) , however, when the actor is marked indefinite/
nonspecific,

a definite nonactor will assume the initial

position and be marked by the role disambiguating devices
of the split erg·ative type system.
examples,

In each of the above

the word order is invariable, the al te:r.nate word

order being ungrammatical.
Any sequence of two nuclear noun phrases marked

indefini te/nonspec.i.fic is also blocked.

(25)

*ame-be
child-indef/nonspec

(26)

*e-be
person-indef/nonspec

e-be

kan-a

person-indef/nonspec

hit-3sg

ame-be

kan-a

child-inde£/nonspec

hit-3sg

However, combinations of an indefinite/specific and an
indefinite/nonspecific noun phrase do occur.

(27)

arne

be

fu-ka

e-be

child

indef/spec

3sg-intens

man-indef/nonspec

kan-a
hit-3sg
' Someone really hit a certain child. '
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Again, an actor that is a responsible agent is shifted
out of the pragmatic peak position because of its weak
pragmatic status.

An

indefinite/nonspecific actor is out-

ranked in tei.ms of pragmatic salience by an indefinite/
specific non actor.
And a noun phrase that is unmarked in terms of
definiteness or specificity will be outranked by a noun
phrase marked either as definite or indefinite/specific.

( 2 8)

are

ije

ine

kan-a

hou.se

def

tree

hi t/strike-3sg

'A/The tree struck the house.•

( 2 9)

are

be

ine

house

indef/spec

tree

-

kan-a
hit/strike-3sg

'A/The tree struck a certain house. •

In both (28) and (29), the nonactor nuclear noun phrase
outranks the actor noun phrase.

These facts lead us to poslt

the following hierarchy for the salience of noun phrases in
terms 0£ discourse topicality.

( 3 0)

D. . . : course Topicality Hierarchy:

definite) indefinite/specificy unmarkcd)indefini te/nons.pecific

Among the nuclear noun phrases of the clause, unless they
are of comparable status in terms of discourse topicality, the
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noun phrase with higher status on the hierarchy will assume
the position of the pragmatic peak.

Should the nuclear

noun phrases be of comparable status in b:!rms of discourse
topicality,

role determines word order (although there may

still be further interference from inherent topicality as
will be discussed below) .
It is not only the definiteness parameter of discourse
topicality that is re:Uected in the organization of the
Barai clause.

The distinction between given and new infor-

mation is also relevant both morphologically and syntactically.
The reader will recall that the marking of new information
expresses the assumption on the part of the speaker that the
referent is just being activated in the heare;:'s consciousness;
that is, that he was not thinking about- it at the time of the
utterance.

Only deHnite new informat:ion gets distincl.:ive

overt marking in Barai,

This may be a consequence of the

fact that indefinite referents are normally new informat~on
in any event and in Barai take the overt marker -be.

Clearly,

if the speaker assumes the hearer cannot identify a referent
(defini ten es s) , he is hardly likely to assume that he is
thinking about that referent (givenness) .

Definite referents,

however, may certainly be either given or new.

This is the

one instance in Barai where nuclear noun phrases take case
mnrkers directly on the noun phruse itself.

These markers

encode both role and pragmatic information.

We diacussed

their role function above in the f?revious chapter showing how
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they function along with the othe.r role disambiguating
devices of the uniformly accusative type system.

It is their

pragmatic function that is of interest to us here, however.
Definite new information is frequently marked on noun
phrases with commonly known referents that are being newly
introduced in ·the discourse.

This typically occurs in the

first sentence of a familiar legend.

( 31)

.ino

pair

vie9i
cousin

ij.-iebe
def-new(pl)

rig:i
bird. trap

oe
set

wThe pair of cousins were setting
bird traps.

(32)

eove
old.man

ij-are
def-new ( sg)

tannbae
cucumber

I

kore
-plant

'The old man planted cucumbers~ '

The recounting of traditional legends i.s a familiar

pas-l:ime the Barai share from infancy.

As a .i:esul t, it is to

be eH:pected that the speaker can assume his hearer can
iden·tify an important referent in such a legend and yet
assume he was not thinking about th"' rcferen t at the time.
This is the case in both ( 31) and ( 32) where the a.ctor rtoun

phrase t.akes a nominative co.so marker for new information.
Both sentences introduce traditionul Burai legends.
However the coding of new information is hardly lirni ted

t:o the first int:.:roduct.:i.on of new noun phrnses.

:rt:.

tilso occu~s

for th€' reintroduction of already mentioned. referents which
are not in tho immcdinto context.
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Consider the following portion of a text.

(33)

~

girl

kabaekua
teenage

ij-iebe
def-new

dome
hous~

be
indef/spec

aj ia-na,_
go.up-conj
'The tepnage girls went up (into) a certain house
and then ... '

bu

3pl

ij-ia
aef-L

ari
descend

l!_?O-eva-ga
sleep-conj-conj

baru
man

ije
def

bu

3pl

~

go

'they slept there and some time later the men went
down (from the tree) ... i

( 34)

~

gi~l

fudiad-in nao-e.
fondle-3pl sleep"p9st.

Nno ... rna-ma
Sleep-cont

una

do.again

Vu
-CJO

'and fondled the girls and slept.

un ti 1 they went back ... '

ij-ia
def·-L

kari-nn
stay-conj

~

~

agn.in

do.again

They slept there

ajia
go.up

ro
come

'and stt\yed there and then went back again and ca.me

up (into the tree) and ... '
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(35)

ij-ia
def-L
ije
def

nao-eva
sleep-conj

bara
girl

ij-iebe
def-new

uri
arise

baru
man

man-ia-e.
marry-3pl-past

' Sleep there and some time later the girls arose
and married the men.'

The teenage girls are introduced at the beginning (33)
and coded for definite new information.

The same referent

occurs as a patient of fudiad- 'fondle' later in the same
complex sentence (34) where the speaker does not mark it for
new information.

The same referent occurs the next time late

in the following complex sentence after a sentence juncture
and some nine intervening predicates where it is again coded
for new information (35).

Clearly, the referent in (35)is

not being newly activated in the hearer's consciousness but
reactivated on the· grounds that the speaker assumes that the
selective attention of the hearer is not still focused on the
referent in question.
This is consistently the case.

The referent of a noun

phrase ma.rked for definite nel information does not occur in
the immediate context since tl\e, whole point of coding new
information is to give the hearer the additiorial cue that the
correct referent is one the speaker assumes is not in the
forefront of his consciousness, though it may well be one
known to him or 2ven one previously mentioned.
second

or

the two occurrences of

~

Thus, the

'girl' in the following
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sentence is not acceptable because bara 'girl' cannot be
coded for new information in a context where it has been a
nuclear noun phrase in the preceding clause.

(36)

baru

ije

bu

bar a

ij-ene

davane

man

def

3pl

girl

def-new

engagement.gift

vaj-ia-~9a

bara

*ij-iebe

give-3pl-diff

girl

def-new

uri

baru

ije

arise

man

def

man-ia-e.
marry-3pl-past
'The men gave engagement gifts to the girls and
the girls arose and married the men.'

Givenness has no distinctive marker in Barai.

It is

certainly an important factor in pronominalization, but it is
not the case that all given information is pronominalized.
Such a heavy use of pronominalization would certainly yield
intolerable levels of ambiguity.

Consequently the speaker

must make judgements about whether to pronominalize given
information or not on the basis of his predictions about
resulting ambiguities.
course.

This is not specific to Barai, of

Chafe makes the same point regarding pronominalization

when he says that it ...
. . . can be applied only to items that convey given
information, but i t tends not to be applied when
the speaker is aware that ambiguity would result
(when there are two or more given items competing
equally for the same pronoun) . Thus, the speaker
has to monitor his speech not only with respect
to what he assumes to be in the addressee's consciousness, but also with respect to the addressee's
ability to interpret the referents o:E pronouns
correctly. Speakers frequently err in both
respects.
(Chafe 1976:31)
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But despite the fact that there is no overt marking for
given information, the given/new distinction is relevant to
the organization of the Barai clause since new information is
treated syntactically much like indefiniteness.

The basic

word order of actor before nonactor is reversed whenever the
unmarked choice for pragmatic topic is coded for new infermation and is outranked by a nonactor in terms of its pragmatic
status.

In (31) and (32) above, although the actor noun phrase

is the unmarked choice for the pragmatic peak and is also
coded for new information, no word order shift occurs because
the nonactor noun phrases in both examples have such law
pragmatic status.

Should the nonactor noun phrase be marked

for definiteness, however, that noun phrase assumes the
pragmatic peak position.

(37)

are

ije

fu

ame

sikuru

ij-iebe

sa-e

house

def

3sg

child

school

def-new

build-past

'The school boys built the house.'

(38)

*~

(39)

taraketa

ije

fu

tractor

def

3sg

sikuru

ij-iebe

(bu)

e
man

are

ije

sa-e

faerate

ij-iebe

pilot

def-r~ew

amaeri
fix

'The pilots fixed the tractor.'

(40)

*e

£aerate

ama.e.ri

ij-iebe

ij-iebe

(bu)

taraketa

ije
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In both (37) and (39), the actor noun phrase is marked
for new information and occurs with a pragmatically salient
nonactor noun phrase by virtue of its definite article, in
which case the nonactor occurs in the initial pragmatic peak
position and governs the person/number of the pronominal
copy.

As with the similar shift that eventuates with

indefinite/nonspecific actors, the word order here is rigid.
The opposite word order in (38) and (40) is ungrammatical.
Since Barai only marks

definite/new information and it

can be shown to outrank the pragmatic distinctions of
indefinite/specific, unmarked, and indefinite/nonspecific,
we can conflate both the definiteness and the givenness
aspects of discourse topicality into the following hierarchy
of accessibility to the pragmatic peak.

(41)

Discourse Topicality Hierarchy:

definite) def/new>indef/specifi9 unmarkea)indef/nonspec/new

The first sentence in (33), repeated here as (42),
demonstrates that the status definite/new outranks indefinite/
specific.

(42)

bara

kabaekua

ij-iebe

dome

be

girl

teenage

def-new

house

indef/spec

ascend

'The teenage girls went up into a certain house.'

(43)

*dome

be

(fu)

bara

kabaekua

ij-iebe

ajia
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So

the actor noun phrase which is the unmarked choice

fo:!::' the pragmatic peak with this predicate is still more
pragmatically salient than the indefinite/specific nonactor,
despite its being marked for new information.
in

( 31)

We demonstrated

and (32) above that definite/new outranks unmarked.

And of course noun phraser; marked for definite/new outrank
those marked, for indefinite/specific al though they encode new
inforrna tion as well.

This discourse topicality hierarchy

then predicts the accessibility of nuclear noun phrases to
the pragmatic peak position by virtue of their pragmatic
salience in terms of givenness and definiteness.

2. 3

Inherent Topicality

However, the pragmatic structure of the clause is not
limited to encoding discourse topicality, but reflects inherent
topicality as well.

It wi 11 be recalled that the proposed

universal hierarchy for inherent topicality places animate
referents over inanimates in terms of pragmatic salience so
that animates may be subject to preferred treatment.
evidence

There is

from Barai that suggests this distinction is relevant

to the organization of the Barai clause as wel,l.
sider f i r s t of all the pronominal system.
for third person singular referents.

Let us con-

'rhere are two forms

One form fu is used with

both animate and ir1anirnate referents when they are the pragmatic
peak of the clause, that is, when the referent is pragmatically
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the most salient noun phrase of the clause.

Elsewhere, fu

is only used with animate referents and an alternate form,
ije,

the same form as the definite article, is used for

inanimate referents.

This illustrates the preferential

treatment given animate referents.

They are identified with

pragmatic salience in a way that inanimate referents are not.
We illustrate with the following examples:

(44)

fu-ka

ije

sa-e

3sg-intens

3sg

build-past

'He really built it. '

(45)

*fu-ka

(46)

*ije-ka

( 4 7)

fu-ka

e

3sg-intens

man

fu

sa-e

fu

sa-e

ij-iebe
def-new

sa-e
build-past

'The men really built i t . '

( 4 8)

*ije-ka

(49)

.ije

na-ka

visi-nam-ie

3sg

lsg-intens

sicken-V-lsg

e

ij-iebe

sa-e

'It really sickened me. '

(SO)

*fu

na-ka

visi-nam-ie
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(51)

na
lsg

fu-ka
3sg-intens

visi-nam-ie
sicken-V-lsg

'It really sickened me. '

(52)

*na

ije-ka

visi-nam-ie

Both forms are used in ( 4 4) .

The referent in the

initial pragmatic peak position is animate and realized
with fu while the other nuclear noun phrase is inanimate
and realized with ije.
is ungrarnrnatlcal.

Reversing the order for either form

In (47), again there is a referent that

is third singular inanimate, but this time that referent is
rea1i zed with fu rather than ije as i t is in the pragmatic
peak position.
is

thE:~

This is because the actor noun phrase which

unmarked choice for the pragmatic peak position is

marked for new information triggering the rearrangement
because

of its lower pragmatic salience.

The inanimate noun

phrase,

being given and detinite, outranks the noun phrase

marked for new information and assumes the pragmatic peak
position.
(44)

Note that a similar referent is pronominalized in

as ije but in (47) as fu.

ditioning involved.

There is no semantic con-

The variation is entirely governed by

variables of discourse topicality.
In

( 49) and (51) the situation is reversed since the

pragmatic peak occurs in the subsequent pos.i ti on.

This

means that the actor is not in the pragmatic peak position
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in (49)

and, being inanimate, is realized as ije.

ungranunatical here.

But if a rearrangement occurs

fu is
2

placing

this same referent in the pragmatic peak position, it will
be realized as fu and not ije, as in (51).

We have shown

that only animate referents are pronominalized as fu
regardless of their relation to the pragmatic peak.

Now

this identity in pronominal form between animate referents
and referents prominent in terms of discourse topicality
suggests that animate referents are indeed pragmatically
more salient than inanimate referents.
We noted earlier that inherent topicality had a role
in predicate cross-referencing as well.

This situation is

complex in Barai since animacy, definiteness, and role all
interact to determine whether a nonactor noun phrase will
be cross-referenced on the predicate.

But when cross-

referencing does occur, it is normally the non actor noun
phrase that is cross-referenced.

However, there is inter-

ference here :Lrom the speaker who has the highest position
on the inherent topicality hierarchy.

The speaker will be

cross-referenced regardless of his semantic role as a
consequence of his rank on the inherent topicality hierarchy.
There is a further constraint on this phenomenon however.
Such interference of the role coding function of predicate

2Recall that the patient is the fulcrum or indispensable
noun phrase with predicates like visi- (nam-) 'sick' and
then note that a rearrangement has occurred here even
though that patient is both definite and given. Motivation
for this kind of rearrangement is discussed below in 2. 4.
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cross-referencing applies only to actors that are not
responsible agents.
ma-(d-)

The following examples with the predicate

'please' [ (F) ,P] demonstrate this.

(53)

a

bu-ka

ma-d-·ia

2sg

3pl-intens

happy-V-3pl

'You certainly please them (inadvertently).'

(54)

*a

bu-ka

ma-d-a
2sg

( 5 .5)

a

na-ka

ma-d-ie

2sg

lsg-intens

happy-·17- lsg

'You certainly please me (inadvertently).'

(56)

*a

na-ka

ma-d-a
2sg

(57}

na

a-ka

rna-d-ie

lsg

2sg-intens

happy-V-lsg

'I certainly please you (inadvertently).'

( 5 8)

*na

a-ka

ma-d~a

2sg

I t is normally the nonactor noun phrase that is crossreferenced on the predicate, so that in (53), the third
person plural nonactor noun ph:r,ase governs cross-referencing,

the reverse being ungrammatical.

In (55), where the

nonactor noun phrase is the speaker, again that noun phrase
governs cross-referencing.

However, in (57), the speaker

is not the nonactor noun phrase and yet it does govern
predicate cross-referencing.

This interference of inherent

topicality over role is due to the high pragmatic salience
of the speaker.

But then consider a predicate with a role

frame entailing a responsible agent, kan- 'hit, strike'
[A, (PG) ] •

( 59)

a-ka

bu

kan-ia

2sg-intens

3pl

hit-3pl

'You really hit them.'

(60)

*a-ka

bu

kan-a
2sg

( 61)

a-ka

na

2sg-intens

lsg

kan-ie
hit-lsg

'You really hit me.'

(62)

*a-ka

na

kan-a
2sg

( 6 3)

na-ka

a

kan-a

lsg-intens

2sg

hit-2sg

'I really hit you.

1
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(64)

*na-ka

a

kan-ie
lsg

In (59), where the speaker is not involved, the nonactor
nuclear noun phrase governs cross-referencing as expected.
The same is true in (61) where t..'he speaker is the nonactor
noun phrase.

And in (63), the nonactor noun phrase still

governs cross-referencing despite the fact that the speaker
is the actor noun phrase.

So the inherent topicality of

the highly salient speaker will override the role function
of predicate cross-referencing only as long as no responsible
agent is involved in the role frame of the predicate.

This

is one further instance where agentive noun phrases are
treated preferentially over other nuclear noun phrases.
John Austing (personal corrununication) reports a similar
phenomenon for Omie, a related Koiarian language.

The

actor noun phrase is marked with -ro and both actor and
nonactor nuclear noun phrases are cross-referenced on the
predicate.

But with predicates like~- 'like', an actor

that is also the speaker will govern both cross-referencing
pronouns on the predicate.

( 65)

je-ro

jabume

n-e-g-anue

2sg--A

3pl

like-3pl-vb. class .marker-2sg

'You llke them. '
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(66)

je-ro

na

n-e-g-anue

2sg-A

lsg

like-lsg-vb.class.marker-2sg

'You like me. '

(67)

na-ro

~

n-e-g-e

lsg-A

2sg

like-lsg-vb.class.rnarker-lsg

'I like you. '

( 6 8)

*na-ro
lsg-A

~

n-a-g-e

2sg like-2sg-vb. class .marker-lsg

[ ' I like you. ' ]

I t is the marker inunediately following the stem that is
of interest to us here.

In (65) and (66), where the actor

is not the speaker, the nonactor noun phrase is crossreferenced.

But the speaker will be so cross-referenced

regardless of whether it is the actor or the no11act0r noun
phrase as

(67) demonstrates.

The pragmatic salience of animate noun phrases is also
exhibited in the hierarchy of accessibility to the fulcrum
category which is the pragmatic peak wherever other things
are egual.

Wo stated in Chapter I that this hierarchy

(A) anim P) anim F) other)

results from the interaction of

semantic role and animacy so that inherent topicality is
necessarily involved.

The 'other' slot of the hierarchy

applies only to one place predicates, which means there are
basically three different classes of multi-place predicates
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if they are classified in terms of the most likely role to be
the pragmatic peak.
includes a

For those predicates whose role frame

responsible agent, that agent is most likely to be

the pragrr.atic peak.

Of course, there is a great propensity

for those agents to be animate which we have amply illustrated
already.

However, where there is no responsible a.gent, if

the role frame includes an animate patient, that patient will
most likely be the pragmatic peak.

This is the case with

other predicates like those in (69) and (70) whose role frame
includes an optional force and an indispensible patient
participant.

(69)

(70)

ije

na-ka visi-nam-ie

'It really sickens me.

'

ije/fu na-ka ise-d-ie

'It/He really displeases
me. I

ije/fu na-ka oefia-d-ie

'It/He really saddens me.

ije/fu na-ka tot-ie

1

-

I

It/He really escapes my
memory. I

ije/fu na-ka riez-ie

'It/He really attracts me.

ije/fu na-ka vie..raf-ie

'It/He really creates
longing in me. I

-

With predicates like these, the nonactor patient noun
phrase is always animate and will be the pragmatic peak,
other things being equal.
some detail..

These we have also discussed in

I
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However, the third class of predicates we have reserved
for discussion here.

These predicates typically take neither

an agent no:i= an animate patient.

Rather, their nuclear

participants are typically an indispensible inanimate
patient and an optional animat~ force participant.

This

force participant is again an initiator, but one devoid of
responsibility.

(71)

sea

ije

na-ka

chair

def

lsg-intens

p

tua
break

F

'I really broke the chair (inadvertently).'

(72)

. (73)

*na

sea

ije

fu-ka

tua

lsg

chair

def

3sg-intens

break

F

p

sea

ije

fu-ka

tua

chair

def

3sg-intens

break

p

'The chair really broke.'

( 7 4)

*na-ka
lsg-intens
F

tua
break
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(75)

do
water

ije
def

p

na ·ka
lsg-intens
0

usiae
spill

F

'I really spilled the water (inadvertently).'

(76)

*na
lsg
F

(77}

do
water

ije
def

fu-ka
3sg-intens

usi.:::.e
spill

p

do
water

ije
def

fu-ka
3sg-intens

usiae
spill

p

'The water really spilled.'

( 7 8)

*na-ka
lsg-intens

usiae
spill

F

Clearly the patient is the indispensible noun phrase
and as such must be the fulcrum and yet whenever the force
participant occurs it assumes the pragmatic peak position.
This is because the inherent topicality of the

animate

forc8 participant is more pragmatically salient than the
inanimate patient.

Consequently, it is outranked for access

to the pragmatic peak position despite its indispensibility.
Notice that the constraints on animacy here are just
the reverse of those with the predicates in (69) and (70)
although the role frame for both sets is [ ( F) , P].

In both
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cases, however, it is the necessarily animate participant
that is the fulcrum and henC'e most likely to be the pragmatic
peak.
Since the pragmatic peak for predicates with no responsible agent is always in the subsequent nuclear position we
have a situation with these predicates where, other things
being equal, the basic word order is nonactor, actor,
predicate or OSV.

This is clearly a departure from the SOV

basic word order with the other major classes of predicates.
But the exceptional behaviour of these predicates is clearly
a consequence of the interaction of inherent topicality and
semantic role in determining access to the fulcrum and hence
to the pragmatic peak.
It is still the case however that the nuclear noun
phrase most salient in terms of discourse topicality will
override any other constraints on word order and assume the
pragmatic peak position,

This was the case with (37) and

(39) above, which we repeat here as (79) and (80).

( 79)

are

ije

fu

rune

house

def

3sg

child

sikuru
school

ij-iebe
def-new

sa-e
build-past

'The school boys built the house.'

( 80)

taraketa
tractor

ije
de.f

fu
3sg

e

man

£aerate
pilot

'The pilots fixed the tractor.'

ij-iebc
def-new

amaeri-i
fix-past
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In bot,, (79) and (80), the semantically based constrain..:
on word order fails.
actor.

The actor noun phrase follows the non-

And the constraint based on inherent topicality fails

in both as well.

The animate actor does not occur in the

initial pragmatic p1':!ak position.

Rather, an inanimate non-

actor noun phrase assumes the pragmatic peak position by
virtue of its discourse topicality alone.

The inanimate

nonactor noun phrase is marked for definiteness and so outranks the animate actor which is marked for new information
so that discourse topicality overrides both the semantic
based roles and inherent topicality for the control of word
order.

We may then posit a pragmatic peak accessibility

hiera.rchy for Barai which orders the three intersecting
parameters of pragmatic peak selection.

(8l)

Pragmatic Peak A(~cessibili ty Hierarchy:
discourse topicality) inherent topicality) role

2. 4

Marking the Peak

In. our discussion of the split erg a t i ve type system of
role disambiguating devices in Chapter IJ we referred to
three such devices that function together to identify the
fulcrum of the clause, other things being equal.

These

included the distribution of mode particles, pronominal
copies,

and the contrastive marker -re.

Now, .in this
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chapter, having considered these 'other things' in our
discussion of pragmatic variables, can

~e

still maintain

that these devices mark the fulcrum of the clause?

They

inunediately follow the pragmatic peak which may or may not
be the fulcrum so they clearly mark the pragmatic peak.
But their position relative to the other nuclear noun
phrases will identify the fulcrum as well,

If they occur

following the initial nuclear noun phrase, the fulcrum will
be the actor.

But if they occur following the final nuclear

noun phrase, the fulcrum will be the nonactor.

So the one

set of grammatical devices identify both the fulcrum and
the pragmatic peak although the two may in fact be distinct
noun phrases.
In distinguishing the two it is important to remember
that the fulcrum is the indispensable noun phrase and that it
is predictable from the relevant role frame associated with
its predicate.

The pragmatic peak on the other hand is not

predictable from the relevant role frame associated with its
predicate, but is sensitive to various

pragn~tic

variables.

We have now isolated three categories of Barai grarrunar which
must be

ca~efully

matic peak.

distinguished:

actor 1 fulcrum, and prag-

They each have their own function and identifying

features, but in a given clause, two or even all three of them
may conflate on a given noun phrase.
patterns of overlap in (82) below.

Compare the two different
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( 82)
na-ka

ine

kan-ie

lsg-intens stick strike-lsg
PG
A

t

na

f

't

t

actor

t

fulcrum

i

pragmatic
peak

pragmatic
peak

'A tree really struck me. '

In (82)

ise-d-ie

lsg 3sg-intens unhappy-V-lsg
p
F

actor
fulcrum

fu-ka

'It really displeased me.'

with _!,can- 'strike', the agent is both actor and

fulcrum and the patient-goal is the pragmatic peak.
ise- ( d-)

But with

'unhappy' the force participant is actor and

pragmatic peak while the patient is the fulcrum.

There is

no necessary identity between any two of the three categories.
We stated in r:hapter I that the primary function of the
pronominal copy would be discussed under the coding of pragmatic information.

We include that here as the pronominal

copy is probably the most conunon of the granunatical devices
that mark the pragmatic peak.
The primary function of the pronominal copy is to
identify a noun phtase prominent in terms of discourse
topicality.

As such it is not sensitive to either role or

inherent topicality but occurs only with noun phrases
re la ti vely high on the discourse topicality hierarchy.

It

will occur following those pragmatic peaks that are either
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definite, definite/new, or indefinite/specific but will not
occur with pragmatic peaks that are either unmarked or
indefinite/nonspecific.

(83)

e

ije

fu

ruo

man

def

3sg

come

'The man is coming.'

(84)

e

ij-are

fu

ruo

man

def-new

3sg

come

'The man is coming.'

(85)

e

man

be
indef/spec

fu

ruo

3sg

come

'A certain man is coming.'

(85)

*e
man

(87)

fu

ruo

3sg

come

*e-be
man-indef/nonspec

fu

ruo

3sg

come

A pragmatic peak marked for definiteness (83) will take
a pronominal copy as will a pragmatic peak marked for
definite/new information.

However, with multi-place predi-

cates, a noun phrase marked for definite/new information is
normally shifted out of the pragmatic peak position and
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cannot then take a pronominal copy.

But with a one place

predicate, even a noun phrase marked for definite/new information will take a pronominal copy as in (84).

Indefinite/

specific noun phrases as pragmatic peaks will also take a
pronominal copy (85) .

But the distribution of the pronominal

copy terminates at this point on the hierarchy.

Unmarked

noun phrases (86) and noun phrases marked for indefinite/
nonspecific (87) will net take a pronominal copy despite
their pragmatic peak

sta·~us.

The pragmatic function of the

pronominal copy is to mark only the more highly salient
pragmatic peaks at the higher ranges of the discourse
topicality hierarchy.
Pronominal copies only occur with full noun phr&ses,
of cou.rse, but there is a related phenomenon with the same
distribution that applies to pronouns as well, one which we
will refer to as pronominal reiteration.

The pragmatic peak

and only that noun phrase may be reiterated.

It typically

occurs in clauses that contain peripheral noun phrases in
addition to their nuclear ones.

(88)

no

oe

nuvuo-one

ij-ia

no

a

lpl

gall.bladder

lpl-poss

def-L

lpl

2sg

vierafe-ve
think-perfect
'We have been thinking about you in our hearts.'
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( 89)

dua
also

no
lpl

a
2sg

no
lpl

tot-uo-mo
escape.memory-lpl-pres/hab

'You escape our memory too.'

In (88) it is the actor noun phrase that is reiterated
and in (89) it is the nonactor noun phrase that is reiterated.
Both are the pragmatic peaks for their respective clauses.
And like pronominal copies, reiterated pronouns occur with
noun phrases relatively high on the discourse topicality
hierarchy, but not with unmarked or indefinite/nonspecific
noun phrases.

Both the pronominal copy and reiteration have

a pragmatic function although neither is a necessary or
sufficient condition for identifying the pragmatic peak.
Foley and van Valin

(to appear)

suggest that the best

diagnostic for pragmatic structure is the control of zero
anaphora across clause boundaries.

There are a variety of

clause junctures in Barai and we will elaborate in Chapter
IV on how the control of zero anaphora varies with the kind
of juncture involved.

Nonetheless, we can quite readily

establish here that zero anaphora is controlled by
pragmatic peaks, at least at certain kinds of clause
junctures.

(90)

We will consider the following examples.

e

ije

man

def

fU-ka
3sg-intens

na

kan-ie-na

lsg

h:i.t- lsg-conj

and then he left.
'The man really hit me

¢

va

go
I
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(91)

*e
[

(92)

1

ije

fu-ka

na

kan-ie-na

fu

va

The man really hit me and then he left.']

e
man

ije
def

fu-ka
3sg-intens

na
lsg

kan-ie-mo
hit-lsg-conj

na
lsg

va
go

'The man really hit me and then I left.'

(93)

*e

ije

fu-ka

na

kan-ie-na

¢

va

['The man really hit me and then I left.']

The conjunctive particle used along with zero anaphora
in (~ \)

is different frum that used in (92) where no zero

nnaphora obtains.

In (90), the actor noun phrase in the

pragmatic peak position is marked by the pronominal copy and
mode particle.

The pronominal copy is corefe:rential with

the sole nuclear noun phrase in the subsequent clause and
zero anaphora obtains.

In fact, it is obligatory since the

insertion of the pronoun is ungrammatical.

And in (92)

where that initial actor is not coreferential with the sole
nuclear noun phrase in the subsequent clause, there is no
zero anaphora.

The other nuclear noun phrase of the initial

clause is coreferential with the sole nuclear noun phrase of
the subsequent clause but zero anaphora and the use of the
-na conjunctive particle are blocked.

However, whenever a

nonactor is promoted to the pragmatic peak position, zero
anaphora will apply to the promoted nonactor.
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(94)

na-ka
lsg-intens

e-be
man-indef

kan-ie-na
hit-lsg-conj

¢

va
go

'Someone really hit me and then I left.'

(95)

*na-ka

e-be

kan-ie-na

na

va

['Someone really hit me and then I left.']

(96)

na-ka
lsg-intens

e-be
man-indef

kan-ie-mo
hit-lsg-conj

fu
3sg

va
go

'Someone really hit me and then he left.'

(97)

*na-ka

e-be

kan-ie-na

¢

va

[ 'Someone really hit me and the ti he left, ' ]

Now zero anaphora and the use of the -na conjunctive
particle apply to the promoted nonactor (94).

And in (96)

where the actor is in fact coreferential with the sole
nuclear noun phrase in the subsequent clause, zero anaphora
and the use of the -na conjunctive particle are still
blocked.

Clearly it is pragmatic peaks that govern zero

anaphora at these clause junctures rather than acto~s.
Now if the function of the passive construction relates
to discourse cohesion (Dixon 1979, VanValin

1977, 1978) and

these rearrangements in Barai can be traced to discourse
topicality, how do these rearrangements compare with passive
(and/or antipassive) constructions?

It is not our purpose

here to try and establish universal criteria for passive and

'•
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antipassive constructions, but it is important, in distinguishing between different

~earrangement

patterns in Barai,

to see how they differ relative to some of the more standard
passive and antipassive constructions.
Perhaps the most general defining criterion for the
passive construction is that (in our terms) a nonactor noun
phrase displaces an actor noun phrase in terms of significant
morphological or syntactic treatment.

The resulting status

of the 'demoted' actor and the question of transi t i vi ty
however have been the subject of some debate (Langacker and
Munro 1975, Keenan 1975, 1976, Perlmutter and Postal 1977}.
Another significant fact noted by both Dixon and VanValin is the correlation between accusative case n1arking
and passivization and between ergative case marking and
antipassivization.
It is 'C.hus generally true (but as a conclusion,
not as a premise) that passive operates in
languages that are morphologically and syntac+:.ically nominative/accusative and that antipassive
will be found predominantly in languages that
have some measure of ergativity at the syntactic
and morphological levels.
(Dixon 1979:119)
These generalizations together with general agreement
about the function of the passive construction relating to
discourse cohesion give us a starting point for our comparisons.
In our discussion in Chapter ! of: the split ergative
ty}?e system of granunatical devices that disambiguate the
semantic roles of the nuclear participants of the clause,
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the actor was given significant syntactic treatment whenever
a responsible agent was involved.
accusative type pattern.

The result wa.s an

Then in this chapter, we have shown

how a nonactor nuclear participant can be given that same
syntactic treatment if it is more pragmatically salient than
the actor and that this nonactor then governs the zero
anaphora across certain clause junctures.

In these respects,

the Barai rearrangement resembles a passive construction.
But,

apart from the question of whether or not the actor

is really demoted, the construction still seems questionable
as a passive in that the oppositions are completely predictable from the pragmatic status of the particular noun phrases
involved.
This is not the c •.

1

e

1

however, with the rearrangements

that occur when t:he relevant role frame does not include a
responsible agent, i.e., where the actor is a nonresponsible
force participant and the relevant grammatical devices f,_ llow
an erga t i ve type pattern.

We referred to this kind of

opposition eadier with (49) and {51) which we repeat here
as (9 8)

(99).

and

(9 8)

ije
3sg

na-k.a
lsg-intens

F

p

visi-nam-ie
sick.en-V-lsg

'(It) really sickened ~·'/'I was really sickened
(by it), I
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(99)

na
lsg

fu-ka
3sg-intens

p

F

visi-nam-ie
sicken-V-lsg

'It really sickened me.

I

The English glosses are somewhat problematic.

However,

the significant syntactic treatment normally associated with
a nonactor (here the patient) is now associated with an actor
(here the force).

This significant syntactic treatment

includes the distribution of mode particles which is
associated with the patient in (98) but the force in (99).
The rearrangement then resembles an ant.ipassi ve construction
if we allow that in an antipassive construction an actor
displaces a nonactor in terms of significant morphological
or syntactic treatment.
But where the passive-like construction was conditioned
by the pragmatic status of the relevant noun phrases, this

antipassive-like construction is not.

Here, either arrange-

ment may occur in apparently identical contexts / leaving the
alternation up to

th,~

puint of view of the speaker.

latter opposition then is much closer to the kind of

This
void~

oppositions that are familiar in English; for example.
But why should point of view oppositions only oocur
where no responsible agent is involved?

We suggest that this

difference can be attributed to a high functional load for
the pragmatic<illy based rearrangements where responsible
agents are involved but a low functional load for sL1oh
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rearrangements where there is no such responsible agent.

This

means -t.hat point of view alternations would interfere with the
p;i:imary

funation of the former construction but not with the

latter,

or at least not to the same extent.

There are fr6Jquent

occasions where it is useful for the speaker to be nonspecific
about a

responsible agent so as not to accuse him.

In fact

this opt.ion seems to be extreme1y impo:r;tant to the Barai.

So

the rearrangements based on specificity are frequently invoked.
But in the absence of any responi::;ible agent, no such concern

exists.

Reference to nonspecific patients with these

predicates is rare, leaving the construction open to use for
point of view alternatives.
We

have illustrated a numbE!r of morphological and

syntactic devices that encode pragmatic information in Barai.
Several of these function togethe:i:;- to isolate an important
category which we have called the p.t:c:igmatic peuk 1 a category
distinguishable both formally and functionally from the <.:::tor
and fulcrum categodes we discussed in Chapter I, althoucgh all
three may con:Elate on a single noun phrase in a particular
instance Then we huvo demonstrated how, in Borc:ti, features of

discourse topiculit:.y outrank features of inherent topicality
in determining the selection. of the pragmatic peak.

Finally

we looked b:defly nt:. discourse cohesion to establish that
zero anaphoru ls n funct:i.on of pragm11t:.ic peaks rather than
actors,

a t least ut certain types of junctures.

we will deal

further with the role of pragmatic peaks in interclausal
relations in subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE

THE
3. 1

CODING OF THEMATIC INFORMATION

The Thematic Topic

In this chapter we shall be concerned with the strategies
Barai uses to encode what we will call a thematic topic.

By

way of introduction to the kinds of phenomenon that will conoern us, we offer the following examples taken from Li and
'.1.'hompson ( l 9 7 6) together with one from Ba.rai.

Lahu
(1)

hE

.9ll:b te

2

pe?

ai:l

E!

field this one classifier rice very good
'As for this field,

the rice is very good.'

Mandarin
( 2)

nei-chang

huo

xingku~

x:r:aofon~

that-classifier fire fortunate fire-brigade
lai ~
come adv particlP
'As for that

quick

fire, fortunately tho fire brigade

cu.me quickly. '
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Korean
(3)

siban-±n

hakkjo-ga

man so
now-topic marker school-subj.marker many
'As for the present time, there are many schools.'

Japanese
( 4)

_gakkoo-wa

boku-ga

isogasi-kat-ta

school-topic marker I-subj.marker busy-past tense
'As for the school, I was busy. '

Barai
(5)

ire,

bu

erare ifej-ia

food

3pl who

help-3pl

'As for food, who is helping them?'

In ea.ch of the above, the noun phrase that concerns us
assumes the initial position.
special marker.

In some cases, it bears a

In others, it does not. But this kind of

construction is typical of what we want to call thematic
topicalization.

In using the term topic to refer to this

phenomenon, we are again faced with a morass of conflicting
definitions associated with a major linguistic term.

Our

thematic topic is intended to parnllel the topic of the
familiar topic/ conunent distinction where the topic is taken
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to be what the speaker is talking about and the conunent is
what he says about that topic.

Grimes (1975:324) calls it

the 'theme' or point of departure.

Hornby calls it the

'topic'.
The part of speech which constitutes what the
speake~ is talking about will be called the
top.ic., .the rest of the sentence, the comment,
provides new information about the topic.
(Hornby 1971:1976)
Chafe refers to the same notion as the 'subject'.
to the subject as 'identifying some particular as a

He refers
~tarting

point and adding to the addressees knowledge about' and
notes that 'the best way to characterize the subject function is not very different from the ancient statement that
the subject is what we are talking about (Chafe 1976:44).
Subject, topic, and theme are all currently used for what
we will identify as the thematic topic.
The more traditional term is subject.
reflects the traditional usage.

Sapir's view

'There must be something

to talk about and something must be said about this subject
of discourse once it is selected'

(Sapir 1921:119).

But it

was Hockett who popularized the terms topic and conm1ent.
The most general characterization of predicative
constructions is suggested by tlle terms 'topic' and
'comment' ... : The speaker announces a topic and then
says something about it. Thus ...
John/ran away.
That new book by Thomas Guernsey/I haven't read
yet:..
In English and the familiar languages of Europe,
topics are usually also subjects, and conunents are
predicates: so in 'John/ran away'. But this identification fails sometimes in colloquial English ...
u.nd more generally in some non-European languages. '
(Hockett 1958:201)
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And it was Halliday who adopted the term 'theme' in an
attempt to distinguish this notion from a number of other
phenomena upon which it is frequently superimposed.

He says

'the theme is what is being talked about, the point of departure for the clause as a message; and the speaker has
within certain limits the option of selecting any element
of the clause as thematic'

(Halliday 1967:212).

He holds

that in English, the theme is assigned the initial position
of the clause.
It should be clear then that this notion is not to be
confused with theme in any sense of recurring themes throughout the discourse.
departure

fo~

It is far more local, being the point of

a fairly narrow structural unit which we will

argue is between the clause and the sentence.
therefore inherently discourse dependent.

It is not

We will give

evidence from Barai for distinguishing the discourse dependent
pragmatic peak from the discourse free thematic topic in our
discussion below.
First, however, we will peruse some of the criteria that
have been suggested as properties of topics.

These derive from

a symposium held at the University of California, Santa Barbara,

in March of 1975 where an effort was made

'to achieve

a thorough and precise understanding of the two grammatical
notions, subject and topic, against a background of empirical
evidence gathered from as many linguistic areas as possible'
(Li 1976:1).

The results were disappointing as no universal
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criteria for identifying either subject or topic eventuated.
But, as we will argue here, this situation was and continues
to be aggravated by a failure to distinguish pragmatic peaks
from thematic topics.
We are distinguishing four significant categories in
Barai granunar that may but need not conflate.

There are the

two categories in Chapter I that are predictable from t.1e
role frame of the predicate, the actor and the fulcrum.

It

is the actor together with the sole nuclear noun phrase of
one place predicates that is frequently labeled the 'subject'
or 'logical suhject' of the clause.

Then in Chapter II we

distinguishea from these a further category which we called
the pra.gmatic peak.

We are now attempting to distinguish the

thematic topic from all of the above as a distinct category,
equally

in~ortant

both to the organization of the clause/

sentence and to interclausal relations.

Barai marks this

category uniquely as well.
We mention the four interacting categories here to highlight the fact that frC':fUently they are not distinguished,
so that the resulting attempts to identify the properties of
topics are bound to reflect the merging of properties of a
topic that is discourse oriented with one that is not.

The

terminologi.:.:al dichotomy between subject and topic is consequently inadequate.
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Where three categories have been distinguished (Halliday
1970, Hornby 1971) one of the three is reserved for thematic
topic in the sense we are defining it.

Halliday calls it the

psychological subject in contrast to the logical and grammatical subject, referring to i t as the peg on which the message
is hung.

We have avoided the term subject altogether since

it has been used in so many ways.
Li and Thompson are among those who treat the subject/
topic problem as dichotomous.

They provide a list of proper-

ties for distinguishing subjects from topics that is a
useful heuristic for distinguishing a thematic topic from any
role, prominent or pragmatically prominent noun phrases of the
clause.

We summarize here the properties they associate with

their topic.
a.

the topic is confined to the initial position

b.

the topic need not have any selectional relation
with any verb of the sentence

c.

the topic cannot be predicted from the semantics of
the verb

d.

the topic cannot govern obligatory verb agreement

e.

the topic plays no role in grammatical processes
such as reflexivization, passivization, equi-NP
deletion, verb serialization, and imperativization.

f.

the topic is definite

g.

the topic's function appears to be to limit the
applicability of the main predication to a certain
restricted domain.

Li and Thompson suggest that all these properties are
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common to the topic noun phrase in ( l- 4)

above.

They are

largely characteristic of the Barai analogue as well.
in ( 5)

So

above, as well as ( 6) and ( 7) here, the thematic topic

occurs in the initial position and bears no selectional
relation with the predicate.

ame
fari biete
lsg woman lsg-poss child son give. birth
'As for me, my wife gave birth to a son.'

(7)

vua o-one
ije, na vua-ko
talk 2sg-poss def lsg corne-im. fut
'As for your talk, I am about to come; '

There is no possible verb agreement with this noun phrase
either,. despite the fact that several types of cross-referencing occur in Barai.

Recall tha.t the actor noun phrase.

governs number agreement.

Predicate stem suppletion is also

governed by a role determined noun phrase, normally the nonactor nuclear noun phrase.

And further,

there are the

bound pronouns governed by both semantic role and inherent
topicality.

'.Chere is no evidence of any verb agreement

triggered by the thematic topic.
The fo.ct that the thematic topic need not bear any

selectional relntion to the predicate does no
can not,

for it certainly may.

imply that it

The some construction occurs
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in Barai where the thematic topic may be a noun phrase
functioning in ant semantic role.

This then is consistent

with Halliday's view above, that virtually any element of
the clause may be thematic.

3.2

Topicalized Peripheral Noun Phrases

Let us consider first of all the peripheral noun phrases
of the clause such as time and location.

All peripheral noun

phrases may take a case marker on the noun phrase itself
whereas the nuclear noun phrases do not.

However, if the the-

matic topic is simultaneously a peripheral noun phrase of the
clause, that noun phrase occurs in the initial position, without any case marker.

It is also followed by a pause which is

common to all fronted thematic topics in Barai.

This does not

mean a shift in the status of the noun phrase from peripheral
to nuclear, but rather is a means of marking its topicality.

(8)

ve

ij-ia

time def-T

bu

iro

3pl yam

i
eat

'At the time they were eating yams.'

( 9)

bu

ve

3pl time

ij-ia

iro

i

def-T

yam

eat

'At the time they were eating yams.'
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(10).

ve

ije, bu

time def

iro

i

3pl yam

eat

'As for (that) time, they were eating yams.'

( 11)

*bu

ve

ije

iro

i

The time noun phrase in (8) bears the case marker -ia
and it occurs either initially or following the initial
nuclear noun phrase as in (9).

However, in (10), the time

noun phrase is the thematic topic for the clause and as
such, does not take a case marker.

Further, word order in this

instance is constrained so that the time noun phrase may only
occur in the initial position.

Peripheral noun phrases are

elided when they are simultaneously the thematic topic.

No

trace is permissible within the clause.

(12)

*ve

ije 1 bu

time def

ij-ia

iro

i

3pl def-'1'

yam

eat

['As for (that) time, they were then eating yams.')

(13)

*kuriae
nettle

iie, fu
def

ij-ia

3sg 3sg-I

na

sak-ie

lsg sting-lsg

['As for the nettle, he stung me with it.•)

(14)

*e

n-one

ije, no

person lsg-poss def
[

1

bu-efuo ire

lpl 3pl-B

kira

food prepare

As for my people, ve prepared food for them. ' }
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(12),

(13), and (14) are then ungrammatical because of

the pronominal trace retained within the clause for the
noun phrase which is simultaneously the thematic topic.

3.3

Topicalized Nuclear Noun Phrases

Nuclear noun

phrases also occur as thematic topics.

Nonactor nuclear noun phrases are again fronted and followed
by a pause.

They are never followed by pronominal copies.

In this they differ from pragmatic peaks which may be followed by such copies.

If topicalization were to indiscrim-

inately allow the thematic topic to be reiterated by a pronominal trace, a reiterated pronoun could no longer consistently identify the pragmatic peak.

This grammatical device

carries a fairly heavy functional load that is particularly
crucial with those predicates that allow role frame options
which differ in terms of whether or not they include a responsible age,1t.

(15)

fase
ije, bara
letter def woman

n-ono
fu nbo
lsg-poss 3sg take

•.As for the letter, my wife took it. '

(16)

*fas~

ije, bara n-one fu ije abe
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(17)

bara

ije, Vito fu-te

woman def

davane m-a-e

Vito 3sg-dub gift

give-3sg-past

'As for the woman, Vito might have given her a gift.'

(18)

In

*bara ije, Vito fu-te fu davane m-a-e

(15.), fase ije is both the patient of

thematic topic of the clause.

~be

and the

As such it is fronted and

followed by a pause but no pronominal trace is retained within
the clause.

The form fu must be the pronominal copy associa-

ted with the pragmatic peak.

Were it a trace of a nonactor

nuclear noun phrase not in the pragmatic peak position, i t
would have to be realiz.ed with ije, the form reserved for
the pronominalization of inanimate referents that are not
pragmatic peaks.

With the three place predicate in ( 17)

bar a. ij e is both the goal of _!!}- 'give' and the thematic

topic.

Again,, a pronominal trace is blocked.

Also in

t~.is

case, the occurrence of the mode particle with the pronoun

f3

clearly indicates that its referent is the pragmatic peak,

~,

and not the thematic topic.
This means

th~t

pragmatically governed rearrangements are

quite distinct constructions from those which result from
thematic topicalization.

This can be demonstrated by a

comparison of (15.) and (17) wit:h (19) and (20) where an in.definite. actor entails u. pragmatic roarrangcmon t but there
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has been no overt topicalization.

(19)

fase
ije _fu bara-be
abe
letter def 3sg woman-indef/nonspec take
'Some woman took the letter. '

( 20)

bar a
woman

ije ~ e-be
davane m-a-e
def 3sg person-indef/nonspec gift
give~3sg-pelst

•some person gave a/the gift to the womah.i

Now, the pronominal copy of (19) follows the nonactor
noun phrase.

The same applies in (20).

The pronominal copy

no longer occurs with the actor due to its low pragmatic

salience stemming from :L ts status as inde:firtite/nonspecific.
Ful:;'thermore, there is no pause in

(19)

and

(20).

The nonidentity of this construction with the pragmatically governed rearrangements is most significant here
and further

substan~iates

the important distinction between

pragmatic peak and thematic topic.

The fact that the fronted

noun phrase is distinct:: from the noun phrase governing' the
prortominal copy is strong evidence that the thematic topic
C1

need not be cotermiif s with the pragmatic peak.

That is to

say, what the sentence is about need not be the most salient
noun phrase in terms of discourse prominence.

The theoretical

importance of this distinction has been t:hc subject of

li.

long
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standing disagreement.
V. Mathesius published a paper in 1939 where he conflates the two.

He defines what he calls the theme as that

which is known or at least obvious in the given situation
and from which the speaker proceeds.

the sentence in

t~rms

He tries to lOok at

of the information it conveys and is

contrasting a theme, which contributes only minimally if
at all to the information the sentence is providing, with the

rheme or remainder of the sentence which is held to convey

new information and thus is heavy in terms of information
content.

Our quote from Hornby above also implies a corre-

lation between topic/conunent and given/new.

Later Prague

School linguists disagreed with Mathasius at this point.
Firbas

(1964)

redefines theme so that it need not necessarily

convey known information or such o.s can be gathered from
the verbal or situational context.

Halliday also denies any

necessary correlation between theme and given information.

The functions 'given' and 'new' are however not the
same as tbose of 'theme' and 'rheme'. The two are
independently variable (hence the avoidance of ·the
te:t:'ms 'topic' and 'comment') .
(Halliday 1967: 205)
He goes on to point out, howeve:r:; thu t in the unmarked

instance, tha theme is ulso given.

Chufe agrees .

.. . there is no neces~ury correlation of subject
stutus with givenness, or .fo:r: that matt.er of nonsubjcct status w~th newness. [Recall tlw.t Cho.fe's
no·tion of subj eat corresponds to our thcmotic topic. ]
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In the first case, we might imagine a situation in
which I heard a crash from the next room and shouted
to the person in there What happened? The answer
might b;=i The dog knocked ~ the lamp, wher8 the
speakers knowledge' is communicated as new information
about the dog, tb be sure, but where the dog is also
new information in the sense of being newly introduced
into my cbnsciousness. And of course there are countless examples of something which is not the subject
being treated as given, as with the it in What happened
to the lamp? The dog knocked i t oveE. In brief, although there is some tendency for subjects to be given,
that may be about all that can be said about interactions
between subject status and the given-new distinction.
(Chafe 1976: 48)
Firbas, Halliday, and Chafe all lend support to our
conclusion based on principles of Barai clause organization
that the pragmatically prominent noun phrase of the clause
need not be identical with the thematic topic.

The dis-

tribution of t'he pronominal copy and the mode particles,
which we demonstrated in Chapter I I are clearly reflexes of
the pragmatic peak, need not co-occur with the thematic topic.
Examples (15) and ( 17) illustrate this, where the most likely
choice for pragmatic peak, the actor, is not the thematic
topic.

'I'he point is perhaps even more convincing where the

pragmatically governed rearrangement planes a nonactor in
the position of the pragmatic peak which is still independent
0£ the thematic topic.

(21)

ire, _g
n-one
ije E.!:!:..k~
sikur~ E!E.£
food person lsg-poss def 3pl-intcns school boy
G

A
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ij-are

ifej-ia

def•·new

help-3pl

'As for the food, the school boy is helping my
people. J

( 22)

sikuru nuvu-one, &me
ije bu kisa-be
school lpl-poss child def 3pl teacher-indef/nonspec

PG

kan-ia
hi t-3pl

A

'As for our school, some teacher is hitting the
children. '

Ire is the thematic topic of (21) in the initial position
followed by the pause.
ijare,

And because the actor, sikuru ame

is marked as new information, the nonactor,

outranks i t in terms of pragmatic

sali~nce

~

none i &

and assumes the

position of the pragmatic peak

govi~rning

the pronominal copy

bu and the mode pa.rticle -ka.

'l'he result then is that a noun

phrase with no semantic relation to the predicate is the
thematic topic, the goal is the pragmatic peak, and the pref erent.ial status of the agent as o.ctor is lost al together due

to its 1.ow pragmatic sulience.
obta:Lns.

In (22) a similar situation

The noun phrase sikuru nuvuone has no semantic re-

lation to the prec.1icu.te.

pragmatic peak.

The putient-goo.1 1 ame ,ije, is the

And the agent,

peak nor themnt:ic topic.

kisa-~~ 1

is neither pragmatic
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There is also a specicil means of topicalizing agents.
However,

since the word order constraint alraady specifies

that the unmarked word order places the agent as actor first
among the nuclear noun phrases, fronting is vacuous as a
means of marking thematic topic.

Generally speaking, only

a peripheral noun phrase precedes any actor (except of

course under predictable pragmatic conditions which trigger
a rearrangement) and even that is fairly infrequent.

Since

fronting is not a possibility for the topicalization of
agents,

i t is not surprising that Barai utilizes quite a
The particle -j_§: (probably de-

different strategy here.

rived from the article ije) occurs only with responsible
agents.

(23)

£u-je,

fu-ka

na

kan-ie

3sg-Top

3sg-intens

lsg hi t-lsg

'As for him, he really hit me. '

(24)

*na-je, fu-ka

~

kan-ie

[ 'As £o:i: me, he really hit me. ' ]

( :2 5)

*na-je,
lsg-Top

na-ka
----

e-be

kan-ie
lsg-intens person-indef /nonspec hit-lsg

[ 'As for me, someone really hit me.

1 ]
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Example (23) is the only grammatical use of
the examples (23-25).

-~

among

There, the agent is also the thematic

topic and occurs in the initial position, again followed by a
pause.

A nonactor noun phrase cannot be topicalized with

the same strategy, as in (24).

Example (25) demonstrates

that it is in fact the agent and not the pragmatic peak
position that allows the

-~

strategy.

Notice, in addition

that a pronominal trace is retained in the clause whenever
topicalization applies to any pragmatic peak.

In all the

examples of thematic topicalization we have discussed so far,
a pronominal trace has been blocked.

It is used here with

an agentive actor which is also the pragmatic peak.
However, the pronominal trace is not restricted to such
responsible agents.

It is important in other instances where

fronting is not an efficient means of thematic topicalization.
We refer here to those predicates whose role frame does not
include a responsible agent and who consequently place the
pragmatic peak in the subsequent position

These are also

the predicates that undergo rearrangements for point of view.
We repent here (49) nnd (51) of Chnptor II as {2G) and (27).

(26)

ije

na-ka

~.si-nam-ie

3sg

lsg-intens
p

s;Lcken-V-lsg

F

'It really sickened me.

I
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( 27)

na fu-ka
lsg 3sg-intens
p

visi-nam-ie
sicken-V-lsg

F

'It really sickened me.

I

We argued earlier that ( 26) and ( 27) differ in terms of
point-of-view, the speaker's point of view on the situation encoded by the predicate.

But notice the functional

similarity between point of view and thematic topic.

We

will demonstrate further in Chapter V that the thematic

topic is quite distinct from point of view or any other
variable of the pragmatic peak accessibility hierarchy by
virtue of its scope.

It is clearly an operator over a unit

greater than that of the clause, while the point of view
option is restricted to the internal organization of the
clause, despite the functional similarity between the two.
Li and Thompson make a similar point although it is

important to realize that they use the term subject here
as i t corresponds to our pragmatic peak rather than as a
role related or 'logical' subject.

They define the function

of the topic as setting the framework within which the main
predication holds and the subject as providing the ox.ientation
or point of view of the action 1 experience, or state denoted
by the predicate and then argue for the distinctiveness of the
two on the basis of the fact that the domain of the subject
(our pragmatic peak) is internal to the clause while that of
the topic (our thematic topic) is not.
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This difference in the functional roles between
the subject and the topic explains the fact that
the subject is always an argument of the verb,
while the topic need not be ... The explanation
runs as follows: 1I we are to view the action,
experience, sta~e, etc. denoted by the verb from
the point of view of an entity (or orient the
description towards that entity), the entity must
be involved in the action, experience, or state,
etc., and must therefore be an argument of the
verb.
Thus we see that the distinct functions
of the top::..c and the subject turn out to explain
the differences between them in definiteness and
selectional relations. (Li and Thompson 1976:424)
This of course does not preclude point of view from
being the most likely choice for thematic topic, a point

·,m

will take up again shortly.
We will now consider the difference in strategies

associated with topicalizing these nonresponsible actozs
vis-~-vis

responsible actors.

As the difference is the

clearest where the thematic topic is a pronoun, note how
(29)

is not acceptable despite the fact that its analogue

for a predicate with a responsible actor is acceptable.
repeat

(23) above, here as (28) along with (29).

(28)

fu-je,

fu-ka

na

kan-ie

3sg-Top

3sg-intens

lsg hit-lsg

'As for him, he really hit me. '

(29)

*fu-je,
3sg-Top

na

fu-ka

lsg 3sg-intens

visi-nam-ie
sick-V-lsg

'As for itr i t really sickened me.

1

We
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(29)

is ungrammatical where

sponsible actor.
actors.

The

-~

-~

is used with a nonre-

suffix occurs only on responsible

The nonresponsible actors are treated very much

like the nonactor nuclear noun phrases, i.e., they are simply
fronted with no marker and followed by a pause.

(30)

ije, na
3sg

fu-ka

lsg 3sg-intens

visi-nam-ie
sick-V-lsg

'As for it, it really sickened me.'

Note that the form of the pronoun used here is still ije
and not

~

al though fu is used for the same referent. internal

to the clause that has assumed the position of the pragmatic
penk.

This is consistent with our position that the prag-

matic peak is sensitive to pragmatic variables while the
thematic topic is not.

However 1 there is an importar.t dif-

ference between the strategy used in (15) with other nuclear
noun phrases,

and that of (30), that being the use of the

pronominal trace.

The pronominal trace is not suppressed

because the thematic topic is aJso the pragmatic peak.
But what of the nonactor noun phrases with such predicates, the unmarked choice for pragmatic peaks where the
role frame does not entail n responsible agent?

If·no trace

occurred, £ranting would be disastrous as the nonactor
is the most likel.y choice for the pragmatic peak.

It is

marked by the pronominal copy and mode particles and
their distribution is particularly important for those
predicates which hilve twc. related role frames and differ
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primarily in terms of the responsibility of the actor.

If

no pronominal trace was permitted within the clause, whenever
thematic topicalization applied, there would be no mechanism
for expressing any of the medals since they are bound to the
pronouns.

The means of distinguishing between the role frame

with a responsible agent and the one without would also be
considerably weakened.

It is most important then that the

pronominal trace is not blocked with these predicates when a
nonactor pragmatic peak is topicalized.

(31)

e-rafa
fu-one,
person-pl 3sg-poss

a
bu-ka
2sg 3pl-intens

ise-d-ia
unhappy-V-3pl

'As for his people, I really displease them.'

In (31) erafa fuone is both the thematic topic and the
pragmatic peak.

It is fronted and a pronominal copy is re-

tained within the clause.

This pronominal copy bears the

mbde particle and so marks a role frame that does not include
a responsible agent.
We can predict then thnl a pronominal trace is permissible

with a topicalized nonactor when it occurs in the position of
the pragmatic peak and the role frame of the predicate includes
a responsible agent.

This is in fact the case.

Topicalizing

the nonactors of (19) and (20) which are already the pragmatic peaks of their respective clauses, results in (32) and
(33) .
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(32)

fase
ije, fu bar a-be
abe
letter def 3sg woman-indef/nonspec take
'As for the letter, the woman took it. '

(33)

bara

ije, fu

woman

def

e-be

davane m-a-e

3sg person-indef/nonspec gift

give-3sgpast

'As for the woman, some person gave her a/the gift. '

The linear order of the noun phrases is identical.
fact the same lexical string results.

In

But it is clearly the

case that a pronominal trace is never blocked when the
thematic topic is simultaneously the pragmatic peak.

This

is undoubtedly the most likely choice for thematic topi.c in
any case as we pointed out above.
I t seems quite clear that the first five of Li and
Thompson's properties for topics above do apply to the thematic topic of Barai.

The thematic topic does occur in

the initial position.

It need not have any selectional

relation with any predicate of the sentence, although i t
certainly may and often does.

Nor does the thematic topic

govern any obligatory predicate agreement, or predicate
agreement of any kind.

While we have not demonstrated that

the thematic topic plays no role in grammatical processes
such as refle:xivization, passivization 1 equi-NP deletion,
verb serialization, and imperativiztition, it clearly follows
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that this is so as a consequence of the thematic topic not
having any selectional relation to the predicate.
This brings us to the question of the
thematic topic.

definit~ne~s

of the

We have argued that the thematic topic is

distinct from the pragmatic peak in Barai, and have demonstrated
in Chapter II how definiteness and givenness govern the choice
for pragmatic peak.

However, we have not established that

the thematic topic need not be definite as well.
We have said that a definite noun phrase is one where
the speaker encodes his assumption that the hearer can identify the referent.

Barai utilizes an article to accomplish this

purpose but i t is very much a dynamic tool of the communicative
situation, a device the speaker uses as Chafe puts it, to
iAdjust what he says to what he assumes the addressee is
thinking of at the moment so that his message will be readily
assimilated'

(Chafe 1976:28).

It is reasonable then that

there need be no strict dichotomy between the status of
definite and indefinite for the noun phrases of the clause.
And we have shown that Barai has an unmarked s.tatus where the
speaker chooses not to encode any assumption abau·t; whetbe:i:o:i;:- not the hearer can identify the referent.

This unmarked

status is frequently that of the thematic topic.
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'4)

kofu

sosaeti, na

coffee society

kosi

abe-kiro

lsg course take-desiderative

'As for (the) coffee society, I want to take
(the) course.'

Here, kofu sosaeti is the thematic topic.

It is not

coded for de£initeness and occurred in a context where there
could be no possible confusion on the part of the speaker's
audience in identifying the referent of kofu sosaeti,
'coffee society'.

'rhis is precisely the kind of situation

where marking the referent for definiteness is of little
use.

However, we would assume that this is not the kind of

situation Li and Thompson intend to exclude by saying the
topic must be definite.

The force of this constraint is

more likely to be that the thematic topic must not be indefinite.
in Barai.

And this constraint does hold for the thematic topic

It cannot be marked as indefinite.

clarify this as well:

Li and Thompson

'The functional role of topic as

setting the framework within which the predication holds
precludes the possibility of an indefinite topic. '

(Li

and Thompson 1976: 464)
Generics may also be thema:t:.ic topics.

'I'his is the case

in ( 5) above repeated here as ( 3 5) .

(35)

ire, ~ erare ifei-ia
food 3pl who
help-3pl
'As for food, who is helping them?'
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So thematic topics may be definite, generic, or unspeci- .
fied for definiteness, but cannot be indefinite.
Finally, Li and 'l'hompson adopt their function of topic
from Chafe

(l976) noting that it appears to limit the appli-

cability of the main predication to a certain restricted domain.

Haiman contrasts this position with one that states

the topic is what the speaker is talking about.

He also

favours a position close to Chafe concluding that the topic
'constitutes the framework which has been selected for the
following discourse'

(Hairnan 1978: 585).

there is no need to contrast the two.

Our position is that

Surely the thematic

topic can be both what the speaker is talking about and 1 as
such, limit the applicability of the main predication to a
restricted domain.

Haiman suggests that if 'comments are

really about the topic, it would be natural to expect that
the comment
the topic'

E

.irt of the sentence contain some reference to

and he points to the ample evid.ence that the left-

dislocated topic of a sentence does not necessarily have a
corresponding anaphor within the sentence itself.

This is

undoubtedly the case, but we would argue that there does not
need to be a direct correspondence of referents between
the comment and the topic in order for the comment to be

about the topic.
We conclude then that all of ti and Thompson's properties
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of topics serve to identify the thematic topic in Barai.
'!·he weakness of Li and Thompson's set of criteria is that
they do not go far enough.

Their

crit~ia

succeed in dis-

tinguishing the thematic topic from other kinds of subject
notions, but there is no attempt to further distinguish between the them? . .LC topic and a discourse oriented topic or
pragmatic peak.

3. 4

§_£ope of the Thematic Topic

We have suggested that one of the major distinctions
between the thematic topic and the pragmatic peak has to do
with scope.

The pragmatic peak is internal to the clause and

always functions in some role relationship with the predicate.
This is not true. of the thematic topic which may well be a
noun 1hruse that does not bear any role relationship to the
predicate.

It is said to be an artifact of the

generally left undefined.

'sentence',

But for Papuan languages where

what appears to be the sentence is very often a complex
claune chain of considerable length, the domain of the topic
demands closer scrutiny.

'rhis is because new topics may be

introduced within these chains, and if the domain of the
thematic ·topic is the 'sentence' or even some quasi-sentence
unit, we ought to be u.ble to define its boundu.r:Lcs.

r11his

is,
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in fact,

one of the major goals of Chapter IV and V, but we

will point out briefly here some of the constraints on the
distribution of these thematic topics.

We do this to show

tbat the scope of the thematic topic lies somewhere betweE!"
the clause and the sentence or clause chain.
The most obvious example of a change of thematic topic
sentence is at junctures marked by the. basic 'co-or-

within a
dinate'
of

conjunction

'and'

-~,

roughly comparable to certain uses

or 'but' in English.

( 3 6)

na

vua-ro

a-je,

lsg come-conj

a

irere abe

2sg-Top 2sg what

do/take

'I am canting but you, what are you doing?'

In

below)

(36) the thematic topic is 'unmarked'

($ee discussion

in the first clause but a change of thematic topic

occurs at the juncture marked by -ro.

'l'his points to the fact

th.at whatever the domain of thematic topic is, there are two
such uni ts at junctures marked by

-~.

There are a number of o·ther conjunctive linkages that

permit a variation of thematic topic as well.

the conjunctive rnn:tker

-~

distinct thetn11tic topics.

Fc-r example;

also joins units with potentially
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(37)

na ae
lsg house

.§_a-ga
ire, no erare ifej-uo
build-conj food lpl who
help-lpl

'We are house-building and, as for food, who is
helping us?'

Again

th~

thematic topic is unmarked in the first clause

of (37) but a new thematic topic is overtly specified in the
second.

-.9._S

and -E_g are then among those conjunctive link-

ages that permit a

~~ange

of thematic topic introducing

a new unit defined by the minimal scope of this thematic
topic.
But there are other clause junctures that block the
int:i;oduction of a new thematic topic.

The minimal domain

of the thematic topic then must C'·ross certain kinds of clause
junctures.

With such units, "t:he thematic topic may or may

not be a participant of one of the claust:s.

(38)

kofu.
sosaeti
coffee society

na Devidi ku-a
fu
lsg David speak-3sg 3sg

samua-ke
look. after~fut
'As for the coffee society, I spoke to David and
he will look after it. '

(39)

*na Devidi

~

kafu sosacti ije, fu samua:-ke

'I spoke co David and, as .fo.:." the coffee society,
he will look after it. '
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Both (37) and (38) topicalize a noun phrase that is a
nonactor nuclear noun phrase in the second of two conjoined
clauses.

In (38) the clauses are joined simply by juxta-

position, a linkage that blocks a,ny change of thematic topic.
Example (39) is ungrammatical on that account.
We will be argl\ing then, that constraints on the distribution of the thematic topic provide important clue9
regarding the internal organization of the complex clause
chains of Papuan languages.

Clearly the domain of the the-

matic topic is greater than that of the clause, but it is
not coterminous with full sentences either.

Such clause

chains potentially entail a number of topic units and the
identity of these units is directly related to the nature of
the juncture involved.

So thematic topic, like actor, ful-

crum, and pragmatic peak, is critical to interclausal relations in Ba:r.ai.

3. 5

Unmarked Thematic Topics

There is still a cruGial problem that remains to be
addressed.

Once the minimal domain of the thematic topic

is defined, how do we account for the fact that every such
unit does nc t. overtly murk its thematic topic, particularly
since, as we hove just outlined above, there are strategies
:for overtly mo.rking any noun phruse as the thematic topic?
A survey of text material makes it immediately obvious that
the overt marking o:E the thematic topic has a rclutivcly low
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functional load.
J?or our answer 1 we refer again to the fact that language
manifests itself in a aynamic communicative system, a system
that is interactional so that the speaker is constantly
making adjustments that are based on his assumptions about
what the addressee is thinking at the moment of the utterance.
This being the case, the speaker need not mark thematic
topic just as he need not mark noun phrases for definiteness
or new information unless he assumes it will be of assistance
to the addressee in interp1·eting the message correctly.
ly every

Clear-

'sentence' must have a thematic topic in the sense

we have defined it.

That is, every sc:mtence or topic unit

will. be about some theme, but if that theme is deemed by the
speaker to be apparent to the addressee either from tho linguistic context or the situational context of the utterance,
the topic will be unmarked.

If his assumption is that the

hearer is uncertain of the theme or that he may make a wrong
judgement regarding the theme, he will overtly mark the topic.
Further, it seems likely that both the considerable overlap between thematic topic and pragmatic peak and the confusion in the literature stem from the fact that there is an
important relationship between the two.

We have suggested that

the pragmatic peuk is the unmarked prefe:r.ence for thematic
topic.

This does not imply that only noun phrases that a:r:e

not pragmatic peuks need be overtly marked for thematic topic.
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Pragmatic salience does not constrain the speaker's choice
of thema,tic topic.

The pragmatic peak is a likely choice

for thematic topic because the two share overlapping properties in moving from the known to the unknown.
In Chapter II we showed how the most likely choice for
the pragmatic peak is a responsible actor.

It is not merely

coincidence then that the normal word order, other things
being equal, is actor before nonactor nuclear participant
and that, at the same time, an identifying property of thematic topics is their initial position.
We have laboured the point 0£ distinguishing thematic
topic from. actor, fulcrum, and pragmatic peak because each
of them effects distinctions made at clause junctures in
Barai in some way.

Failure to distinguish these categories

obscures the internal organization of the clause and probably accounts, at least in part, for the fact that many
analysts of Papuan languages propose numerous apparently
interchangeable construction t7pes.

But these apparently

interchangeable construction types may indeed be constrained
in terms of both form and function.
We will demonstrate in Chapter VI that this thematic
topic which we have shown can be clearly marked, though it need
not be, is not only important to the internal organization
of clause chains in Barai but is also overtly monitored by a
switch reference system as well.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE LEVELS OE JUNCTURES
4 .1

The Sentence

In this chapter, we will consider an 2.lternative view
to the internal structure of the clause that is crucial to
interclausal rela~ions and explicates the organization of
so-called clause chains both in Barai and Papuan languages
generally.

In so doing it becomes important to establish

what we mean by the widely presupposed notions of sentence
and clause, extremely vital notions that still seem to
evade definition.

We will aim to establish whether the

clause chains typical of Papuan languages fall within the
domain of the most widely accepted criteria for sentencehood.

And we will clarify the obfuscation around the

notion clause by explicating its levels of internal
structure, levels that are reflected both in case marking
strategies and in the kinds of junctures possible between
clauses and clause-like units.
Bloomfield talks about the sentence in terms of
'independent linguistic form'.
when it is

An utterance is a sentence

'not by any meaningful conventional grammatical

arrangement united into a larger form'

(Bloomfield 1934:170) .

Allerton suggests that what Bloomfield intends is that this
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structu.ral independence is its 'f:ceedom of occurrence
relative to its neighbors (if any) ... the capacity of the
form to occur in isolation, i.e. , to form a complete
utterance'

(Allerton 1969:30).

Either rendering has its problems.

The fact i.:, of

course, that no linguistic forms do occur in isolation.
There is always a linguistic or nonlinguistic context and
even the form of uni ts we traditionally render as sentences
in Indo-European languages often exhibit tell-tale signs
of dependency.

We need only consider sentential conjunc-

tions such as but and therefore i:o establish that such
structural as well as semantic dependencies exist between
even the :raost widely accepted form of sentences.

Then

there is conversation, advertising, two-way radio communication, and other specialized varieties of communication,
all of which exhibit important grammatical dependencies
that make defining the sentence difficult in terms of
'independent linguistic form'.
It i" clear however, that the intent of this kind of a
rendering for the notion sentence is to give 'grammatical'
substance to strings that include any clause junctu.:::.cs that
may be incorporated under a 'sentential' intonation contour.
Such sentential intonation contours are widely recognized.
For example, Lyons directly states that ...
. . . a particular utterance token may ... be clearly
identifiable as a text-sentence by virtue of its
having superimposed upon the string of forms of
which i t is in part composed, a particular kind
of sentential intonation contour. (Lyons 1977:626)
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The phonologi.cal features of such contours are certainly
language specific but universally, clauses are linked
together in strings over which some such intonation contour
is superimposed.

'l'his is undoubtedly the most widely

accepted criterion for sentencehood.

A great variety of

clausal junctures do occur within the bounds of such
sentential intonation contours including the most semantically neutral forms of coordination and even juxtaposition.

(l)

I

am going overseas and what will you do?

( 2)

I

am going overseas.

( 3)

The men played; the women didn' t.

Example

And what will you do?

(1) constitutes a sentence with an internal

juncture between two coordinated 'clauses 1

,

as the entire

utterance takes a single sentential intonation contour.
The same applies to (3) where the linkage is simply juxtaposition as

opposed to any overt conjunction.

But (2) is

a sequence of sentences by virtue of the fact that two
sentential intonation contours are involved.

Written

English generally captures these distinctions with orthographic devices so that while the lexical strings and
granunatical form of (1) and (2) are identical, differences
in punctuation and capitnlization reflect the contrast in
intonation patterns.
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By the way of contrast, Sapir adopts a position in
his Language wheLe he falls back on the old logical definition of the sentence as 'the linguistic expression of a
proposition'.

It combines a subject of discourse with a

statement regarding this subject, a position that is
reminiscent of the topic/comment distinction we discussed
under thematic topicalization.

So our example (1) would

presumably constitute two sentences under his definition
of sentence.
'Coordinate sentences' like I shall remain but
you may ~.may onl~ do~btfully be considered as
truly unified predications, as true sentences.
They are sentences in a stylistic sense rather
than from the strictly formal linguistic standpoint. (Sapir 1921:36,fn7)
From this point of view

the intonation contour

superimposed over such junctures is considered relatively
superficial.

However, once we consider the clause chains

of many Papuan languages, it is clear that the unit defined
by such sentential intonation pat+terns may carry with it
significant grammatical reflexes that are clearly formal
linguistic structure as opposed to 'stylisticsj.

The most

general of these are the final predicate and the initial
recapitulated clause.
'Coordinated' structures such as that in (l) above and
the one given by Saplr / commonly involved predicates o:f
equal rank in Inda-European languages and perhaps in the
majority of the world's languages.

However, one of the

distinctive features of Papuan languages is thQt the final
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predicate in a chain marked by a 'sentential' intonation
contour is structurally distinct from any other predicate
in the chain.

Typically, a final predicate will have

unique tense/aspect markers not conunon to the nonfinal
predicates of the sentence.

They may cross-reference some

nuclear noun phrase in a way that nonfinal predicates do
not.

Or they may lack switch-reference markers

in~icating

the person and number of a prominent noun phrase in the
subsequent clause, markers that are conunon to nonfinal
predicates.
Longacre comments on this same distinction,
There is a grand structural division between the
distinctive verb of the main clause which is
often called the independent or final verb, and
the verbs of the other clauses which are sometimes referred to as dependent or medial verbs.
Consequently, in languages which have only this
structure, if we want to express something in
the order of 'f went downtown and Mary stayed
home', we have to choose one of these clauses
for distinctive treatment with a distinctive
verb form and put the other clause into a quite
different grammatical mold with a different sort
of verb. (Longacre 19 72: 2)
The second striking feature of these clause chains has
to do with the initial clause of the chain.

It is frequently

the case that lexically this clause is merely a recapi tula-·
ti on of the fin al clause of the previous chain bi.1t never

amplifies it with additional constituents.

The predicate

does not take the distinctive properties of finnl predicates
but is treated like the 'medial' predicates typical of
junctures within the chain.

~he

status of this initial
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clause is unique in that it bears no new information.

It

functions together with the distinctive predicate at the
end of the chain to mark the boundaries of the same string
over which the 'sentential' intonation contour is superimposed.
So the

points to a

contrast between these two views of the sentence
question of the organization of the discourse

which concerns not only the relevance of intonation pu,tterns,
but also grammatical dist.inctiuns as important as the form
of the predicate.

The Bloomfieldian view of the sentence

would see the Papuan clause chains with their recapitulated
introductory clause, their medial and final predicates, and
their unifying intonational pattern as a single sentence.
However, the Sapirist' s view of the sentence would allow
sentence boundaries internal to the clause chains, presumably

at junctures that permit a change of 'subject'.

And in fact,

another important distinctive feature of these chains in
Papuan languages is their overt marking of different
'subjects'

at points internal to the clause chains.

The following pair of sentences is taken from Kewa
(Franklin 1971:104 and 108) .

( 4)

n:t
lsg

' :r

reko-a
stand-same

agaa

la-lo

talk

say-lsg+asp

stood up and am speaking. '
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(5)

ni
lsg

reka-na
stand-diff

agaa
talk

la-a
say-3sg+asp

'I stood up and he talked.'

In both (4) and (5), the linkage between reko 'stand'
and the following clause marks whether the subject noun
phrase in the following clause is the same referent or a
different referent as the subject in the prior clause.

It

is important to bear in mind that not every nonfinal
predicate exhibits such a 's\-;ii tch-reference' marker.

In

actual texts, change of 'subjectj markers occur sporadically
throughout a complex sentence, though not at every clause
juncture.

We will discuss these switch-reference markers in

some detail in Chapter VI, but note here the fact that many
Papuan languages mark changes of 'subject' at points
internal to the unit identified by the 'sentential' intonation contour.

On the basis of such switch-reference markers,

Longacre adopts a multi-sentential view of clause chains in
his treatment of Fore, a Pnpuan language.

To facilitate our

discussion here, we will consider a typical Fore clause
chain.

The important fact for our consideration relates to

the marking of same and different 'subjects'.
explains.
In the?. same subject chains, Fore has three
important suffixes (and their shortened
variants in stripped down verbs) which are
the following: -'li:. 'process / actions
associated very closely with each other';
-t~~i 'simultaneity' ; -!l'agi 'sequence' .

Longacre
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On the other hand, different subject sequences
are marked by twenty seven portmanteau inflectional suffixes which do not distinguish the
above categories but rather mark tense, person,
and number; these are referred to as -c;>ga class
suffixes ... there is still another suffix ... the
suffix -nta which occurs in same subject strings
but which is nonspecific as to any of the three
categories mentioned. (Longacre 1972:27-30)
And then he suggests that the -~ suffix functions to

mark sentence boundaries where no change of 'subject'
eventuates.

(6)a.

agasiya

yabu

yuganamakana puma?ma

an extreme sugar garden

he did and

m.i..ntog·ana
---=--did and was there,

b.

ka xagarama' kotupisa
awanama tart1
one man, and out of the lake two
tusks
um ab a

was there and

c.

pabi tu agasiya
puma
awa
e' ernataga
wait
extremely it did and being with the very
karinamampa
long tusks

d.

imagina,

J2i:.

ntal:?~

yugaba

kagis.a

came up and at the fence edge of that
awamore
s.ugar garden

e.

asu
mintana,
warana ~·
it came up and was there, and fall down

--

yogana
it said, and

kagisaba

warara

pawaogana

completely the fence fell down flat, and
pabigo
completely

g.

asu
maerna
asu
yabuba
the sugarcane i t went up and tool< and u,p and
maema
took and

h.

asu

maemutantana pabigo

up and took, and

maegina,

completely it took, and

kotupintiya
into the lake

i.

pumuttttegina
mo mo
memo
down down it did and down down it did and

~

alright

j.

ituru ~,
turnigaintuna;
to
again it wen'!: clown completely, and stand up,
z.9..9_UI1a

it said,
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k.

ituru
puwaewantiye, iye
and (the fence) all stood up, so they say.
'He made a very large sugarcane field and was
there-that man. Then out of the lake came up
a being with two tusks; this being with the
very long tusks acted very ruthlessly as it
came up and took its stand at the edge of the
sugarcane field.
'Fall down', it said and the
fencE fell flat.
So the monster went up and
kept taking and taking the sugarcane. He took
all of lt and carried it away trip by trip
down into the lake. Then, 'Stand up', it said,
and the fence stood up again, so they say.'

The suggestion, then, is that this Fore clause chain
contains seven internal boundaries, some max:.ted with -ntawhen the same 'subject' is retained over the following
clause, and others marked with -o~a- where the referent
changes.

The structure of tha final predicate is unique in

that only it may take the mood suffix -£, for 'indicative',
although two such final predicates close this particular
clause chain.

The entire unit takes the 'sentential' inrona-

tion con tour that terminates with the final predicates.
Longacre analyzes this clause chain as a parugraph with
each of the -C\sio. and -~ markers encoding sentence bound<J.rios, ·
although he is quick to point out that such an analysis gives
the paragraph a lot more fo:i:mal closure than occurs in IndoEuropean languages at least, and a lot less closure for the

sentence.

He comments :further in a footnote on this use of

sen tenc~ o.nd parngra.ph:
b~eath (not to speak of pen and ink)
can be squandered hero on whether the tern\s

Much useless
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'paragraph' and 'sentence' are legitimately used
in th;i.s section. My point of view di vested of
such terms is this: (1) There are languages
where medial-final chains encode sizeable discourse-level chunks; ( 2) in these same langua9es
there are devices whi<..!h break up such chains
into subchains; (3) these units--chains and subchains--are relevant to the structure of discourse
in these languages. That I equate (1) with paragraph and ( 2) with sentence is based on a theory
of language univsxsals in which the paragraph and
the sentP.nce figur·~ as frequently encountered
units of surface structure organization.
(Longacr3 1972:50)
This identity between a stn1.::1 .Jral level of paragraph
and the clause chains of Papuan languages has not received
much support.

And. yet it is most certainly the 1:::ase that

the overt structures associated with these clause chains are
distinctive and to some degr8e unlike traditional 'sentence'
structures.

Still, we will argue that functionally, the

kinds of junctures that occur within these chains are not
uncommon cross-linguistically, even in English.

'l'his means

that although these clause chains capitalize on certain types
of juncture in R

~ay

that many more familiar languages do

not, we are talking nbout \:.he same so:ct of phenomenon in both
instances.

Either the unit characterized by the sentential

intonation contour is the sentence in both Inda-European and
Papuan langua.ges or thE:l unit encompassing e<:1ch topic/conlll\Cnt
wi thir1 such a chain is the sentence in both Inclo-Europeun
and Papuan languages.
Because of the signif icunt grammaticul as well as phonologie~l

closure that chll.ractorizcs the cluusc chains in Parman

languages and because of the wide support for intonation os a
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fundamental criterion of sentencehood, we are adopting the
former position.

In this study we will consider a variety

of factors that are crucial to important distinctions
between different kinds of juncture that may occur within
such clause chains.

In fact, Longacre also comes back to

this position in a later publication where he talks about
clause chaining as one of two typologically contrastive
sentence types.
Sentence, it seems to me, is pre-eminently the
level of clause combination, i.e., predic~tions
combined into propositions. As such we can
distinguish among the languages of the world
two main models of sentence structure ... the two
models may occur side by side in the same
language or a given language may exclusively
have sentences of one model. (Longacre 1976:274-5)
The first model has the following characteristics:

(a)

their nuclei contains one or more independent
clauses

(b)

their peripheries contain subordinate clauses of
time, condition, concession, cause, purpose a~~
the like.

He then offers the following example.

( 7)

When I stopped in, Mother was sewing 1 my younger

brothers and sisters were watching TV, and Dad
was reading.

And then he notes that the 'nucleus of this sentence contnins
three clauses none of which is subordinated to the oth~r or

has a predicate of subordinntcd rank.

The entire nucleus is

o.ccompunied by n time margin expounded by a subordinate cluusc :.
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~

!

stopped in.'

We will not digress at this point to

pursue Longacre' s use of terms like nucleus, subordinate,
and independent, but simply point to the fact that he is
contrasting the form of two important typological patterns
for combining clauses into what he here calls the sentence.
The other model has sentences which perrni t only one
predicate in the sequence with the rank of the final
predicate.
A sentence such as that above would single out
one verb--typically the last verb (was reading)
for special treatment as a 'final' verb, and
make all other verbs in the sentence a different
structure which we may call the 'medial' verb.
Final and medial verbs in turn determine final
and medial clauses. The first link in such
chains, i.e., the first clause can however be
a bit specialized in function somewhat like our
temporal margin in English. The ir;\plication is
that both models perform the same function
despite their structural diffe1:ences. (Longacre
1976: 2 7 4)

We conclude then that these clause chains typical of
Papuan languages are sentences.

They possess characteri: tic

intonation contours that terminate with a final verb of
distinctive structure.

And they normally begin with a

recapitulated clause from a preceding chain that conveys no
new i.nforma t i on.
This s t i l l leaves us with the question of junctures
such as those marked by -nta and -o9"a of Fore.

If their

internal structure is complex in that they contain sequences
of clauses bounded by junctures marked by
what sort of units are these?

-~

and -oga,

Analysts working witl'l these
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languages have often puzzled over these junctures and a
number have posited intermediate levels between the clause
and the sentence to account for them.

Graham Scott, in

earlier work, first posited a unit he called the colon
which was bounded by just these junctures, but later
altered the analysis (Scott 1973:34).

Healey encounters

the same difficulty with Telefol and winds up positing
two such levels between the clause and the sentence.
In TelefoJ 1 this area [i.e., the identification of levels above the clause] has proved
a problem too, which has been solved by
positing two levels intermediate between
clause and sentence. These have been called
the para tactic level and the dependent level.
Neither of these intermediate levels exhibits
the multiplicity of contrastive structures
such as is found at the clause level and the
sentence level. (Healey 1966: 1)
Our point here is simply that the traditional distinction between the sentence and thG clause is inadequate to
account for the internal organization of such clause chains.

4. 2

The Clause

So far we have not attempted to define the clause.

The

notion clause is presupposed in the literature to an ever
greater degree than the notion 'sentence 1

•

In general terms,

it is used to refer to a predicate and its accompanying noun
phrases.

However, when we approach the less clenrly defined

areas of contruction with multiple predicates, two approaches
to the notion 'clause' emerge.

The first of these approaches
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sees the subject/predicate dichotomy as fundamental to the
identity of the clause.

The second focuses on the predi-

cate as the fundamental core of the clause, so that a
sequence of predicates constitutes a sequence of clauses.
Introductory linguistic textbooks generally define the
clause in terms of both subject and predicate.
Pearson's

This is

(1977) approach, for example, where both subject

and predicate are essential to his concept of the clause.
This is prob2.bly the most common interpretation for the
clause in the literature, although the point is rarely
discussed in detail.

For example, Grimes (1975), in dis-

cussing a practical display of the kinds of information in
discourse,

organizes a text by clause divisions such that

( 8) is treated as a single clause.

( 8)

If he had chosen to look back ...

And yet no explicit criteria are given for identifying the
clause.

He implies that the clause is roughly egui valent to

the proposition, which he defines as a predicate with one or
more arguments.

However, it becomes appc:::rent that certain

processes like his 'proposition consolidation' function to
merge propositions into single complex
Lyons

1

clauses'.

(1977} also avoids the term, except for informal

usage, and talks about 'predicative structures' instead.
These predicative structures in their most basic form are
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not simply the predicates but the predicate plus its nuclear
noun phrases.
examples

His basic structures with illustrative

are as follows.

( 9)

NP

+V

The boy works (hard)

(lO)

NP

(nowadays)

(at school) .

+ V + NP

Caroline plays the guitar (in the evening) .

(ll)

NP

+

(V)

+

N

He is an American.

So the nuclear noun phrases are identifying characteristics of each basic predicative structure (or clause) .

It

is not solely a question of the number of predicates involved,
although again, Lyons ie not addressing himself specifically
to complex predicate constructions.

This kind of treatment

of the clause is typical of a stream of thought in the
literature that would consider ( 8)

above as a single clause.

Longacre, and indeed most analysts that have worked
with P apuan languages, tend to lean the other direction.
That is

1

predicate complexity means clausal complexity.

Each predicate is the minimal expression of a clause.
Longacre stresses that 'it is important to distinguish
clauses which are single units of predication from s.entences
which are combinations of predications' .

Accordingly
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Longacre treats

( 12)- (14) below

uS

sequences of clauses.

( 12)

They intend to have finished by then.

(13)

They started to tall< about it.

(14)

We made him do it.

He explains (1972: 91) that such sequences as 'intend
to have finished', 'started to talk', and 'made ... do' bear
little resemblence to the elements of the verb phrase-especially the discontinuous latter sequence with its
intrusive pronoun.

He further suggests that the three

sentences cited above resemble the following poorly formed
pairs of clauses.

(15)

They intend; they will have finished by then.

(16)

They started; they talked about it.

(17)

We made (forced) him; he did it.

And he concludes that (15),

(16), and (17)

are English merged

sentences '•with phonological, grammatical, and lexical
sped alizatio:n' .

The sentences of (12 }- (14)

strings of clau~~s.

then constitute

This same position is strikingly
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illustrated in what has become known as the 'process
sentence' in Papuan studies where completely stripped predicate stems may be concatenated, sometimes with intervening
adjw1cts, othertimes not.

The sequence typically has the

same 'subject' and 'a surface meaning of association of
single-process' (Longacre 1972:22).

Here each predicate is

viewed as the minimal manifestation of its clause,

( 18)

fu

agekasa
agriculture

3sg

ije
3sg

abe
take

dabe

usiae

carry

arrive

m-uo-e
give-lpl-past
'The agriculture (officer) took, carried,
arrived, and gave it to us.'

The a.bove sentence, taken from an earlier study of Barai
sentence structure {Olson 1973:70), was analyzed as a process
sentence by virtue of the fact that a string of related
predicates are associated together as a single process.
Longacre notes that such a sentence has certain peculiarities
(Longacre 1972:49):

(1)

It has the phonological unity of a

single clause while other sentence types permit internal
pauses and juncturesi (2) its second verb is non-finite
(infinitive, gerund, or verb word) and it may have a noun in
dual function (e.g. 'him' which is the object of the first
clause and subject of the second as in 14) ; (3) severe lexical
restrictions dictate the selection of the first verb in each
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type of merged sentence.

Even with these peculiarities, he

concludes that these structures are sentences.

They are

combinations of clauses, but with certain special properties.
We menti.oned above in our discussion of the sentence
that some analysts of Papuan languages have revised the
standard view of hierarchy to try to accommodate some of
the unusual structural features of such clause chains.
Interestingly enough, even with the additional hierarchical
levels, merged sentences in most studies still constitute
a sequence of

'clauses'.

Thus, Healey's (1966) levels of

clause (paratactic, dependent, and sentence) for Telefol
still treat such predicate sequences as that in (18)

Two of her examples are given here

sequences of clauses.
as (19)

and

( 19)

as

( 20).

kw-eeb

noo

kub-a' silib

get-her

go

they-buried-hE~r

' They took her and buried he1:t:. '

(20)

u-ngkwaa

kw-eeb

hOO

kub-dii

kub-·kaanalale

kill-it

get-it

go

hang-it-up

he-left-it-and

'He killed it, took it away, and left i t hanging
up.'

( 19)

is

then a sequence of three clauses and ( 2 0) , a

sequence of five clauses.
We present here one further view of predicate chains or

merged sentences where tht:! anlayst concludes in tagmemic terms
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that they are best treated as 'compound' clauses.

l\.gain,

the predicate is the minimal manifestation of the clause.
In Kunimaipa there are CHAINS of non-finite
clauses . . . followed by an independent clause
the whole of which functions as a unit and
which manifests sentence level tagmemes in
the same manner as the clam'3e does. The
expansion possibilities are too great to
allow this unit to be described as a verb
phrase and in considering whE.~ther or not it
could be a sentence type, it seemed unlikely
that embedding could occur on such a grand
scale.
In every sentence base where a clause
can occur this unit also occurs, and in any
other tagmeme where a clause occurs, this
unit also occurs. Wherever a clause embeds
in another construction this unit also embeds.
Although this unit is made up of a string of
non-finite clauses and all claus1: level
tagmemes can occur within these clauses, the
occurrence of these tagmemes is less frequent
than with other clauses, and the meaning of
such clause level tagmemes often :i:·elates to
more than one, and sometimes all, of the
clauses in the unit.
The setting up of another level between
clause and sentence has also been considered.
This would have simplified the grammatical
description but such a leveJ,. would not demonstrate any of the complexity found on the
granunatical levels of Kunimaipa and for this
reason has not been followed.
Since this
unit acts on higher levels and in all other
constructions like a clause and because it
is a closely linked unit, it: is described
here as n compound clause. (Geary 1977:78)
Geary with Kl:mimaipa struggles with the snme problem
that faced Scott with Fore, nnd :tealey with Tolefol.

The

traditional notions of.clause and sentence, diffuse as
they are,

fail to capture the structure of these languages

no matter which of their morGi general interpretutions we
adopt.

As a result ea.ch has found it necessary to intro-

duce new structure.

1(i0

We will argue from a close look at Barai that the confusion surrounding the internal organization of such chains
stems from a limited view of the internal structure of the
clause itself and the variety of juncture possibilities
that substantiate that structure.

We will al.so demonstrate

that internal structure is 'layered' yielding a range of
internal levels where junc:,ure may obtain at any l.evel.

4. 3

Serialization

We begin our discussion by considering an important
phenomenon related to J?apuan clause chaining that has become
known as the serial verb construction.

Serial verb con-

structions have received considerable attention in literaturo
on African languages, particularly of the Rwa family, and
various Sino-Tibetan languages.

We offer here examples from

Mandarin, Akan, Yoruba, and Barai to illustrate the\ kind
phenomt?non to which we are referring.

Mandarin (Li and Thompson 1973) :
(22)

Zhnng:-san

qi

jiaotache

ZOU

Zhangsan

ride

bike

leave

'zhangsan left riding his bike.'

Akan
( 23)

(Schachter 19 7 4) ;
Kofi
Kofi

kooe
came

baae
went

'Kofi went and came back.'

le
aspect

£
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Yoruba (Stahlke 19 70) :
(24)

I

mo'

N

lsg

prog

mu
take

iwe

~

book

come

'I am bringing a book.'

Barai:
( 25)

fu

3sg
'He

4. 3.1

va
go

bara
woman

abe
get

mesiri
take

una
do.again

rua-ke

come-fut

will go, get a wife, take her, and return.'

Loose Serialization

Typically, the identifying characteristics of serial

verb constructions of this kind arc said to be that the
reduced clauses are simply juxtaposed without any conjunctive

elemen·t:s, that the actor noun

phra~c

occurs only once prior

to all the predicates, that each predicate optionally takes
other noun phrases ns complements, und that tharc must be

an identity of tense/aspect over the entire string.

So in each example from tho four langungcs above, the
conjoined elements arc simply juxtu.posod with no use of
conjuncl:.ive markers.

There is only one possible candidate

for actor in ouch instance und it only occurs once prior to
nll the predicates of the string.

In Mundurin 1 Yoruba, and

nurai, t.hc e:xnmplcs gi vc other noun phru.scs between the
prcdicutcs of t:hc string.

1\ml in no co.so is there n shift

of tcnsc/uspect between the various prac.licaccs.

Hunc.1urin
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specifies tense/aspect once, at the end; Yoruba once, at the
beginning.

Akan allows tense/aspect to be specified on each

predicate of the series but still requires an identity of
tense/aspect over the series.

No particular predicate may

exhibit any unique tense/aspe.ct that is not conunon to the
series.

Barai marks tense/aspect only on the final predicate

of such a series.
Analyses of such serial verb constructions frequently
derive them from some 'multi-sentential' source by means of
conjunction reduction.

Each conjunct of the series is taken

to be derived from fully specified clauses that have deleted

common elemertts like the actor and tense/aspect from all but
one member.

Examples (22)-(25) would then be derived :from

(26)-(29) respectively.

(26}

*Zhang-snn
Zhangsan
ZOU

!£

leave.

asp

[ 1

(27).

q1.

ride

le
asp

ji~otich~

bike

Zhinq-snn
Zhti.ngsan

Zhangsan rode his bike; Zhnngsan left.' ]

*~

kooe

Kcfi

came

Kofi
Kofi

~

left

['Kofi cttme; Kofi left.'

J

1
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<2

s)

*mo
lsg

,

N

,

mu

iwe

mo'

N

prog

take

book

lsg

prog

come

['I am taking a book; I am coming.']

( 29)

*fu

3sg

va-ke
go-fut

mesiri-ke
take-fut

fu
3sg
fu
3sg

bara
woman

abe-ke

fu

ge.t-fut

~sg

una-ke
do.again-fut

fu
3sg

rua-ke
come-fut

['He will go; he will get a woman; he will take
(her); he will do (it) again, he will come.']

In each case, the actor is repeated in the multi-sentential

source along with any tense/aspect and then deleted where
approp:i:iate to yield the overt surface forms.

our examples

here include only a minimal number of sentential. constituents,
but for sentences with various peripheral adjuncts, these too
must be deleted tor each predicate.
However, Paul Schachter in an article entitled "A Non--.
transformn.tional Account of Serial Verbs 11 takes exception.
He prbposes that 'the underlying structure of serial verb
constructions is in all cases essentially identicul to what
s.eems to be the surface structure; a subject noun phrase and

a sequence of concntenated verb phrases'
He goes ot1 to give

i1

(Schachter 197 4: 256) •

number of arguments to support. his view

of phrasal concatcno.tion as opposed to conjunction reduction.
He argues that the absence of noninitial 'subjects' , the

lack of MY ·:.ndepcndent choice for tense/aspect, uncl the lack

of any nu:u::kers typical of conj\mction between fully specified
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clauses, all support phrasal concatenation.

While we accept

his position that serial verb constructions can and should be
analyzed without recourse to conjunction reduction, his conclusion regarding phrasal concatenation does not necessarily
follow from these arguments.
Consider first the constraint against any independent
choice for tense/aspect.

Clearly, all serial verb construe-

tions follow this constraint.

The

impli~ation

then is that

conjunction between fully specified clauses allows suc..h an
independent choice of tense/aspect.
case.

Very often this is the

Junctures marked by -ro in Larai, for example, allow

tense distinctions between the two conjuncts.

( 30)

fu
3sg

isuame
yesterday

va-e
go-past

!2.,itu~

day.after.tomorrow

ro
but

na
lsg

va-ke
go-fut

But some clause junctures with overt linkage devices
also constrain tense/aspect options.

One of these is the

conjunctive marker -na in Barai that encodes either a
sequential or causal relation between the two conjuncts 1

1

we will be using the term conjunct to refer to either of
two members joined by a linking device without uny implication as to the kind of juncture involved, be it coordinate,
subordinate, or whatever.
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depending on the particular context.

The fact relevant to

our discussion here however is that tense is constrained with
-na just as it is with juxtaposed conjuncts in serial constructions like (25).

( 31)

no

ire

i-na

lpl

food

eat-conj

ame
child

-ke
ruor-ia{ -e
wash-3pl-tns

'We will eat food and then wash the children. '/
'We ate food and then washed the cl~ildren. '

The predicate .!_ 'eat'

in the initial conjunct may not be

marked for tense but rather takes its tense orientation from
that of the final predicate.

Presumably ( 31) could still be

interpreted as verb phrase concatenation, since no 'subject'
occurs in the second conjunct.

Even more convincing then are

conjunctive markers like -ko which encode a simultaneous
relation but require different 'subjects' in the two conjuncts.

( 3 2}

fu

koe

vaj-ia··ko

bt.1

dua

3sg

sugar.cane

give-3pl-conj

3pl

song/dance

-~
{ -J.

sing/dance-tns
f We will give
them sugarcane and at the same time
they will dance. '/
'We gave them sugarcane and at the same time they
danced.'

With distinct 'subjects' in the two conjuncts, phrnsul
concatenation is simply out of the question.

Still, tense is
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constrained just as it is in the serial constructions.
clearly, the ccnstraint against the independent choice of
tense/aspect with the predicates in serial constructions is
not convincting evidence for verb phrase concatenation.
A similar argument can be constructed to show that the
absence of noninitial 'subjects' does not necessarily indicate
verb phrase concatenation either.

Again, it is certainly the

case "l:hat serial verb constructions, at least in languages
like Mandarin, Akan, and Yoruba, restrict 'subjects' from
occurring more than once in the series.

However, it is also

the case that many languages block the occurrence of such a
'subject' noun phrase after other kinds of clause junctures
if the referent of the 'subject' in the subsequent conjunct
is the same referent as that of the prior conjunct.

This was

the case in (31) above where the conjunctive marker -na not
only requires an identity between the 'subjects' of the two
conjuncts but also any realization of that 'subject', even in
pronominalized form in the second conjunct.

This kind of zero

anaphora for the 'subject' does not require that underlying
structure be deleted in any formal sense,

Rather, it may

simply mean that the absence of a 'subject' is to be interpreted functionally as equivalent to pronominalization.
Again, -na could presumably be interpreted as joining verb
phrases as well.

But if serial constructions could be shown

to allow the realization of these 'subjects' under special
circumstances, it is likely that their absence in other
instances is due to this zero pronominalization and not to
phrasal concatenation.
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In fact, there are languages that have serial construetions constrained in every other way like those above, but
which do allow a limited surfacing of 'subjects'.

The most

co:nunon encodes a causal relation between the two conjuncts
where the 'subject' of the subsequent conjunct is coreferential, not with any 'subject' of the prior conjunct, but with
a nonactor patient or goal.

Luo (Creider 1974) :
(33)

emCyo

ont8Qgo

orlngo

lsg-gave-3sg

Onyango

3sg-ran

'I made Onyango run.'

Lango (Noonan 1979):
( 3 4)

lc6

od{a

' , ,
acego

do 9 01e

man

3sg-press-lsg

lsg-close

door

'The man forced me to close the door. '

Thus, in (33), ont~Qgo 'Onyango' is the subject of the
predicate orlngo 'run' in the subsequent conjunct and i t is
coreferential with the goal of emCyo 'lsg-gave-3sg' in the
prior conjunct, but the 'subjects' of the two conjuncts are
clearly distinct referents.
(34).

The same is true for Lango in

A first person singular referent is both the 'subject'

of ~c~g6 'lsg-close' in the subsequent conjunct and the
patient of od{a '3sg-press-lsg' in the initial conjunct.

So

while a noninitial 'subject' is allowed in Luo and Lango, the
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circumstances are highly constrained.

It is used only when

coding a causal relation and only when the referent of the
noninitial

'subject' has been a nuclear noun phrase of a

previous predicate.
'subjects'

(35)

Under other circumstances, noninitial

do not occur.

Barai allows a similar construction.

na

k-ia

bu

lsg

say-3pl

3pl

va-e
go-past

'I made them go' or 'I spoke to th6q;
they went.'

(36)

na

kan-ia

bu

va-e

lsg

hit-3pl

3pl

go-past

'I hit them;

It is the

~onactor

(causing)

(causing) they went.'

noun phrase with the predicates of

the prior conjuncts that are coreferential with the 'subjects'
of the subsequent conjuncts and, again, a causal implication
is encoded as well.

So, as with Luo and Lango, the occurrence

of a nonini t i al 'subject' is highly constrained.

But it is

certainly not blocksd al together, as would have to be the
case if phrasal concatenation of the kind Schachter is
talking about were to be the preferred analysis for these
serial verb constructions.
Still other languages allow a coreferential 'subject'
of a nonini t i al conju11ct to surface as a pronoun in construetions that in all ol'he:c respects are clearly serial
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constructions.

Kasem, another West African language, has

such a construction.

Kasem (Hewer 1976):
( 3 7)

n"5::i na

ma

du r i

ba

ba

men

then

run

3pl

come

'Then, the men ran up.'

(38)

ba

d 11 n i

JusTse

ba

3pl

mount

bicycles

3pl

go

marker

'They go to market by bicycles.'

Note that there is no variation of tense or aspect here
which for Kasem would be ungrammatical.

The juncture is

simply marked by juxtaposition, a combination that is
characteristic of serial constructions, and yet a noninitial
'subject' is allowed, even though it is coreferential with
the 'subject' of the preceding conjunct,

This again suggests

that the 'subject' is, in fact, an element of each of the
conjuncts that are strung together in serial verb constructions.

Its absence in other languages is simply due to zero

anaphora, which is a well attested phenomenon for various
kinds of clause junctures.

It seems conclusive then that

the lack of 'subjects' with noninitial predicates fails to
support the phr.:,ual concatenation theory for serial verb
constructions.

The lack of noninitial 'subjects' then needs

to be reassessed as an identifying criterion for serial verb
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constructions.
First,

We will return to this question shortly.

however, we must b:r.·iefly address ourselves to the

question of juxtaposition.

-~:-!'1achter

argues that the total

absence from serial constructions of the usual features of
either sentence conjunction or sentence embedding means that
a conjunction-reduction hypotnesis would have to posit the
deletion of a conjunction as well as all the elements lost
due to identity.

This complication is unne.cessary in his

phrasal concatenation view; so he prefers the latter.

This

assumes that juxtaposition is not a viable means of juncture
in any language for fully specified clauses.

But such a

position cannot even be defended i':or Eni_:rlish, as our discussion
of (1)-(3)

above indicates.

Juxtaposition is so well attested

cross-linguistically, that we will not labour the point here.
It seems apparent then that none of Schachter' s three
arguments that we have considered here establish phrasal
conjunction.

However, our discussion has pointed out the need

to clarify the identifying criteria for serial verb construetions.

From among the criteria Schachter proposes, the

constraint on tense/aspect and the lack of overt conjunctive
elements seem to hold.

Mood is similarly constrained, but

!:he blocking of noninitial 'subjects'

(clearly actors in

these constructions) is common to only a restricted set of
the languages which exhibit serial verb constructions,

This

is really a reflection of a t\omewhat weaker constraint on
actors, which limits them to referents that are nuclear noun
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phrases of a prior predicate in the series.

There are still

other important properties that are conunon to all the serial
constructions we have considered so far that have not been
mentioned.
One such feature .i.s that they block any change of
thematic topic between the various conjuncts of the string.
This is to be expected, perhaps, but it is important to point
out that it is more than tense/aspect that is restricted from
occ\~::Cring

independently with each conjunct of a serial

construction.
Also, significant is the fact that peripheral noun
8hrases do not occur independently with single conjuncts of
the string, but are specified only once for the entire construction.

While most junctures which are marked with some

overt conjunctive element will allow a change of
J~cative

(39)

temp~ral

or

setting, serial constructions never do.

fu
3sg

f i-na

mufuo

fase

isoe-ke

sit-conj

late.afternoon

letter

write-fut

•He will sit and then late in the afternoon will
write a letter.'

(40)

*fu

fi

mufuo

fase

isoe-ke
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( 41)

na
lsg

buki
book

abe-na

ae

take-conj

house

ij-ia

suove
inside

def-L

nuja-e

fa ta
table

put-past

'I took a book and put it on the table inside
the house.'

{42)

*na

buki

abe

ae

guove

ijia

fata

nijar,~.

In (39) a change of temporal setting occurs following
the conjunctive affix -na and is quite acceptable, but such
a time noun phrase is not possible with any noninitial
conjunct of a serial constructi~n as in (48).
true of the locative in (41) .

The same is

Such a change of spatial

setting is quite appropriate following conjunctive elements
but not between the juxtaposed conjuncts of serial construetions as in (42).
There are then quite a number of important aspects of
the clause that are highly constrained in serial construetions.

These include tense/asp8ct, mood, new-referent

actors, thematic topic, and peripheral noun phrases as well

as the absence of overt conjunctive markers.

4.3.2

Ti9ht Serialization

So far, we have not made any distinction between seriul
constructions that allow intervening noun phrases and those
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•rhere are important diffe7;ences here as well.

that do not.

some languages have one of these constructions or the other,
but i:;tui te a number make use of both.
language.

( 43)

Note the difference between ( 43) and ( 4 4) •

fu

3sg
'He

( 4 4)

Barai is one such

fu
3sg

fi
sit

fase
letter

isoe
write

sat (down) and wrote a letter.'

fase
letter

fi
sit

isoe
write

'He sat writing a letter.'

The English gloss is problematic here since English de: :~s
not have the same contrast in structure, but notice how the
two predicates are separated by the noun phrase fase
in (43) but not in (44).

letter'

In (44) both adjuncts occur prior

to the predicates which here are simply juxtaposed.
/

1

This is

consistently the case wit:h this second serialization pattern.
In :tact, not only are noun phrases blocked from occurring
between the concatenated predicates, but adve.r:bials and
negatives are similarly blocked.

Adve:rbials a.re permitt:ed

independently with any conjunct in the looser serial construetions that allow intervening· nou(' phrases, but may not occur
between the predicates of the tighter series.

(45)

na
1.sg

isemn
-wrongly

fi
sit

fnse

letter

isoe
-write

'I su.t wrongly and wrote a letter.

I
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(46)

na

fi

fase

isema

isoe

'I sat and wrote (the) letter wrongly.'

(47)

na

fase

isema

fi

isoe

'I wrongly sat writing a letter.'

(48)

*na

fase

fi

isema

isoe

So in (45) and (46) an adverb may occur in either
conjunct of the series.

But with a juxtaposed series of

predicates such as those of (47), adverbs can only precede
the series.

They cannot interrupt it as in (48).

There is a similar constraint on the negative.
has two negative morphemes,

~e.lie

and ba.

Barai

The forrn naebe

simply negates the predit..;;,-::e and must occur prior to it, but
ba negates the entire clal.';;;1e.

Consequently, it is the only

element that ever follows the predicate which is normally
final.

As wi. th the adverbs, the

~gati ve

naebe may occur

independently with any conjunct in the standard serial
construction.

( 49)

na
lsg

-neg
naebe

fi
sit

f ase

lctt:.er

isoc
-write

'I did not sit (down) and (I did) write n letter,'
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( 50)

na

fi.

fase

naebe

isoe

' I s4t (down) and did hot write a letter. '

In the initial-eonjl:l-Rct of ( 4 9) , the scope of naebe is

limited to the predicate fi 'sit' .

It also occurs in the

subsequent conjunct of (50) negating the predicate isoe
'write' .

But

with the more tightly knit strings of serial

verbs, naebe must precede the entire string.

It may not

apply to any one of the predicates independently.

(Sl)

na
lsg

naebe
neg

fase.

letter

fi

sit

isoe
write

' I did not sit writing a letter.'

( 5 2)

*na

fase

£i

naebe

i soe

On the other hand, ba can do nci thet.

:rt

cannot occur

between the melllber predicates of the tighter serinl constructions, but neither can it occur between the juxtnpos~d
conjuncts of the standard serial constructions.

( 5 3}

na

fi

J.sg

sit

Ease

lotter

isoe-vo
write-pres

bn

neg

':i:t is not the case that I am sitting und writing
a 1otl:or. 1

( !i 4)

- --.Ei

*no

ba

fose
""'----

isoe-vo
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(SS)

*na

(S6)

na

fase

fase

fi

fi

ba

isoe-vo

isoe-vo

ba

'It is not the case that I am sitting writing a
:Letter.'

Wit;h the standard serial construction the scope of the

ba negative is the entire construotixm as in

(S3) •

:rt is not

limited, like naebe, to just one of the member conjuncts and
in fact cannot occur between them as in (54).

Similarly,

with the tighter sequence of serial verbs, its scope will
always be the entire construction, encompassing the whole
series of predicates.
Another important difference between the two kinds of
serial verb constructions has to do with intonation.

We noted

earlier that both grmnrnatical and J?honologicn.1 feature.s
coincide to mark tho boundaries between sentences in Barai
(and Papuan languages generally) and that the significant
phonological feature was an overall intonation pattern

supElrimpased over tho entire clause chain.

This int.ono.t.ion

pattern begins with u.n immediate increase in intensity nnd

a sharp rise in the general pitch level, coming to an curly
ponk ovc:r: tho first. high stressed syllnble..

'!'hero is then n.

gradual descrcsccndo over the remainder of tho contour
a~~companiod

by a.

~rudual

drops ohnrply in pitch.

drift of pit.ch.

The finnl syllable

This, in general terms, chnractorizcs

the overall sentence intonation contour.

However, tho
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decrescendo and gradual drift of pitch over the bulk of the
sentence is not necessarily uniform.

With complex sentences,

various units within the complex maintain their own minicontours.

The phonological sentence often contains a string

of what we might call phonological phrases o~er which the
sentential pattern is superimposed.
much like the sentential one.

This phrasal pattern is

The contour begins with an

increase in pitch and intensity which reaches a peak over the
first high stressed syllable, followed by a gradual decrescendo and drop in pitch.

In actual fact then, the

·~verall

decrescendo of the sentential J?attern is interrupted with the
peaks of the phrasal contours.

The relevant fact for our

consideration here is that the standard serial construction
requires the phra.sal contour over each conjunct of its series.
The more tightly knit string of juxtaposed predicates
collectively takes just a single phrasal contour.

(57)

na

fi

(58)

na

fnse

fase

isoe-vo

fi

isoe-vo

<'

I
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In ( 5 7) , the gradual decrescendo and drop in pitch of
the sentential intonation contour is interrupted by a
secondary phrasal contour that begins at the juncture between
the two conjuncts.

Each of these consists of a predicate

preceded by a noun phrase.

In ( 58) , however, where the

predicates are juxtaposed, the gradual decrescendo and drop
in pitch prevails over the entire construction with no
interruption at the juncture between the predicates for a
new phrasal contour.

This difference of intonation pattern

together with the granunatical differences outlined above make
it clear that two quite distinct processes are involved here.
Similar phenomena are well attested cross-linguistically.
We refer the reader to Healey ( 19 6 6) on Tele fol and Hewer
(1976)

on Kasem.

The following are taken from these sources.

Tele fol
(5 9)

takaa

kweeb

seize

get-he~

unale
he-went

'He seized her and went away.

( 6 0)

kweeb

noo

kub-a i silib

g·et-her

go

they-buried-her

1

•They took her and buried her.

Kasem
( 61)

0

vo

ke tl

he

~

go

do

greeting

chief

'He greeted the chief. '

j
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( 6 2)

he

ba

Jen ( Paga

ne

to

come

sit

at

sub

Paga

' When he ruled over Paga ... '

4. 4

The Layered Structure of the Clause

We would like to propose an analysis that will account,
not only for the difference between the conjunction of fully
specified clauses and th8 standard serial constructions that
Schachter attempted to cover with his verb phrase concatenation, but also for the difference between these tightly knit
series of juxtaposed predicates and the standard serial construction that allows intervening noun phrases.

Our proposal

entails a view of the clause that is layered in structure,
one we might represent schematically by (63).

CORE
( 6 3)

8

We will refer to the heart of the clause as its nu.clcus.
The nucleus consists of one or more lexical predicatQs, and
any ndverbial tnodifiers.

In (64) then, ~ iso~ 'slowly
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write' constitutes the nucleus of the clause.

( 6 4)

NUCLEUS

isuame

muge

ij-ia na-me

fase

yesterday night def-T lsg-cas letter

sone

isoe

slowly

write

'Last night I just slowly
wrote a letter. '

The core of the clause consists of the nucleus plus all

e,

the nuclear noun phrases that are dffinitive to the state of
affairs that core encodes.
core of the clause.

Mode is also an aspect of the

The core of (64) then includes the

nuclear noun phrases na 'lsg' and fase 'letter' as in (65).

CORE
NUCLEUS

(65)

isuame

muge

ij-ia

fase

'Last night, I just slowly wrote a letter.'

Finally 1 the outer layer of the clause we will call the
periphery.

Together, the three layers constitute a fully

specified clause.

This outer peripheral layer adds the

peripheral noun phrases to the clause.

These are noun phrases

that function in roles that provide additional information to
the state of affairs defined by the core of the clause.

In
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addition,

other adverbials whose scope is not just a simple

(or even complex) predicate but rather the whole core of the
clause,

are aspects of this outer level.

Example ( 6 6)

illustrates all three levels.

PERIPHERY
CORE

isuame rouge ij-ia

'Last night, I

na-me fase

just slowly wrote a letter.'

These various levels are established by the different
possibilities of juncture within the clause and their
respective const:eaints.

So juncture may apply not only to

fully specified clauses that allow aspects of all layers to
occur independently in the various conjuncts, but also to

layers :Lnternal to tlia clause at either the nuclear or core
levels.

I t is the two different kinds of serial verb

constructions that exhibit the juncture possibilities of
these inner levels.
Schematically, we can represent junctu.re at the nuclear
level as

in

(67).

(67)

PERIPHERY
CORE

For the sake of convenience we will often refer to the
nucleus as the nuclear level of the clause, to the core as
the core level of the clause, and to the periphery as the
peripheral level of the clause, recognizing that by level we
mean to include not only that particular layer but any that

it encompasses as well.
The nuclear level hel;'e is complex in that the nucleus
of the clause consists of a sequence of lexical predicates
(P

and P ), a sequence that is functionally equivalent to
2
the nucle.us of the clause with only a single lexical predi1

cate.

The series fi isoe ' sit write' is such a complex in

a clause like (68).
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( 6 8)

PERIPHERY
CORE

isuarne

muge

ij-ia

yesterday night def-T

na-me

fase

lsg-cas

•Last night, I just sat wri tL,g a letter. '

The sequence of predicates functions as a unit, taking
a specific set of nuclear noun phrases as the core level which
in this instance are na 'lsg' and fase 'letter'.
prise a

These com-

core whose outer periphery is the time noun phrase,

isuame muge
Such

ij-~~.

j unctun1 at the nuclear level is to be distinguisheu

from juncture at the core level.

The closely knit serial verb

constructions exhibit juncture at the nuclear level while the
looser serial constructions, those that permit intervening
noun phrases, manifest juncture at the core level.

We can

represent this level of juncture schematically as ( 69) .
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PERIPHERY

(69)

88
We will refer to the individual conjuncts at the core
level as kernels (K).

Nuclear level junctures join predicates

whereas core level juncturE!s join kernels.

Each kernel has

its own nucleus and associated set of nuclear noun phrases.
The j unc·i:.ure of two such kernels constitutes a complex core
that functions as a unit under a common periphery.

The string

fu fi fase isoe '3sg sit write letter' is then the core of
( 70) •

PERIPHERY

isuame
yesterd

muge
~Y

ij-i~

night def-T

lsg-cas
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The forms

~

f.i

1

conjunct of the series.

lsg-ca.s sit 1 comprise the first
Zero pronominalization accounts for

the absence of na 'lsg' in the second conjunct w:1ich is then
fase isoe

'letter write' .

(The distribution of -me will be

discussed in the following chapter.)
kernel of a

Each conjunct is the

complex core of a clause whose periphery in this

instance is exhibited by the time noun phrase isuame muge
:!:j-ia.
There is yet another level of juncture, one we are
calling the peripheral level of juncture which joins full
clauses to form sentences.

These clause strings correspond

to the same unit that is bounded by the sentential intonation
contour.

Peripheral level junctures are schematically

represented by (71).

SENTENCE
PERIPHERY

PERIPHERY
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With juncture at the peripheral level, each conjunct is
a clause

(Cl) which may independently manifest its own nucleus,

core, and periphery and the combination of such clauses then
constitutes the sentence.

In Barai, juncture at this level

always entails some kind of conjunction or conjunctive marker.
( 72) exhibits such a peripheral juncture.

isuame

rouge

ij-ia

na-me

yesterday night def-T

'Last night I just sat (down) and then later (I) wrote
a letter.'

Each clause here has some overt element in its nucleus,
core,

and periphery.

The juncture of the two is marked by

the bound conjunctive marker -na.
Our proposal suggests then that standard serial verb
constructions as given for Mandarin in (22), Akan in (23),
Yoruba in

(24), Luo in (33), Lango in (34), Kasem in (37) and

(38), as well as for Barai in (25),
al.l core level. junctures.

We

(35), (36), and (43) are

are not suggesting that the

level of juncture defines the relationship between conjuncts
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in toto, of course.

The level of juncture is just one para-

meter of that relationship, others of which we will discuss
in subsequent chapters.
are highly exploited.

Such core level junctures in Barai
They are just as conunon as peripheral

(73)-(77) further illustrate core level

level junctures.
junctures.

(73)

fu
3sg

fat.a
platform

ufe

kofu

uvia-vo

put.together

coffee

dry-pres/hab

'He is putting together a platform to dry coffee
beans.'

(74)

bara

inokiro

bu

uri

ikire

ke

woman

two

3pl

arise

bamboo

get

'The two women arose to get bamboo.'

(75)

e

ije

fu

sime

abe

burede

ije

ufu

person

def

3sg

knife

take

bread

def

cut

'The man used a knife to cut the bread.'

( 76)

fu

daokude

e

re re

3sg

turn

person

look.for

'He turned and looked for a person.'

( 7 7)

isuame
yesterday

m~~

ij~ia

fu

vua

ije

abe

night

def-T

3sg

talk

def

take

e

ije

nijas-ia-e

person

def

show-3pl-past

'Last night he took the talk and showed (it) to
the people. '
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As

with core level junctures, other relations between

conj unct:.s of nuclear level junctures vary.
discussed in later chapters.
(61)

and

junctures are profuse.
at the

(59) and (60) in Telefol, and

(62) in Kasem as well a.s

be nuclear level junctures.

These will be

in Barai all appear to

(44)

In Barai, these nuclear level

(78) - ( 82)

further ilhlstrate junctures

nuclear level.

( 78)

fu

na

ire

i£ej-ie

i

3sg

lsg

food

help-lsg

eat

'He helped me eat (the)

( 79)

food.'

£u

burede

ije

sime

abe

ufu

3sg

bread

def

knife

take

cut

'He cut the brea.d with a knife. '

( 8 0)

fu

do

ij-ia

barone

na

3sg

water

def-L

die

lay

1

(a 1)

He lay dead in the water. '

e

ije

fu

a-nafa-£u-o

kan-ia

man

def

3sg

child-pl-3sg-poss

kill-3pl

buvua

i

cut. up

eat

'The man killed, cut up, and a·t:e his children.'

J.89

(82)

a
2sg

na
lsg

ine
stick

tua
break.off

kore-j-ie
throw-V-lsg

'He broke off and threw a stick at me.'

(78)-(82) are all subject to the syntactic constraints
we outlined above that distinguish the two kinds of serial
verb constructions along with the difference of intonation
cohtour.
Note however that a string of juxtaposed predicates does
not necessarily indicate a nuclear level juncture.
(83)

and

(·83)

(84)

Compare

both of which exhibit core level junctures.

fu
3sg

uri
arise

k-ia
say-3pl

'He arose an.a said (to them) . '

(a 4)

fu
3sg

uri
arise

e

person

ije
def

k-ia
say-3pl

'He arose and said to the people.'

In (83) the string uri k-ia is simply juxtaposed with
no intervening noun phrase whereas in (841 tho same lexical
string of predicates occurs but with a noun phrase occurring
between the predicates.

But one of our languuge specific

criteria for distinguishing tho two levels is the intonution
contour.

We stated earlier that the conjuncts of nuclear

level junctures fall within the scope of a single intonation

J.90

contour for which there are two with core level junctures.
These contours are quite readily discernable when the conjuncts consist of a significant string of lexical items.

But

what of instances like {83) where several of the conjuncts in
a string are single lexical items, sometimes even monosyllabic?

The contour itself is not always inunediately

apparent in such cases, but there is a terminal feature of
the contour that is.

Recall that the terminus of the contour

is marked by a significant drop of both pitch and intensity
which rises sharply at the beginning of the contour.

At just

this transition point, between the falling and rising of
pitch and intensity, the glottis is closL3.

This terminal

feature of the intonation contour is important because it
means that juxtaposed predicates like those in (78)-(82) are
readily discernable from those like (83).
symbol

t<

If we use the

to designate this closure of the glottis, the string

of predicates in (83),

uri~k-ia

is to be distinguished from a

string like that in (81) or (82), kania

~

!

or tua korejie.

So we need not have elements from each relevant layer to
encode a particular level of juncture.

In fact, peripheral

level junctures can be between conjuncts manifested only by
predicates at the nuclear level.

Zero anaphoro. accounts fo.l:'

the absence of an actor in the second conjuncts of (85) and
(86) but other clausal elements are simply void.
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(85)

fu
3sg

kofu
coffee

abe-na
take-conj

va
go

'He took the coffee and went. '

( 86)

fu
3sg

ki-kinu
laugh-conj

kuc:te
say

'He was laughing and talking at the same time.

In (85) the

conjunction-~

1

encodes a sequential

relation, while -kinu in (86) encodes a simultaneous relation.

-.--·

Both -na and -kinu are peripheral level conjunctive markers
encoding the rela:tionship between the conjuncts where only
the predicate is overtly expressed in the second conjunct.
It is possible then to have all three levels of juncture with
simple strings of lexical predicates, although Barai care-

fully distinguishes each of the three.

4. 5

Variable .....----Role Frames

There is another theoretically important consequence of
this view of the structure of the clause which relates to the
role f:rnme of the predicate;

We concluded ih Chapter I afl:e:t~

a discussion of valence increasing devices, that certain
predicates will have more than one role frame.

We mentioned

that Fillmore's master case frames allowed for the suppression

of certain nuclear rolcse but that each lexical predicate
encoded a situation where the rcfcrcn ts whose :r:olos we· re
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specified in the case frame were implicitly part of that
situation even if not overtly expressed.

Thus, (87)-(90) all

exhibit options of a single master role frame for the predicate open which is [(A) ,(I) ,P].

(87)

The door (P) opened.

(88)

John (A) opened the door (P).

(89)

The key (I) opened the door (P).

(90)

John (A) opened the door (P) with the key (I) .

Both the agent and the instrument are optional noun
phrases whereas the patient must be overtly specified.
However, predicates with more than one valence option distinguish petween two states of affairs, one of which
inherently involves an additional noun phrase.

The

difference is not whether or not the noun phrase is overtly
expressed but whether or not it is

defini~ive

to the state

of affairs defined by the core in which it is used.

Thus

ki 'laugh' entails only one nuclear noun phrase in cin agentpatient role, but ki-s- 'laugh at' entails both an age:1tpatient and a range participant.

The range participant need

not be overtly expressed but the presence of the vnlence
increasing ma:tker -s- shows that a range pnrticipant is
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definitive to , he state of affairs the speaker is referring
to.

Similarly, the predicate sak- 'bite, sting' refers to

a state of affairs with two nuclear participants, an agent
and a patient-goal.

On the other hand, saki-r- 'sting with',

though closely relat--d, encodes a state of affairs involving
three nuclear participants: an agent, a patient, and an
instrument.

We

mentioned earlier other predicates whose

role frames vary but do not involve an increase in valence.
Predicates like tot- 'escape.memory'

and riez- 'attract'

each have the set [ (F) ,P] and [AP, (R) ] •

Some predicates can

be used to encode three different states of affairs.

The

predicates ise-(d)- 'be unhappy' and ma-(d)- 'be happy' with
the role frames [P], [(F),P], or [AP,(R)] are two of these.
This fact that some predicates require more than one
role frame of nuclear noun phrases has a bearing on our claim
that the core level functions in relation to the entire
nucleus, not to one aspect of it.

When the nucleus is

complex, as is the case with any kind of nuclear juncture,
the role frame is a function of the entire nucleus 1 not of
any one of the predicates involved.
(79)

as

(91)

(91)

We repeat here (78) and

and (92) to .illustrate the point:.

fu
3sg

na

ire

ifej-ie·

lsg

food

help-lsg

'He helped me eat food. '

i
eat
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( 9 2)

£u

burede

ije

sime

abe

ufu

3sg

bread

def

knife

take

cut

'He cut the bread with a knife.'

In

( 91) , the nucleus of the clause is a complex of two

predicates:

ifej- 'help' which when used independently has

a role £rame [A, (B) ], and i

'eat' which has a role frame

But the complex nucleus has a role frame involving

[A, (P) ].

not two, but three nuclear noun phrases, [A, (B) , (P) ] .

We

are su9gesting that the three nuclear noun phrases have role
relationships to a complex nucleus rather than to either
predicate independently.

Example (92) is similar in that

the nucleus is again a complex of two predicates.
abe

f

take,

They are

get' which when used independently takes a role

£rame [A, (P)] and ufu which has a role frame [A, {P) ].
role £rame £or the complex nucleus
[A, (I) , (P) ] •

here however is

The state of affairs encoded in (92) entails

three participants:
patient.

The

the agent, the instrument, and the

I t is significant that the instrument is not

conunon to either of the role frames of the inalvidual
predicates when they alone constitute the nucleus of the
clause.

This again bears out the fact that there is no

necessarily isomorphic relationship between role frames and
particular predicates.

In many insta,nces the nucleus of the

clause is not complex so therG\ is no apparent distinction
between the role frame of the nucleus and what we have
heretofore called the role frame. of the predicate;

Individual
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predicates may be used in various ways in different clause
nuclei. to encode quite different states of affairs.
different usages are often clearly marked.

These

In some cases

they are marked by a valence increasing marker on the
predicate itself.

In other cases, the particular combina-

tion of predicates in a complex nucleus makes its usage
clear.
The lexicon will have to account for the fact that

ifej-

'help' and abe 'take' each have at least two possible

role frames which correspond to the different usages
described above.

This is the same conclusion we reached

earlier for predicates like ki 'laugh' and sak- 'sting, bite'
on quite different grounds.

( 93)

ifejie 'help'

[A, (B) ]
[A, (P), (B)]

vt-1

(9 4)

abe 'take'

[A, (P) )
[A, (I), (P)]

"'t-1

(95)

ki 'laugh'

[AP]
-s-

(96)

sak- 'sting, bite'

[AP, ( R) )

[A,PG)

-r-

[A, (I), (PG) )
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The line before the first role frame of (95) and (96)
indicates that this frame is used when the predicate is the
sole predicate element of a clause nucleus.

The notation

vt-l following the line indicates that this role frame is

required whenever the predicate is used with any of a

•

particular subclass of transitive predicates to jointly
constitute the nucleus of the clause.
markers in

(5r5) and

The valence increasing

(96) constrain the choice of role frame

in a similar manner.

Of course i

'eat' and ufu 'cut' will

also requi.re more than one role frame.
We have proposed a view of the clause that is capable
of' handling the complex 'clause' chains of Papuan languages.
The frustrations of earlier analysts such as Healey, Scott,
and Geary that led them to attempt revisions of the grammatical hierarchy, point to the inadequacy of the traditional
view of the clause.

Once we recognize the layered structure

of the clause, however, the intermediate structures are no
longer a problem.

So the nucleus of the clause may minimally

exhibit but one predicate or it may exhibit a string of such
predicates.

Similarly, the core of the clause may minimally

be manifested by only a single kernel, or a.J.ternatively, by
several such kernels.

And finally, the sentence itself :may

minimally be manifested by only a single clause or it too may
be manifested by a string of such clauses.

Each level of

juncture. produces chaining wi tnin the sentence, but of
radically different kinds that correspond to the internal
levels of the clause.
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Nothing precludes strings of each type from cooccurring
within the same sentence and in fact this is frequently the
case.

The! sentence ( 9 7) , for example, incorporates all three

levels of juncture.

( 9 7)

I

fu

do

ij-ia

ari

3sg

water

def-L

go.down

ajia

II

go.up
dabe
pick.up

I

keke

up.there

arrive

abiese-na

Ill

put.on-conj

Ill

nuve-na

fu

go-conj-cong

II

gafia

Ill

va-ko-9:a

3sg

bubuare

suri

hornbill

skin

rade

-e

ije

later

person

def

Ill

varne

ij-ia

ruo-marna

are

follow-conj

trail

def-L

come-conj

Itokama

ij-ia

ae

kabuane

ije

kunae

Itok.ama

def-L

house

ridge pole

def

grasp

place

'While he went down to the river, he (different
referent) went up, arrived there, picked up and
:put on the hornbill' s skin and then lat.er followed
this person, corning along the trail until he
grasped the ridgepole of a house at the village
Itokama.'

The single slash (I) indicates a nuclear level juncture,
a double slash (//) a core level juncture, and a triple slash
(///) a peripheral level juncture.
The system of levels means that we do not have to claim
that peripheral and core elemen-ts are deleted for every
predicate of a complex

nucle~s.

Nor do we have to claim that

peripheral elements are deleted for each kernel of a complex
core.

This is a considerable improvement over standard
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conjunction reduction that would require a full complement
of all peripheral and core level elements to be deleted for
each predicate of any series.

This does not eliminate the

need for zero anaphora in the grammar, but radically restricts
it.s functional load.

It is also most significant that the

distinction between nuclear and peripheral noun phrases outlined in Chapter I to account for the internal structure of
the clause is also necessary in accounting for the varieties
of juncture that occur between 'clauses'.

Finally, the

system neatly accounts for the variety of constraints that
00cur on the constituent elements of each kind of series.
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CHAPTER FIVE

THE NEXI OF JUNCTURES
5. 1

The Traditional Dichotomy
The simple dichotomy between coordination and sub-

ordination is another area of syntactic theory where fundamental concepts have evaded rigorous definition.
typically distinguish

Basic texts

coordinate and subordinate structures

in terms of 'dependency' where a subordinate clause might be
said to be one that cannot 'be repeated in isolation as an
idiomatic statement (forming a complete sentence in itself)
Gerson 1969:16).

1

But we have already noted the indeterminacy

of such notions as 'dependent' and 'complete' in our discussion early in Chapter IV.

In most cases, where a more

rigorous definition of either of these concepts has been
attempted, one or the other is given serious attention, but
not both.
Simon Dik (1968) undertakes a thorough examination of
coordination but does not consider subordination.

He reaches

a definition of coordination that focuses on an equivalence
relation between the conjoined elements.

'A coordination

is a construct:i.on consisting of two or inore members which arc
equiv~lent

as to grammatical function and bound together at

the same level of the structural hierarchy by means of a
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a linking device'

(Dik 1968:25).

Conversely, Thompson and Longacre (1978) consider subordination in a wide cross section of languages but give
only passing comment to coordination.

They posit a syntac-

tic definition of subordination where a subordinate clause
is simply a sentential expansion of a nominal adjectival,
or adverbial slot in a main clause (Thompson and Longacre
1978:2).

The relationship between the conjoined elements

here is quite different from that of coordinate junctures
mentioned above.

Rather than an equivalence relation, one

of the conjuncts is actually a member constituent of the
other, a kind of part-whole relation.
So while neither study gives a comprehensive coverage
of the ways in which clauses can be joined, each provides
significant facts about an important subset of juncture
possibilities.

Let us refer to the ways in which conjuncts

are joined together as the kind of nexus between them.

A

coordinate nexus, then, encodes an equivalence relation
between the relevant conjuncts, whereas a subordinate nexus
encodes a part-whole relation between conjuncts.
there is an important contrast here.

Clearly

The result of a sub-

ordinate nexus that encodes a part-whole relation is still
a single unit though internally complex; whereas the result
of a coordinate nexus that encodes an equivalence relation
is a sequence of such uni ts, a s·equence of whales.

'l'here is
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an important constraint on the member conjuncts of such
junctures that points to their composite unity in subordinate relationships as opposed to a sequence of such units
in coordinate relationships.

This constraint relates to

what Thompson and Longacre offer as a semantic definition
of subordination which asserts that 'a subordinate clause,
being presupposed, ... cannot of itself make an assertion, ask
a question, give a command, or express a wish, threat, or
promise'

(Thompson and Longacre 1978:2).

This means that a

subordinate clause will never be independently marked for mood.
Thompson and Longacre illustrate with the following English
sentences ..

(l)

I'm ready to toss the salad, so please get out
tlte dressing.

(2)

*I'm ready to toss the salad, in order to
because
although
when
since
while
:i;a_ther

as if

(3)

We expected her to be nervous, but why does she keep
looking at her watch?

( 4)

~We expected her to be nervous, in order

because
although
when
since
while
rather
as if
... why does she keep looking at her watch?

The switch in mood in the conjuncts of (1) and (3)
reflects

th~

relative distinctiveness of the two conjuncts.

(2) and (4) on the other hand, block any independent speci-

fication of mood between the two conjuncts.

This constraint

on mood reflects the composite nature of the nexus between
the two conjuncts.

The "'· 1bordina te nex1.is encodes a part-

whole relation which results in a 'whole' of which there
are two with coordinate nexus.
There are similar parallels in Barai.

Certain junc-

tures allow independent specification of mood in either conjunct, while others do not.

( 5)

fU be.
ro
keke-i
2sg arrive-past conj 3sg interr

Cl

'You arrived but did he go?'

va-e
go-past
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(6)

a
keke-erna
2sg arrive-past

ij-ia
conj-conj

fu be
3sg interr

va-e
go-past

'When you arrived, did he go?'

(7)

*a

be

keke-ema

ij-ia

fu

va~

The relationship between the two conjuncts of (5) allow
independent specification of mood in either conjunct just
exam~les

as in the English

(1) and (3).

How.ever, a juncture

such as that in (6) restricts an independent specification of
mood to the second conjunct so that (6) is guite acceptable
but (7) is definitely not.

We might conclude then that (5)

exhibits a coordinate nexus in Barai while (6) exhibits a
~his

subordinate one.

is a reasonable assumption since the

initial conjunct of (6) functions just like a time noun phrase
in the periphery of the other mat:r::ix clause. We then have the
part-whole relation as well as the constraint against independent specification of mood as identifying featu.res of subordinate nexus.

The interesting fact here about Barai and

indeed of many Papuan languages is that there are junctures
that maintain the equivalence relation that we have said is
definitive of a coordinate nexus, but still constrain any
independent specification of mood between the conjuncts.
This constraint we huve said is indicative of subordinute
nexus.

The suffix

~mo

marks such a junctul.:'e in Bur1:d.
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( 8)

be
keke-mo
fu va-e
2sg interr arrive-conj 3sg go-past

a

'Is it the case that you arrived and then he left?'

(9)

keke-mo

*a

fu

be

With junctures marked by

va-e

-,!!}2,

mood can only be speci-

fied in the initial conjunct and its scope crosses the
juncture to include both conjuncts.

The gloss for

(8)

attempts to capture this scope of the interrogative although
there is no structural clefting in Barai parallel to the
English gloss,

(9) is blocked because it is not possible

to independently specify mood for just one of the conjuncts
with junctures such as that marked by -n!Q·

At the same

time, there is no evidence that any kind of part-whole relation exists between such conjuncts.

No one of them functions

as an udj unct of the other so !:.hut there is no convinci.ng

argument for establtshing either of them as a matrix 'sentence' .

Functionally then, !:he two conjuncts bear an equi-

valence rather than n part-whole relation with respect to
each other.

This is typically the case with many junctures

of the medial-final chains in Pai;.uan languages and it is
this k;Lnd of juncture th;;it defies any neat coordinationsubordination dichotc.my.

The confusi..:in is apparent in the
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literature where some analysts label these junctures coordinate while others

5.2

ca~l

them subordinate.

Cosubordination

If there is more than a neat dichotomy in the ways
that clauses combine, what other option is there?

C.E.

Bazell (1953) posits three types of nexus operations which
he calls 'functional relations'.

For Bazell, coordinated

el~ments are those in which either element can occur within
the same syntactic environment. Subordination joins elements
in such

a

way thu.t only one of the two may occur independently

in the same environment as the combination does.

Finally,

a third nexus option called interordination joins elements
in such a way that neither elem11nt can occur independently
in the same environment.

He illustrates with junctures in-

ternal to the clause where such tests can easily be employed.
But it is not at all clear how such tests could be applied
to aJ,ause junctures.

However, even if the substitutability

test fails to be pertinent for interclausal junctures, there
may still be ·three (or more) possible kinds of nexus operations.

Bazell's discussion of nexus here is brief and

~c

does not address himself to how these 'functionnl relations'
might apply to interc1ausal relations.

)

2 0 (>

Elton Lytle (1974) also argues against a simple dichotomy
for joining operations and he too proposes t11ree types of
nexus rather than the usual two.
or conjunction, he proposes

.
both

In addition to coordination,
adjunction and subjunction.

He says very little about adjunction but characterizes it as
the relationship between subjects and predicates, and between predicates and obj8cts in the sentence.

'Thus, it is

somewhat parallel to Bazell's interordination.

What Lytle

does focus on is subjunction which is typified by relativization, but which he generalizes to cover a wide range of
typically subordinate clauses.

The major problem in terms

of distinguishing among the three kinds of nexus is that he
says so little about adjunction.

In fact. as with Bazell,

there is no reference to adjunction as a possible type of
nexus between clauses.

No explanation is given for the

fact that al though there a:t'e three basic nexus operations,
still only two of them aro operative at clause junct:uros.
Simon Pik (1968) recognizes the possibility of multiple
nexus operations, but cloas not attempt to explicate then•,
choosing, as we mentioned earlier, to limit his study to
coor<lination only.
I have already notec.1 that my positive. definition
of coordinttd:ion does no'\:. imply nnything about the
nature of othe.t' types of constructions. Guided by
a predilection for noat dichotomies, some linguists
hav~ de.fended the view that any conntruction in
any lunguago should be either subordinative or coordinative. 'I'he terms coo:t'dination and subordination
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refer to mutually exclusive subclasses of constructions, but do not subdivide the full set of possible
constructions in any language. (Dik 1968: 58)
There is support then for more nexus options than just
coordina ti.on and subordination, although it appears that
no one has considered more than the two basic types for
interclausal relations.

We are proposing here a third

nexus option to account for constructions like ( 8) where
the conjuncts combine in a part-whole relation like subordinate

structures, and yet the parts bear an equivalence

relation

to each other like the coordinate structures,

will c a l l

this nexus option cosubordination.

We

(10)-(12)

schematically represent the differences between the three
nexus options.

(lO)

Subordination:

a part-whole nonequivalence relation where one conjunct is
embedded as a constituent of the
other.
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(11)

Cosubordination:

(12)

Coordination:

a part-whole equivalence relation where conjuncts of comparable status constitute the
whole.

a whole-whole equivalence relation
where the conjuncts are of comparable status.

Cl 2

Equivalence is used here in opposition to embedding.

An

embedding relation is one where one of the conjuncts functions
as a member constituent of the

othe~.

While equivalence stands

in opposition to any embedding between the conjuncts, such
equivalents may still function together as a unit as is
the case with cosubordinate juncture.

Alternatively they

may remain distinct entities linked solely by some semantic relation like those we discuss in the following chapter.

This is the case with coordinate junctures.

5. 3

Operators Over the Base

The notion of a composite unit as opposed to distinct
uni ts is of vital importance.

If both coordinate and

cosubordinate nexus encode an equivalence relation beLween
their conjuncts, they are distinguished only by the composite or noncomposite nature of the resulting unit.
are the features of such a composite unit?

What

We noted above

that mood is an operator over such a composite unit.

This

composite unit will be called the base which may then be
simple or complex in terms of the number of constituent
clauses i t encompasses.

Coordinate nexus, such as that in

(5) , which we repeat here as (13), yields a sequence of
bases with independent mbod options where the two clauses
are not embedded one within another.

(13)

Cl

keke~i

2sg arrive-pa$t

ro
-·but

'You arrived but did he go?'

-fu -be

3sg in terr

va-e
-

go~past
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Then cosubordinate nexus such as (8), which we repeat
here as (14), yields a single base with only a single mood
option for the combined unit

~lthough

again the clauses

are not embedded one within another.

( 14)

be
keke-no
2sg interr arrive - conj

a

va-e
3sq go-past

fu

'Is it the case that you arrived and he left?'

Finally subordinate nexus, such as that in (6), which
we repeat here as (15), again yields a single base where
mood is only specified once, but where there is an embedding
relation between the conjuncts

S\lCh

that one is a member

constituent of the other.

( 15)

a

keke-ema

ij-ia
fu be
2sg arrive-past conj-conj 3sg interr

'When you arrived, did he go?'

go-~ast
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So i t is only coordinate nexus that yields a sequence
of bases.

Mood is not the only feature that identifies the

base however.
the base.

'J.1here

are two other important features of

These are absolute tense and thematic topic.

We distinguish here between absolute tense which
references time relative to the speaker 1 s utterance and
relative tense which references time relative to some other
event.

Variations of absolute tense only occur at junctures

with coordinate nexus.

Both cosubordinate and subordinate

junctures encode tense but it is always relative to another
event, not necessarily to the speaker• s utterance.
(17)

(16) and

illustrate variation of absolute tense over clauses

joined by coordinate nexus.

Time is referenced relative to

the utterance itself.

(16)

fu-te

isuame

ije-re-i

3sg-dub day.away 3sg-do-past
isuame

ije-re-ke

day. away

3sg-do-fut

0

fu-te

conj

3sg-dub

'Maybe he did it yesterday or maybe he will do it
tomorrow.'

(17)

fu

iviama va-ko

3sg now

ro

na

nituage

go-immed.fut conj lsg day.after.tomorrow

va-ke
go-fut
'He is about to go now but I will go the day after
tomorrow. 1
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In (16) the conjunction Q encodes an alternative relation

while ro in (17) encodes an adversative relation.
ers encode coordinate nexus

t~at

Both mark-

allows independent specif i-

cation of absolute tense as well as mood.

But cosubor-

dinate nexus where tense is relative, can only specify tense
relative to the following conjunct.

Thus the glosses of

(18)-(20) are ambiguous in English as to absolute tense in
relation to the speaker, since Barai encodes relative
tense at junctures with cosubordinate nexus.

(18)

fu ruo-mama igia
3sg come-conj here

keke-ke
arrive-fut

'He is coming and will continue corning until he
arrives here. I
'He will come and continue coming until he
arrives here. '

The conjun.ct.ure

affix-~(~)

encodes a temporal span

that takes its tense orientation from the absolute tense
marker that occurs only on the final predicate.

This means

that the point at which the third singular referent initiatcd his coming is ambiguous with reference to the speaker.
The conjunctive marker that marks the juncture indicates

a span that will culminate at some future time but may have
been initiated either prior to or subsequent to the spenking

of the utterance.

(19) and (20) are similar
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(19)

va-ekiro isuame
- - - una
3sg go-conj tomorrow do.again

fu

rua-ke
come-fut

'He l(;ft and will come back tomorrow.

I

'He will leave and come back tomorrow.

(20)

fu ire i-na
3sg food eat-conj

sone
later

'He will eat and go later.

I

va-ke
-go-fut
I

'He is eating and will go later.

I

In (19) the conjunctive affix -ekiro encodes a delayed
sequence in which two events are sequential but with a time
lag between them.

The prior event may have occurred either

before or after the utterance but
(relative to the speaker).

culmin~tes ~n

the future

In (20), the conjunctive affix

-ha also encodes a sequential relation but without the delay.
The event in the second clause must be in the future (relative to the speaker) and that of the first clause must be
sequentially prior to the event of the second cl.ause, which
again le.aves the tense of the first clause ambiguous in
absolute terms.

No independent specification of absolute

tense is possible with these junctures.

And these junctures

are also those to which the constraint against independent
mood applies, so that (18)-(20) block any independent specification of mood over cne of the conjuncts ns in (21)-(23).
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(21)

*fu

ruo-mama

be

3sg come-conj interr here arrive-fut

(22)

*fu

va-ekiro be

3sg go-conj

(23)

*fu

ire

isuame
una
tomorrow do. again

interr

i-na

be

3sg food eat-conj

interr

Both mood a.nd absolute tense,

the base.

rua-ke
come-fut

later so-fut

then, are operators over

Clauses joined by cosubordinate nexus constitute

a single base whereas clauses joined by coordinate nexus
remain distinct bases with independent options for mood and
tense.

Tense is relative with subordinate nexus as well..

however,

junctures that encode subordinate nexus are unlike those that
encode cosubordinate nexus in that each of the conjuncts

may independently take its own tense r,iarker.
Chapter VI that tense

distin~cions

We will see in

are fewer at junctures

with subordinate nexus and that the actual morphemes are not
entirely parallel.

However 1 tense in tho

relative rather than absolute.

( 24}

bu

~

uru-vo

embec1de~t

Consider (24) and (25).

ij-ia

3pl dance/ song dance/ sing-pres conj --conj

suke
refreshments
'When t:h8y

m8nts. '

clause is

no

lpl

ije bu vuj-i.:l-ke
def 3pl give-3pl-fut

dance we. will <;;ive t:.hem the refresh-
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In (24), the definite article with its case marker,
which typically encodes the function of a noun phrase in a
time or location peripheral role, here encodes subordinate
nexus for an embedded clause.

The article then functions

like a complernentizer with these subordinate junctures at
the peripheral level.

But note that the present tense marker

on the embedded clause is not tense in relation to the
speaker's utterance, but in relation to the future tense
of the final predicate.

The refreshments are to be given

at the time of the dancing, both of which are at some future
point.

(25)

na moni ije m-a.-eva
lsg money def give-3sg-past
na-be
lsg-fut.neg

ij-afuo
conj-conj

kamaj-a-ke
take.back-3sg-fut

'Since I gave him the money, I will not take it back
from him.' or ...
'Since I will have given him the money, I will not
take it back from him. '

In (25), another subordinate juncture that uses the
definite article with its case marker as a complementizer,
embeds a clause with a distinctive past tense marker encoding
tense relative to the following predicate.

This means that

the past tense of the event in the embedded clause must be
i?rior to the future point in time when the event of the mntrix
clause takes place, but may be either p:tior to or following
the spanker's utterance.
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If absolute tense is an operator over the base, it then
becomes clear why tense is constrained in serial constructions.
The restriction against tense variation was one of Schachter's
defining features for such constructions that we noted above
in Chapter IV.

Minimally the base is coterminous with a

fully speci:fied clause and maximally it is coterminous with
a sequence of such clauses bound by cosubordinate nexus.

However, any core level or nuclear level junctures are always
internal to some particular base.

That is, it is inconceivable

for the various conjuncts of either a core level or nuclear
level juncture to be associated with distinct bases.

So if

tense is an operator over the base, as we have suggested,
the core interna,l to that base has to be uniform in terms of
absolute tense despite any complexity of its own.
There is still another operator over the base that is
important in explicating the difference between the throe kirius
of nexus between clauses 1 that being the scope of the the-

matic topic.

The scope of the thematic topic parallels

that of mood and absolute tense in the sense that only bases

may independently specify unigue thematic topics.

So Jtinc-

tures that encode a coordinate nexus may be followed by a
new themntic topic but junctures that encode either a co-

subordinote or a subordinate nexus necessarily block the
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introduction of a new thematic topic since such junctures
are always internal to a particular base.
Of course, the fact that junctures that encode coordinate nexus are the minimal bounds for the scope of the thematic topic does not mean that each base with the appropriate
coordinate nexus has .;tn independent thematic topic.

'A new

thematic topic is introduced only when i t is to be contrasted
with an existing thematic topic or it may be reiterated when
the speaker assumes the thematic topic has become ambiguous
or may have been forgotten.

So a change of thematic topic

will be the exception rather than the norm even at junctures
that encode coordinate nexus.
Consider the constraints on new thematic topics with
the various nexus possibilities.

(26)

bu dua
uru-vo-ga
suke
3pl dance/song dance/sing-conj-conj refreshm~nts
i~,

def

no bu vaj-ia
lpl 3pl give-3pl

'They danced dances and then, concerning the
refreshments, we gave (them) to them.'

In (26), the fronting rule that is used for themQtic
topicalization of naun phrases functioning in nuclear roles
has topicalized the pn.tient suke ije

'refreshments def' in
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the subsequent clause.

This thematic topic contrasts with

that of the initial clause, which is most likely the actor,
bu '3pl', unless, of course, some unspecified thematic topic
is apparent to both speaker and hearer from the situational
context.

Such a change of thematic topic is not possible,

however, if we drop the

-_92;·

This is because -vo-ga is a

juncture that encodes coordinate nexus while -vo on its own,
encodes cosubordinate nexus.

(27)

uru-vo
*bu dua
3pl dance/song dance/sing-conj
ij~,

def

no
lpl

bu
3pl

suke
refreshments

vaj-ia
give-3pl

(27) is ungranunatical because the scope of a. thematic
topic must be the entire base and since cosubordinate junctures are internal to the base, a change of thematic topic
at such junctu.res is ungranunatical.
~

Tbe only means, of making

ije '.refreshments def' the thematic topic of its base

is to front it over the entire unit as in (28).

(28)

~

ije, bu

refreshments

def

no ~
lpl 3pl
i

dua

3pl donca/song

uru-vo
dnnce/sing-conj

vaj-ia
give-3pl

As for the refreshments, t:boy dn.nccd dnnccs and
then we gave (them) t:.o them. '
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This overlap of the same conjunctive marker with more
than one kind of nexus is not extraordinary.

For example,

Thompson and Longacre (1978) point out that in some languages the same morpheme can. be
and subordination.
·morphemes

~

us~d

for both coordination

Gaelic is such a language using the

and ogtt?· for both functions (Boy lo 19 7 3) .

The same constraint applies to clause sequences joined
by subordinate nexus.

The embed&ed clause cannot indepen-

dently specify its own thematic topic.

Again, a new the-

matic topic occurs initial to the base, that is, prior to
either of the clauses.

If it should be a referent that

functions in some nuclea; role of the subsequent matrix
clause, it is fronted over the embedded clause to the base
initial position.

(29)

suke
refreshments
ij-ia
conj-conj

ije, bu dua
def 3pl dance/song

uru-iva
dance/sing-past

no bu vaj-ia-e
lpl 3pl give-3pl-past

'As for the refreshments, wha.~ they danced dances
we gave (them) to them. '

(30)

§.u!l
1~1 ~ uru-iva
dance/song def 3pl dance/sing-past

:l;j-in
conj-conj
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no suke
lpl refreshments

ije bu vaj-ia-e
def 3pl give-3pl-past

'As for the dance, when they danced it, we gave
them the refreshments.'

(3l)

*dua
ije, bu uru-iva
dance/song def 3pl dance/sing-past
suke
refreshments

In ( 2 9)

ij-ia
def-T

ije no bu vaj-ia-e
def lpl 3pl give-3pl-past

the patient in the subsequent matrix clause has

been fronted for thematic topicalization.

In (30) it is the

range noun phrase of the initial embedded clause that undergoes thematic topicalization, again by fronting.

( 31), where

both of these noun phrases undergo thematic topicalization
fol; their respective clauses, is ungrammatical.

The faQt

that we want to emphasize here is thnt thematic topic is an
operator over the base, not the clause, and not the sentence.
Mood, absolute tense, and thematic topic are all operators
over the base which is then a vital and fundamental unit to
the organization of the sentence.

This base unit is easily

overlooked i.n ·t;he study of languages whore less distinctions
are marked at clause junctures und where ·the clause is generally coterminous with the base.

But Papuan languages like

Barai with their plethoru of fine morphological distinctions
for interclausal relations provide al~ .sm for viewing such
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variables as the nexi of junctures.

In these languages,

it becomes c1ear that the base need not be coterminous with
the clause.

5. 4

Opera tors Over the Situation

Up to this point, our discussion of nexus has been
limited to peripheral level junctures.
from (5)

to

All of the data

(31) have involved junctures that allow fully

specified clauses in either of the conjuncts.

This means

that noun phrases functioning in peripheral roles such as
time or location are possible after each of these junctures
though in practice they often do not occur.

Ne turn now to

core level junctures, junctures which block independent
specification of noun phrases functioning in peripheral roles.
These junctures join kernels, which we defined as the nucleus
of a clause plus the noun phrases in nuclear roles that constitute the role frame of that nucleus.
:b.,or distinguishing between nexus types at the core level,
we derive important widence from constraints on the distribution of the mode particles.

We discussed in Chapter I that

these mode particles occur phonologically bound to a pronoun which functions as the pragmatic peak of the clause.
The relevant constraint is illustrated in ( 32) ·- (35).
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(32)

na

e

lsg person

ije k-ia,

bu-me

va-e

def say-3pl

3pl-cas

go-past

'I spoke to the people and they just went.'

( 33)

na-ka

k-ia

e

ije

lsg-intens

say-3pl person def

va-e
go-past

'I really made the people go.'

(34)

*na-ka e

ije

k-ia

bu

va-e

[ ' I really made the p~ople go.']

(35)

*na

k-ia

e

ije

bu-me

-va-e

The mode particle in (32) occurs in the second kernel
demonstrating that at such junctures mode can be specified
independently for each kernel.

But an important parallel

factor is that the coreferential nou11 phrases which function
as nonactor in the first kernel but actor in the second a·e
each overtly specified in their respective clauses.
is not the case in (33) however.

This

Zero cataphora necessarily

applies to the nonact~r noun phrase in the prior kernel.
Any such realization of the coreferential element in this
prior kernel is ungrammatical.
kernel of

(33)

Mode occurs only .n the first

bound to the actor noun phrase.

As _n (35),

this construction blocks any independent specification of
mode in the subsequent kernel.

(32) encodes coordinate
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nexus a t the core level and ( 3 3) co subordinate nexus at
the same

level.

Example (35) is ungrammatical where the pronominal
copy occurs in the subsequent conjunct following a cosubordinate nexus.

This is because the pragmatic peak also

operates over the entire unit when kernels like these are
joined via cosubordinate nexus.

The constraints are the

same for

the pragmatic peak as they are for the mode par-

ticles .

T'here is no restriction on multiple pragmatic

peaks at the core level as long as the nexus between the
conjuncts
such a

is coordinate.

With cosubor~1inate nexus, however,

pragmatic peak is blocked in any but tl-te initial con-

junct.
There is a parallel here between the consb:aints on mood,
absolute tense, and thematic topic with clauses at the peripheral level and the constraints on mode particles and the
pragmatic peak with kernels at the core level.
peripheral level, mood, absolute tense,

At the

and thematic topic

are opera tors over the base which may be simple or complex
in terms of its constituent clauses.

Here at the core level,

mode particles and the pragmntic peak are operators over
what we will call the situation, which like the base, may
be simple or complex depending on the k:ind of juncture
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encoded between its constituent kernels.
With coordinate
l
nexus as in (3f) each kernel is simultaneously a situation
so that independent operators are possible in each conjunct.
3
In (3'1) however, where cosubordinate nexus obtains the two
kernels constitute a single situation where the scope of
the operators must be the combined unit.

This explains

why the mode particle and the pronominal copy were blocked
in the second conjunct of (35).

(36)-(39) illustrate the

same constraints with different predicates.

no

(36)

e

ije biesir-ia, bu-me

lpl person def fool-3pl

kari

3pl-cas

stay

•we fooled the people and they just stayed. '

( 3 7)

no-me

biesir-ia e

ije

kari

lpl-cas

fool-3pl

def

stay

person

'We just fooled them into staying.'

( 3 8)

*no-me

e

ij e

biesi:da

bu

kari

['We just fooled them into staying.']

( 3 9)

*no

In (36)

biesiria

e

bu ·me
---

the two kernels each encode a unique situation,

where mode is independently marked in the subsequent conjunct and, as before, each kernel may overtly specify the
coreferential element, here the nonactor witt )iesiria 'fool'
and the actor with kari 'sit'.

But in (37) zero pronominal-
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ization is obligatory for that coreferential element in the
f i r s t kernel and mode can be specified only once for the
whole construction.

And the pronominal copy that marks the

pragmatic peak is blocked with cosubordinate nexus as in
( 3 9) •

Situations then are minimally a single kernel but

may be a combination of kernels depending on the kind of
nexus

involved.

Their validity is established by the con-

straints on their operators which here at the core level
are the mode particles and the pragmatic peak.
Our examples so far have been with kernels that manifested
noncoreferential pragmatic peaks.
means

However, this is by no

an essential feature of the cosubordina te nexus.

l\

number of important cosubordinate junctures of this level
involve predicates for 'take' and 'carry' in the initial
kernel.

(40)

e

i~

person

def 3sg knife

fu

sime

abe

burede ije ufu

take

bread

def cut

'The man used a knife to cut the bread. '

( 41)

e
person

ije fu bara
def 3sg woman

juare

va

garden

go

fu-one

mesiri
3sg-poss take.along

'The man took his wife to go to (the) garden. '
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( 42)

e

ij e fu

ame

ij e dabe

asoe

fu-one

person

def 3sg child def carry father 3sg-poss

m-a-e
give-3sg-past
'The man carried the child to give (him)
father. '

to his

In (40)-(42), the two kernels require coreferential pragmatic peaks.

This in itseJf however does not establish co-

subordinate nexus, as coordinate nexus at the core level
also yields constructions that allow zero anaphora for coreferential pragmatic peaks.

bu.

Jpl-

(43)

Vito fu

ij-ia

Vito 3sg def-L

keke,

e

ij§/ ifej-5:_<;!

arrive

person

de~ help-3pl

'Vito arrived there and helped the people.'

( 4 4)

Vito fu

ij-ia

Vito 3sg def-L

keke,

e

arrive person

ije ~fej-a
def help-3sg

'Vito arrived there and they helped the man.'

On the surface (40}-(42) a~d (43)-(44) exhibit the
SRme structure, but if we apply the modal test, mode is
blocked in (40)-(42) but not in (43)-(44).
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(45)

*fu

sime

abe, ka-burede

3sg knife

take intens-bread

ije
def

ufu
cut

['He took the knife and really cut the bread.']

(46)

fu

ij-ia

3sg def-L

keke,

ifej-i~

ka-e

arrive intens-person

help-3pl

'He arrived there and really helped the people.'

In (45) with cosubordinate nexus the occurrence of the
mode particle is blocked but ( 4 6) allows such a mode particle
in the subsequent conjunct indicating the juncture is no
longer cosubordinate but coordinate.

We stated earlier that

the phonologically bound mode particles normally occur suffixed
to the pragmatic peak, but if that pragmatic peak is not
overtly realized, the mode particle is prefixed to the
following morpheme regardless of its form class.

These junc-

tures with coordinate nexus at the core level with coreferential pragmatic peaks provide just the kind of context where
mode prefixing occurs.

Another context is the opening clause

of the clause chains typical of these languages which, as we
discussed earlier, are a reiteration of the final clQuse of
the previous chain and c011tain no new information but ft.metion to ma.rk the opening of a new chain.

(47)

... fu-ka
3sg-intens

e

ije

ifej-ia.

ka-e

person

def

help-3pl

intens-person
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ije

ifej-ia-mo-ga ...

def

help-3pl-conj-conj

' ... and he really helped the people.
helped the people and then ... '

(He) really

So sentence boundaries like that of (47) and coordinate
core level junctures create the narrow range of contexts
where a mode particle occurs that is not bound to a pragmatic peak.

This possibility of mode occurring in the sub-

sequent kernel at core level junctures then provides a
grammatical test for distinguishing coordinate and cosubordinate nexus.

However, the most obvious distinguishing

feature is phonological.

A significant pause occurs between

core level conjuncts which are joined by coordinate nexus
which is absent with cosubordinate nexus.

In fact, Barai

who are literate in English but just beginning to write in
the vernacular frequently respond to this pause by using
a semicolon at just these core level coordinate junctures.
Ambiguity seldom arises in any case since the lexical
predicates involved create to a large extent a predisposition
for the kind of nexus being encoded.

'l'he important fact

here is that cosubordinate nexus combines two units to function together like one of the units joined by coordinate
nexus.

This unit is the situation and its reality is attested

by the scope and hence distribution of its operators:

the
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mode particles and the pragmatic peak.
~rai,

J

subordinate structures at the core level

embed a rull sentence or a clause core to function as a noun
phrase in a nuclear role of a kernel.

There is no eguiva-

lence relation between the conjuncts joined by subordinate
nexus, so there is no reason to presuppose that the embedded element need also be a core level structure.

Presum-

ably, sentences, cores, or nuclei are all structures that a
language could embed with subordinate nexus.

Different lan-

guages capitalize on these options in different ways.

Barai

embeds both full sentences and clause cores as core level
constituents.

( 4 8)

juare ij-ia
garden def-L

a
ni ije
2sg imp 3sg

g-a-ne
look-3sg-imp

'Look at it (there) in the garden.'

( 4 9)

juare ij-ia
garden def-L

a
ni mave n-one
2sg imp pig lsg-pos~

sak-a-mo
g-a-ne
bite-2sg-pres/hab look-3sg-imp
'In the garden, look out for:

my pig bites.'

In (48) the range participant with 3.:: 'see, look, look
out' is a simple noun phrase whereas in (49) it is an embedded
core.

With these junctures it is ungrammatical for a peri-
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pheral time or location noun phrase to refer to the embedded conjunct independently.
core level constituent.

This is because it is a

This embedding of cores to function

as nuclear noun phrases in the core of other clauses seems
to be limited to specific lexical predicates.

A somewhat

wider range of lexical predicates allows the embedding of
full clauses as nuclear noun phrases.

(50)

vua

fu

k-ie-ema

talk 3sg say-lsg-past

ije

na-me

tot-ie

3sg

lsg-cas

escape.memory-lsg

'The talk he said to me, i t just escaped my memory.'

( 51)

a

~

rua-ema

2sg 3sg come-past

k-ie
say-lsg

'You told me that he came.'

Unlike the ~mbedding of kernels, the embedding of
clauses allows

for

independent specification of peripheral

noun phrases such as time and location in the embedded conjunct.

The embedded clause has its own intonation contour

which helps to identify the unit.

(52)

vua

fu

isuame

k-ie-ema

ije

talk 3sg yesterday say-lsg-pust 3sg

~

lsg-cas
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tot-ie
escape.memory-lsg
'The talk he said to me yesterday, it just
escaped my memory.'

(53)

a

~

2sg

3p~

isuame
rua-ema
k-ie
yesterday come-past say-lsg

'You told me that he came yesterday. '

In both

(52) and (53), the time noun phrase isuame

: yesterda:.._ ' provides the setting only for the conjunct which
occurs embedded in the matrix clause.

So subordinate junctures

at the core J..evel in Barai embed both full sentences and
clause cores.

Notice that neither the mode particles nor

the reiterated pronouns that mark the pragmatic peak occur
in the embedded conjunct.

This is again a coneeguence of their

boing operators over the situation which need not be coterminous wi. th the kernel.

Rather, the si tua ti on may be either

simple or complex in terms of its constituent kernels.
There is no evidence of simple predicates being embedded
to function like noun phrases in nuclear roles in Barai.

5. 5

Oecrators .QY£E the ~

Let us turn our attention now to nuclear level junctures.
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we will discuss three different tY:l?es of constructions
that entail nuclear level junctures.

In the first of these

we simply have a series of phonologically independent lexical
predicates.

All of the Ba.rai examples of nuc.lear level junc-

tures in Chapter XV are of this type.

We repeat (78)-( 82)

of Chapter IV here as (54)-(58) to illustrate this kind of
nuclear j 1.,lncture

( 54)

~

na

ire ifej-:-ie i
3sg lsg food help-lsg eat

'He helpE:id me eat the food.'

(55)

fu burede ije sime abe ufu
3sg bread def knife take cut
f

( 5 6)

He cut the brec.d with the knife. '

do
3sg river

-fu

ij-ia
def-L

barone ~
die
lay

'He. lay dead ir the water. '

(5 7)

person

a-nafa-fu-o
def 3sg chi1d-p1-3sg-poss

buvua

..L

ci.1t. up

eat

..§

ije fu

'The mun killcdt cut:. up,

kan-ia
kill-3p1

(and) nt:e his children.'
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{58)

a

na ine
tua
kore-j-ie
2sg lsg stick break throw-V-lsg
'You broke off (and) threw a stick at me.'

In each case of the above, the predicate morphemes are
phonologically independent words.

They are productive in

the sense that several comb:Lnat.ions are possible with any
given pred;i.·;ate.

So, for example, ifej- 'help' occurs with

a number of other lexical predicates.

{59)

are
house help-lsg

build

'help (me) build a house'

(60)

sarasi ifej-ie
grass help-lsg

ufu
cut

'help (me) cut grass'

(61)

ifej-ie
cvffcE help-lsg
kofu

ruor-ia
wash-3pl

'help (me) wash coffee'

Stance predicates are another class of predicates that
typically enter into this kind of juncture.
IV which we repeat here as (62) is such

q

(68) of Chapter

juncture.
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( 6 2)

isuame

muge

na

£ase

fi

isoe

yesterday night lsg letter sit write
'Last night, I sat writing a letter.'

Stance predicates are also productive as (63)-(68)
indicate with fi 'sit' and mani 'stand'.

( 63)

siare

fi ume
betelnut sit chew

'sit chewing betelnut'

( 6 4)

j ukiae

fi

armband

sit weave

ufe

' sit weaving an armband'

( 65)

kuku

tobacco

isu
sit smoke
fi

' sit smoking tobacco'

( 6 6)

~fie

stand listen
1

( 67)

stand listening'

~

mani
food stand

1·
eat

'stand eating :food'
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( 6 8)

mani kua
talk stand say
'stand talking'

Another class of predicates that commonly participate
in nuclear junctures of this type are motion predicates.
( 69) - ( 7 7)

are the most common of a larger set of such motion

predicates.

(69)

aru va = enter + motion
-

( 7 0)

away from speaker/hearer

:::: ascend + motion away from speaker /hearor

= descend +

( 7 l)

ari va

( 7 2)

aru ro = enter

+

( 7 3)

= ascend

(7 4)

ari ro = descend

motion away from speaker/hearer

motion toward speaker

+ motion toward speaker

+

motion toward speaker

( 7 5.)

aru vua = enter
----

( 7 6)

ajia vua. = ascend

( 7 7)

ari ~ = descend + motion toward hearer

+

motion toward hearer

+

motion '-oward hearer
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These motion predicates, like the others above, are
phonologically independent words and enter productively into
a number of combinations.

All of the predicates that enter

into nuclear junctures of this type occur elsewhere as full
predicates in their own right with the normal options for
tense and aspect.

And in each case, the meaning of the

combination is readily determined from the meaning associated
with each stem when used outside of such combinations.

I t is

clear then that what we have here is a productive syntactic
phenomenon of nuclear juncture and not a lexical compounding
process.

For further discussion of the constraints on such

nuclear coordinate junctures cross]inguistically see Foley
and Olson (1981).
There is a second group of what we are arguing are
nuclear junctures which seem more akin to lexical compounding.
This is because the resulting combination oi predicate stems
form a single phonological word.

One or the other of the

predicates entering into the combination loses its pitchstress.

The sequence fare 'touch' with high pitch-stress on

the first syllable and fie 'sense', hear, or understand'
with low pitch-stress on the first syllable becomes farefie
'feel' with only a single high pitch-sLress on the initial
syllable.

But not.tee that combinations with fie are pro-

ductive wherever selectional restrictions allow.
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(78)

i-fie
--

'eat'

(79)

isua-fie

'urinate'

(80)

kume-f ie

'oall'

(81)

ninae-fie

'sleep' + 'sense' = 'be.sleepy'

+ 'sense'

=

'taste'

+ 'sense'

+ 'listen'

=

=

'need to urinate'

'call out fo·r'

Again the set of predicates that enter into junctures
of this kind is limited, but despite the loss of stress, the
construction is productive with one or both stems occurring
with a variety of other predicates.

(82)-(87) are further

exam9les of this kind of juncture.

(82)

s amua-.9'.E!

'wait'

( 8 3)

i-~

'eat'

(84)

kume-ga

'call'

+ 'see/know'

(85)

bi-m-.i.e

'take'

+ 'give (me) '

(86)

bi-r6

'take'

+ 'come'

( 8 7)

bi-i

'take' + 'eat'

+ 'see/know' = 'wait to see'
+ 'see/know' = 'eat to find out'
= 'call out to see'

These predicates may each occur independently in other
contexts, a range of tense and aspect options.

The meaning
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of the combined unit is readily derivable from the meaning
of the stems when used individually.

The evidence, then,

is against a compounding process despite their phonological
affinity because they are productive and no idiosyncratic
meaning i~ involved.
However, a third group of apparent junctures at the
nuclear level does not appear to be a juncture between predicates at all.

It is a fusion that results in an idio-

syncratic interpretation which is not readily derivable from
the meanings associated with the individual predicates when
used in isolation.

(88)

kana + afui = kanafui
hit
gather pack up
~

( 8 9)

nakae
cover

(90)

saui + va
be.lost go

(91)

~

+

-speak

+ kuae

~

=

=

nakaekuae
dream

sauiva
hunt

=

aroekara
praise light.up brag

It is only for this latter category that we would require separate lexical entries for the combined predicates.
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The question remains as to whether the other two groups
of nuclear level junctures that we have described above can be
distinguished from one another in terms of the kind of nexus
involved.

In order to establish the nexus distinctions at

this level, we must be able to show that predicates joined
by cosubordinate nexus combine to function as a single unit
in a way that those conjoined by coordinate nexus do not.
For a subordinate nexus we must be able to demonstrate that
one predicate embeds within the other.

We will argue that

subordinate nexus does not occur at the nuclear level, a fact
that is not surprising since the nucleus is the very heart
of the clause and as such lacks constituents in which to embed.
However,

there are different constraints on the dis-

tribution of certain aspectuals for each of the two groups
of nuclear junctures above.
dent stems,
aspectuals

With the phonolgically indepen-

the individual predicates may each take independent
(whenever semantically appropriate).

With stems

that are phonologically bound, however, these aspectuals may
net intervene although they may occur following the combination.

This is convincing evidence that the aspectuals are op-

erators over a unit that:: may be simple or complex in terms of
constituent predicates.

we will call this unit the event. 1

The event may be simple or complex in terms of constituent

1

our use of the term event does not exclude any class of
predicates.
Stative predicates are included here as well.
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predicates, just as the situation may be simple or complex
in terms of constituent kernels, and the base in terms of
constituent clauses.

(54)-(77) exhibit coordinate nexus

where each conjunct is coterminous with an event while (78)(87) exhibit cosubordinate nexus

~here

the combination

constitutes a single event, the difference being manifested
by constraints on the scope of aspectuals as operators over
the event.
(92)-(100) exhibit aspectual uses of furi 'finish',
va

'go, continue', and are 'cease'.

( 9 2)

i

(93)

isoe furl.

'finish writing'

(94)

ufil furl.

'finish cutting'

(95)

kari va

'continue living, live one'

(96)

ime va

'continue working, work on'

(97)

biesiri va

'continue fooling'

(98)

kua are

'stop talking'

(99)

nime are

'stop crying'

kufuime nre

'stop lying'

(100)

fur!

'finish eating'
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( 101)

demonstrates a coordinate juncture with the

aspectual predicate intervening.

(101)

fu

vazai

ufu furi

numu

3sg kunai.grass cut finish pile

akoe
throw.away

'He finished cutting, piled, and threw away the
grass. '

The scope of the aspectual furi 'finish' is only the first
of the string of conjoined predicates.

With the second group

of nuclear junctures (78)-(87) however, the aspectual predicate cannot occur between the predicates but can only follow
the combination.

(102)

a

ni

ire

ije i-fie

2sg imp food def eat-sense

are-ne
stop-imp

'Stop tasting the food.'

(103)

fu kai
3sg friend

fu-one
kume-fie
3sg-poss call-listen

va
continue

'He continued calling and listening for his friend.'

(104)

(104)

*fu

kai

fu~

kume-va-fie

is not possj,ble even though the intervening as-

pectual, va 'continue', seems feasible semantically.
larly, ~

Simi-

'stop' and ~ 'finish' are blocked f:tom occur-
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ring at these junctures.
These aspectuals are operators over events, events
that may be simple or complex in terms of their constituent
predicates.

At junctures with coordinate nexus the scope of

the aspectual will only be a single predicate.

However,

following a cosubordinate nexus, the scope of the aspectual
is the combination of predicates as in (102) and (103),
the same combination that constitutes the event.

5.6

Three Levels of Clause Chaining

Any cosubordinate nexus encodes a part-whole equivalence
relation where the conjoined conjuncts constitute a 'whole'
just as they do at each level of juncture.

The equivalence

relation at the nuclear level is between predicates, the
whole being the event, the entity over which aspect is the
operator.

It is contrastive with coordinate nexus which also

encodes an equivalence relation but between dist.i.nct events
which may be independently marked for aspect.
At the core level,

cosubordin~te

nexus encodes an equi-

valence relation between kernels where the whole is the
situation, the entity over which mode and pragmatic topic
are operators.

Coordinate nexus joins kernels as distinct

situations each of which may take independent operators.

Sub-

ordination embeds some clause level unit into a constituent
of the kernel.

Then at the peripheral level, cosubordinata
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nexus encodes an equivalence relation between clauses, the
whole being the base which is the entity over which absolute
tense, mood, and thematic topic are operators.

Coordinate

junctures, on the other hand, allow these operators to occur
independently with each clause.

Both the level of juncture

and the type of nexus involved are crucial parameters of
interclausal relations.
We can schematically represent the structural possibilities at the various levels as below where (105) depicts
structure at the peripheral le11el,

(106)

at the core level,

and (107) at the nuclear level.

(105)

(106)

Sit

l

Sit

2

Sit3

Sit

4
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(107)

Nl
E

E

1

pl

H

E

2

} I

p2

P3

3

P4

Chaining may occur at each level., but the links of
the chain are defined by the opE>r<:ttors for that level.
I t is

bases, then, that chain

(lOj)

to form the sentence (S ).

:;,

1

at the peripheral level in
Mood, thematic topic,

and absolute tense are the operators that define bases.
(,

At the core level 1n (lOfl, it is situations that chain to

form the core (c 1 ), where mode and pragmatic peak are the
operators that define the situation.

And it is events that

chain at the nuclear level to form the nucleus (N ) whoro
1
aspectuals are the operators that define the event.
In our discussion of the clause chains of Pnpuan lo.nguages in Chupter IV we pointed out in very general terms
that analysts frequently distinguish between 'medial' and
'final'
r there

verbs,

is

t.1.

We noted earlier Longa.cre' s claim that

grand structurc;i,l division between the dis tine-

tive verb of the main clause which is often called tho in-

dependent or final verb, and the verbs of the other clnuses
which nrc sometimes referred to us dopcnclcnt. or medial verbs'
(Longucre 1972: 2).

'l'his is somcwhut. of nn overs t.n.tcm0nt sinco
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most analysts would not consider all nonf inal verbs
'medial'.

Rather, the medial verbs are generally held to

be those that not only take different affixes but tend
to encode certain particular kinds of relationships.

These

relationships generally include temporal relationships of
sequence, delayed sequence, simultaneity, continuous with
no overlap, and continuous with overlap.

It is precisely

this set of relations that exhibit cosubordinate nexus at the
peripheral level in Barai.
These junctures have been considered

dependent or sub-

ordinate heretofore by most analysts, although a distinction
is often made between two kinds of subordinate clause.

A.

Loving and H, .McKaughan (1964), fol;' example, distingi.1ish
between two kinds of dependent verbs in their treatment of
the internal $'.tructure of dependent verbs in Awa.
(1971)

Franklin

also oomn1ents on the tendency to classify this subset

of junctures as subordinate.

He states that 'generally

speaking in New Guinea languages such time relationships
have not been described as coordinate clauses•
1971:103).

(Franklin

He then argues against this position because

he sees the critical fact to be what he calls the interdependence of the two clauses.

He concludes that these medial

verbs mark junctures that are more like coordinate structures
than subordinate ones.
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Claims that medial verbs mark

subot~inate

junctu&es

probably stem from nt least an intuitive recognition of the
constraints against independent specification of mood, absolute tense, and thematic topic which are normally associated with subordinate clauses.

However, Franklin is respond-

ing to an equally viable factor in his notion of interdependence.

There is no embedding of one clause within the

other, so there is an equivalence relation between the
clauses despite the dependencies.

It is this factor that

makes the 'chaining' of such clauses possible, a feat impossible to a suburdinate relation where one clause is
embedded in the other.

It, is understandable then that

Papuan studies have focused on either the composit or the
equivalence aspect of these junctures, since both elemonts
are there.

But there is no reason to assume that the two

must be mutually exclusive.

They come together in cosubor-

dinate nexus which not only accounts for these medial verb
constructions but nlso for similar distinctions

i~

sarial

constructions at both the core and nuclear levels.
~w;J. .fyhr
Finally, ~ P1':J.wley/ (1977; 1) has written an important
article on how spoukers construct discourse one 'clu.use'
nt o. time.

Interestingly, his evidence is relevant to our

concept of cosubordina tc nexus.

Ile conchtdes as follows:

A distinction must be drawn between 'novel' and
'memorized' conEtructions in spontaneous discourse. In tho ancoding of novel constructions,
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each morpheme or word is retrieved independently from the long term memory and combined
according to grammatical rule. In the encoding
of memorized constructions, morpheme sequencJ:'es
are retrieved as wholes, or by automatic chaining.
fk·Na..-c..
J?-a.1,1'ley is-not only discussing seria.1 constructions
-ll..P ;if"'
here but ~distinction illuminates the difference between coordinate and cosubordinate constructions, particularly at the lower

le~!ls.

In cosubordinate construe-

tions, chains of predicatBO and chains of kernels function
together as wholes, that is, as si1i;J.e predicates or single
kernels.

It is easy to see how related events or related

situations can come to be generalized as one <mmplex event
or one complex situation ra.ther than discrt!_itt events or
discreet situations.

However, when they do, it seems

necessary, as Pawley postulates, that the speaker retrieve
the complex event as a unit just as he does t;.he discreet
event, and th1t he construct the complex situation just as
he does the discreet one.
clause-at-a-time h

The 'clause' of Pawley's one-

~othesis

probably corresponds to

clause as we have described it as well.

~he

This means that

his ovidence would not relate to the higher level peripheral junctures.

But at the nuclear and core levels, the

parallels between cosubordinate constructions and

'men~

orizod' strings and between coordinate constructions and
'novel' strings is striking.

Frequent

as~;o(;i~1t.ion

of thu
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member conjllncts of a particular string is undoubtedly
a prerequisite for cosubordination of both predicates and
kernels,

so that it is quite reasonable that such strings

should be referred to as 'memorized'.

2 4 (J

CHAPTER SIX

lll.E_Sa18~J1C_RELATIONS

OF JUNCTURES

In our discussion of levels of juncture and types of

nexus, we have been concerned with gramrnatical JTlP.aning or
granunatical relations.

In this chapter, however, we will

sketch briefly various kinds of semantic relations which
Barai encodes at clause junctures.

There are four major

fields of such: semantic relations which we will discuss
here.

They are temporal, causal, contrastive, and hypo-

thetical.

These semantic relatiorts combine with each other,

with switch-reference relations,

and with the levels of

juncture and types of nexus in a variety of ways.

As we

shall see in the following chapter, therP are important
constraints on the various combinations that are operative
at any particular juncture.

In this chapter, however, we

will concentrate on the kinds of semantic relations that
Barai encodes at clause junctures.

Our purpose will be to

demonstrate that these semantic relations are not predic~
table from the grammatical relations of levels and nexus,
but constitute still another intersecting parameter of
in terclausal relations whi1;h are superimposed over the
grammatical relations.

2 $(!

6.1

Temporal Relations

A simultaneous relation requires some degree of

temporal overlap between the events of lhe conjuncts
being joined.

They need not be coterminous as to incep-

tion and termination but they are at least viewed by the
speaker as taking place in rr:mghly the same temporal frame.
The conjunctive markers -ko and -kinu encode a simultaneous
relation with cosubordinate nexus at the peripheral level.

{ 1)

bu
3pl

ire

food

i-ko
eat-conj

no
lpl

vua
talk

kuae
say

'They were eating food and at the same time we
were talking. '

(2)

bu
3pl

ire
food

i-kinu
eat-conj

vua
talk

kuae
say

'They were eating and at the same time they
were talking. '

In (1) the conjunctive marker -ko encodes a change of
pragmatic peaks as well.
coreferentiali ty
juncts.

O.i.

-kinu in ( 2} further encodes the

.cagma tic peaks between the two con-

We discuss this coding of sume versus different

pragmatic peaks in more detail below,

Here we are focusing

e>ur attention on the simultaneous temporal relation thnt
is common to both of these conjunctive particles.
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The same temporal relation ca.n be encoded for coordinate nexus at the :reripheral level by the addition of the
affix

-~·

This marker encodes same or different thematic

topic as well as the grammatical information of coordinate
nexus at the peripheral level.

However, the coding of same

or different pragmatic peak is lost with coordinate nexus,
neutralizing the contrast between -ko and -kinu so that
only -ko-ga results, not *-kinu-ga.

(3)

na

kof u

lsg

coffee

mubu-ko-ga

Vito

pick-conj-conj Vito

Umuate

ij-ia

va

Umuate

def-L

go

fu

are

3sg

place

'I was picking coffee and at the same time Vito
was going to Urnuate village. '

The blocking of -kinu-ga seems reasonable.

A coordi-

nate nexus between two bases with the same prag·matic peak
and occurring at the same time seems unlikely.

If one

pragmatically prominent referent participates in more than
one state of affairs in roughly the same temporal frame,
it is more than likely that the two related clauses are
viewed by the sepaker as interrelated aspects of a single
base which means
juncture.

~1at

cosubordinate nexus will mark the
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A simultaneous temporal relation may also be encoded
via subordinate nexus at the peripheral level.

The junc-

ture is marked by the definite article functioning as a
compl0nentizer and uses a tense marker which is interpreted
as relative on the predicate of the embedded clause.

(4)

na
lsg

ro-ve
come-pres

ij-ia
conj-conj

na
lsg

m-a-c

give-2sg-past

'At the time I came, I gave (it) to you.'
'When I came, I gave it to you.'

or

It is important to note that this construction is
distinct from the relative clause construction that requires a
nominal head to precede the relative clause itself.

The

relative tense means that the temporal orientation of the
embedded clause is present with respect to that of the
matrix clause, that is, the two are simultaneous.
Certain of the nuclear level junctures also encode a
sinml taneous relation.
nuclear

~evel,

There is no overt marker at the

but the simultaneous relation is predictable

from the particular predicates involved.
Juxtaposition presents a.n interesting problem.

We

have outlined a system of junctures which exhibit a variety
of different relations marked by juxtaposition.

Can we

demonstrate that these are distinct junctures and that the:y
do indeed encode different kinds of relations?

The seman-

tics of conjunctive elements are often dependent on some
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linguistic context (Dik 1968)..

Since conjunctive elements

in particular encode relationships between other linguistic tokens,

their meaning is often dependent on those

'!'here is no reason then why a single conjunctive

tokens.

device cannot carry certain information when relating one
set of linguistic tokens and quite different information
when used with another.

This is in fact well attested with

overt conjunctive elements as we pointed out above in
Chapt~r

V, but it is equally true of juxtaposition as a

conjunctive mechanism.

It is thus possible to ascribe

different relations to conjunctr, joined by juxtaposition
according to the kind of conjuncts involved.

Core level

junctures will encode different relations than nuclear
level junctures, though both are juxtaposed.

The same would

apply to different nexus options at the same level, or
even where particular classes of predicates are involved
in the conjuncts being· joined.
At coordinate junctures of the nuclear level, stance
predicates and motion predicates in the prior conjunct
entail a
(75)-(77)

(5)

simultaneous relation.
of Chapter V here as

siare

fi

ume

betelnut

sit

chew

's:L t

We repeat (63)-(65)and
(5)-(10).

chewing betelnut'
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(6)

jukiae
armband

fi

uf e

sit

weave

'sit weaving an armband'

(7)

kuku

fi

isu

tobacoo

sit

smoke

'sit smoking tobacco'

(8)

aru

(9)

ajia

(10)

ari

vua

vua

vua

'enter + motion toward hearer'

'ascend + motion toward hearer'

'descend + motion toward hearer'

For both sets of predicates only a simultaneous
relation may be encoded.
Finally, certain classes of predicates joined by
cosubordinate nexus, again at the nuclear level, also
encode a simultaneous relation.
(78)-(80) of Chapter V are examples of such junctures.

We repeat them here as (11).

(11)

i-fie

'eat' + 'sense'= 'taste'

isua-fie

'urinate' + 'sense' = 'need to urinate'

kume-f ie

~call'

+ 'listen'

= 'call

out for'
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Both events in nuclear junctures like those in ( 11)
necessarily occur in the same temporal frame.

Thus we

have the simultaneous temporal relation encoded at
junctures of all three kinds of nexus as well as two of
the three levels.

Clearly, this semantic relation is not

tied to any particular level or nexus of juncture, but
function$ as an independent variable,
The second temporal relation we will discuss is
se.quen tial.
of events.

A sequential relation encodes a succession

Like the simultaneous relation, sequential

relations of various types are encoded with different
nexus types and at different levels of juncture.

We will

begin again with junctures of cosubordinate nexus at the
peripheral level which has the greatest number of sequential distinctions.

-~ encodes a sequential relation

which further requires coreferential pragmatic peaks
between the two conjuncts being linked.

( 12 )

bu

ire

!~

vua

3pJ,

food

eat-conj

talk

-kuae
say

'They ate food and then told stories. '

-~ also encodes

&

sequential relation but one which

further requires no111..~oreferential pragrna tic peaks in each
0£ the relevant conjuncts.

A plural actor in the initia.l

conjunct takes -12 to mark the same. relut-ion.
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( 13)

a
2sg

isuame
yesterday

imagi
derris.root

mad-i-mo
be.angry-3sg-conj

fu
3sg

i
eat

'Yesterday you were angry at him and then he
ate the· derris root. '

( 14)

bu
3pl

isuame
yesterday

imagi
derris. root

madi-i·-vo
'be.angry-3sg-conj

3sg

i
eat

'Yesterday they were angry at him and then he
ate the derris root.'

-~

(or

-~)

is constrained so that absolute tense

on the predicate in the subsequent claus1e must be nonfU.ture.

If i t is future, the conjunctivf.: particle is

·-kuma, al thot.1gh a pltrral actor in the initial conjunct

will require -kuva.

( 15)

a

fu

g-a-kuma

are

fu-one

2sg

3sg

see-3sg-conj

place

3sg-poss

ij-ia

def-L

va-ke
go-fut

'You will see him and then you will go to his
house.'
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(16)

bu
3pl

fu
3sg

g-a-kuma
see-3sg-conj

are
place

fu-one
3sg-poss

ij-ia
dcf-L

va-ke
go-fut
''rhey will see him and then they will go to his
house.'

It is quite common, both in studies of Papuan languages
and elsewhere, for claims to be made regarding a merging
of sequential and causative readings with the same
particle.

For example, R. Lakoff comments that 'it would

be useful ... to discuss the relationship between temporal
~

...

and causal priority~ since they share so many syntactic
properties as well as use much the same vocabulary (when,
after,

~1

and since may all refer either to time cause)'

(Lakoff 1971:127).

She then suggests in a footnote drawing

on G. Lakoff (1970) that temporal-causal interpenetration
may be due to the fact that temporal and causal priority
share certuin axioms.

Thompson and Longacre note the same

overlap.
In some languages which simply use a subordinating
morpheme like when for time clauses, this morpheme
may signal cau8e"Us well. It is easy to see why
two events which are mentioned together as being
simultaneous or adjacent in time are often inferred
to be causally related. {Thompson and Longacre
1978:19)
They offer the following examples from English and
Wappo of California.

(17)

When he told me how much money he lost, I had
a fit.

( 18)

te
he/ace

sawo
bread

pa?-ta-wen
eat-past.when/because

ah

I/Norn

nale? iS-khi?
angry-non future
'When/because he ate the bread,

I

got angry.'

The same applies in Barai, especially for the relation
encoded by -!!!£·

Junctures marked by

-~

and -kuma do not

seem to share the same degree of interpenetration of
sequential and causal readings.
-!,!!9

Two further exainples of

junctures are (19) and (20).

ve
rain

( 19)

?

(20)

da-mo
fall-conj

bu
3p1

subi
run.away

'Rain f eJ.l 9.nd. $0 they ran away. I
'Rain fell and then they ra.n away.

a
2sg

Eroni-do
Eroni-poss

fuse
letter

I

isoe-rno
write-conj

fu
3sg

rua-e
come-past
'You wrote Eroni a letter and then he came.'
'.?'You wrote Eroni a letter and so h·~ co.me. '

(19) occurred in a context where the causal relation
was unmistnkable but where no sequential relntion was
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r~~sonable.

In (20), on the other hand, only the sequen-

tial relation is applicable in the context where Eroni
rrived just as the addressee completed the writing of
a letter so

tha~

the writing of the letter had nothing

to do with Eroni's arrival.

It would appear then that

either relation or even both may be encoded by the use of
-mo.
Another sequential relation at the peripheral level
with cosubordinate nexus is one commonly referred to in
Papuan studies as the delayed sequence relation.

Here one

event te£'ffiirtates after which there is a time ;Lapse before
the next event commences.
relation is

-~

The marker for this sequential

when the tense of the subsequent clause

is nonfuture, and -okiro when the tense of the subsequent
clause is ftrture.

( 21)

na
1st

va~ekiro

go-conj

isuame
tomorrow

unn
do.again

rua-ke
come-fut

'I will go and then (after an interval) will
return tr"morrow. 1

( 22)

~

nne-omn

lsg

sleep-conj

suoke
morning

una

do.again

rua-o
come-past

slept and then (after an interval) I came
bnck. '
1I

The post sequoncc relation is another relation whose
marker is conc.1itioncd by the number of the uctor in tho

initial conjunct.

A pl.ural actor takes -eva as the con-

juncti ve marJ<er.

bu

( 23)

3pl
1

nao-eva
sleep-conj

suoke
morning

una

rua-e

do.again

come-past

They slept and then (after an interval) they

qarne back.

1

Still another sequential relation encoding the same
granunatical information is the span.

With a span, one

actj_vi ty is prolonged over a period of time until the
incepti.on of another.

The span relation is encoded in

Bara.i with the morpheme -~ Which may be reduplicated
indeterminately to emphasize the length of the duration of
the span.

( 24)

~
3sg
1

;;uo-mama
come-conj

ij-ia
det-L

~
arrive

He kept coming un tiJ. he arrived there.

1

As with th~ simultaneous rolations (see pv.ge 250

above) ,

one o.f the markers thett encodes a sequential

reJ ation with cosubordinatc nexus can be used to en.code
the same temporal relo.tion with coordinate nexus simply
by tho addition of

-SI.£.

This ccmjunctive marker is -ill2,·
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( 2 5)

ve
rain

da-mo-ga
fall-conj --conj

bu

subi

3J?l

run, away

'The rain fell and then they ran away. '

A sequential temporal relation can also be encoded

at a peripheral juncture with subordinate nexus where a
clause is embedded in the peripheral margin of another
matrix clause.

Trd s is the juncture where the c1efini te

article and its cc:::se marker function as complementi zers,
·nd the predicate of the embedded clause takes a tense
that is to be interpreted relatively.

( 26)

na
lsg

rua-eva
come-past

ij-ia
conj-conj

m-a-e

na
lsg

give-2sg-past

'After I caine 1 I gave it to you.

1

With coordinate nexus n t the core level, the juncture
encodes a sequential temporal relation.

We repeat ( 32) of

Chapter V here as (27).

(27)

na
lsg

e

person

ije
def

~'

say-3pl

bu-me
3pl-cas

va-e
go-past

'I spoke to the people (and then) they just went.'

With cosubordinate nexus at this level, however,
junctures between kernels w:i.th coreferential actors encode
sequential or causal relations.

However, junctures between

.,
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kernels with noncoreferential actors encode only causal
relations as in (35) below.

We illustrate the sequential

relation here with (42) of Chapter V as (28).

( 28)

fu
3sg

arne
child

i~

dabe
carry

def

asoe
father

fu-one
3sg-poss

m-a-e
give-3sg-past
'He carried the child (and then) gave (him)
to his father. '

At the nucleal:' level, the temporal relation encoded
between predicates is determined by the class of predicates
involved.

We noted above certain classes of predicates

such as stance and motion predicates that encode a
simultaneous temporal re lat.ion at these junctures.
tically f

these are few.

The majority of such predicrnte

classes entail a sequential relation.
(57) and

(29)

Statis-

We repeat here

(58) of Chapter V.

e

ije

fu

person

def

3sg

bu vu a

i
eat

cut.up

'The man killed,
his children. '

a-naf a-fuo
child-pl-3sg-poss

(then) cut up,

kan-ia
kill-3pl

(and then) ate
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( 30)

a

na

ine

tua

kore-j-ie

2sg

lsg

stick

break

throw-V-lsg

'You hroke off (and then) threw a stick at me. '

As with the simultaneous relation, the sequential
relation occurs with a variety of nexus types and at
different levels of juncture.

6. 2

Causal Relations

Another important category of semantic relations we
have already discussed to some degree because of their
frequent overlap with temporal relations.
causal relations.

'rhese are the

Like temporal relations, causal relations

are encoded with a variety of different kinds of junctures.
Natural languages typically distinguish between two
types of causal relations.

Longacre ( 1972) captures the

most common difference with his distinction between
1
efficient cause and final cause . However, there are
languages that use the same marker to encode both relations.
Jean Shand (1976) describes how the Philippine language,
!lianen Manobo, uses the particle su for both relations.

1Efficient and final cause are often referred to as reason
and purpose respectively.
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( 2 8)

ken a

edlaus

sikandin

SU

ke

anak

din

not

proceed

he

conj

the

child

his

ne

edredetan

who

fevere.d

'He will not go ahead because it is his child
who is ill. I

(29)

lulu

rinse

ke
you

en

SU

emu

now

because

so

ka
you

mekekoan
eat

en
now
'Rinse your hands so that you can eat now.

1

Thompso~ and r~ongacre point out both the unity and the
contrast encoded in this distinction.
The semantic explanation for the fact that one
morpheme can serve these two functions is that
both purpose and reason clauses can be seen as
providing explanations for the occurrence of a
given state or action. They differ in that purpose clauses express a motivating event which is
unrealized at the time of the main event, while
reason clauses express a motivating event which
realized at the time of the main clause event.
(Thompson and Longacre 1978:24)
Thompson and Longacre restrict their discussion to
subordinate clauses in accordance with their definition
outlined in Chapter V.

Hence their distinction between

clauses that are main clause events and those that are
not.

Their criteria apply equally well however to causal

relations at any type of juncture.
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In Barai there is the causal relation encoded by -!!!2
as discussed above with (19) and (20).

This is a peri-

ph,eral level juncture with cosuborC\inate nexus.

We have

also noted that the same marker occ'urs along with -~ which
alters the grammatical meaning fi:nn-1 one that encodes
cosubordinate nexus to one that encodes coordinate nexus.
This causal relation is clearly efficient cause in that
the antecedent event motivates the consequent event and is
realized at the time of the consequent event.

We are

not distinguishing here between main and subordinate
clauses,

but between antecedent and consequent conjuncts

of equivalent status.

There is no evidence of any embedding

of one within the other.
However, efficient cause may be encoded by means of
subord.inate nexus at the peripheral level as well.

Like

temporal relations encoded at these junctures, conjunctive
complementizers are used.

Again, the complernentizers are

the de£i.ni te article with its case marker which in this
instance i s -afuo.

Again, the predicate of the embedded

clause takes a tense marker is interpreted relatively.

(30)

£ireni
plane
na
lsg

j-one

fu

sarnua-rno

ij-afuo

2p1-poss

3sg

wait-pres

conj-conj

ig-ia
def (here) ...,L

iri
stop

'Because your vJ.one is waiting, I
here.'

am stopping
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(31)

bu
3pl

fu
3sg

kan-a-ema
hit-3sg past

fu
3sg

ij-afuo
conj-conj

lw-e
run.away-past
1

Because they hit her, she ran away. '

Notice that the complementizers, ij-afuo, need not
occur right at the point of the juncture but may occur
fol 1.owing the first word of the subsequent matrix clause.
A clause may be embedded in the peripheral layer of
another clause where the semantic relation between the two
is causal, just as was the case with temporal relations.
Here the relation is efficient cause as the antecedent
clause motivates the consequent clause where neither is
unrealized or hypothetical.
We have also discussed the encoding of a causal
relation at the core level with cosubordinate nexus.

This

is the construction that requires coreferentiality between
the actor of the subsequent kernel and a nonactor nuclear
noun phrase in the prior kernel where zero cataphora is
required for the coreferential elem0nt in the prior clause.

( 3 2)

na

l<-ia

e

i~

va-e

lsg

say-3pl

person

def

go-past

'I made. the people go' or I 'I spoke (to them)
causin.g the people to go.
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Again the antecedent conjunct motivates the consequent
conjunct and neither is hypotehtical.

Efficient cause is

then encoded with various kint~ of nexus and at different
levels of juncture.
With final cause, on the other hand, the consequent
event is hypothetical.

Thompson and Longacre (1978) express

final cause or purpose in terms of a 'subo:t:dinatn' event
and

a

'main' event such that the motivating (subordinate)

event is unrealized at the time of the main event.

But in

more general terms, final cause is an explanatory relation
between an antecedent event and a consequent event where
the consequent event is unrealized at the time of the
antecedent event.

We will discuss still another causal

relation below where the unrealized or hypothetical event
may be the antecedent rather than the consequent event.
Final cause may be encoded in Barai by means of
cosubordinate nexus at the peripheral level, the core level,
or the nuclear level.

(33)

Efera
April

~

lsg

rua-kiro
come-conj

totini
thirteen
Sir a
Sil a

ij-ia
def-T

ij-ia
def-L

Fofoda
Popondetta

fireni
plane

samua
wait-for

fi-jo
stay-pres
'I am staying and waiting for the plane at
Sila in order to go to Popondetta on April
13.

1
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na
lsg

( 3 4)

fa ta

ufe

kofu

uvia-vo

platform

build

coffee

dry-pres/hab

'I am building a platform to dry coffee.'

In both

(33) at the peripheral level and (34)

at the

core level the consequent conjunct is unrealized at the
time of the antecedent conjunct.
At the nuclear level, final cause is encoded t.i·etween
specific sets of predicates.
uses 2
as

One of these sets which

'see/know' in the final conjunct, we repeat here

(35) - (37).

(35)

samua-~

'wait'

(36)

i-ga

'eat'

( 3 7)

kume-ga

'call'

+

'see/know'

+ 'see/know'

+

'see/know'

= 'wait
=

to see'

'eat to find out'

=

'call out to see'

There is a further causal relation in Barai that does
not appear to fit l1ongacre' s typology of causal relations.
The relation is marked by the conjunctive particle -do
which occur$ bound to a predicate that takes a tense marker,
interpreted relatively, which occurs in the embedded clause.
(40) - (42)

illustrate junctures with -do.
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( 3 8)

fu

e

3sg

person

ireobo-do
adult/large-conj

fu
3sg

sumo
loin.cloth

kasa
wear
'He wears a loin cloth as (if) he were an adult.'

(39)

fu
3sg

fari-do
boy-conj

fu
3sg

aeke
play

'He plays as (if) he were a boy.'

(40)

bu
3pl

irne-iva-do
work-past-conj

bu
3pl

aem-ia
be.tired-3pl

'They are tired as (if) they had worked.'

(41)

bu
3pl

mad-ia-eva-do
be.cross-3pl-past-conj

bu-be
3pl-neg

rua-ke
come-fut

'They will not come as (if) they had been cross. '

(42)

na
lsg

idua-d-ie-do
be.cold-V-lsg-conj

do
water

ije
def

na
lsg

ise-d-ie
displease-V-lsg
'The water displeases me as (if) I were cold.'

We have used the English terms 'as (if)' to try to
capture a relation which is first of all a causal relation since the antecedent clause provides an e:><planation
for the consequent clause.

However, the feature we want
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to poi,nt out that distinguishes this from the other causal
relations is that the event in the clause marked by -do
need not be realized. It is hypothetical in that the semantic relation encodes no implication regarding the factuality
of the -do clause.

Thus,

(38)

either a child or an adqlt.

or (39) may be said of

The. factuality of the event

will be derived from the con.text.
Longacre' s
ceden t

This seems to counter

claim that in causal relationships 'the ant;e-

is factual, or is at least assumed to be so for the

sake of the argument' (Longacre 1976: 124).

We will refet'

to this causal relntion as hypothetical cause.
The hypothetical cause relation marked by -do is

another causal relation of subordinate nexus at the peripheral level.

The fact thot this juncture takes the

special set of tense markers that accompany only subordinate
junctures is the strongest evidenct: for this.

However,

unlike other subordinate junctures at this level, there is

no accompanying definite article functioning as a complcmenti:zer.

Instead there is a bound conjunctive particle.

There a.re two bits of evidence which oxplain t'.his exception.
The fir.st: .t.s that nonfactuality and definiteness are incongruous semantically so that i t seems reasonable thot no
definite article is involved in i·1<.n:king the juncture.
The second is that ~do and -£:,~ encode siroiln.r

relations elsewhere in the grammur, so that i t is pl.ausiblc
that they both encode causal relations for embedded clauses
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here as well.

For example, -do is used as a possess;i.ve

ma:r:ker with proper nouns and -afuo is used after the

article with conunon nouns for the same relation.

( 43)

Vi to-do
Vito-poss

sime
knife

'Vito's kn.ife'

( 44)

e

ij-afuo

man

def-poss

knife

'the man's knife'

There are then two causal relations encoded at the
peripheral level with subordinate nexus.

'l'he hypothe-

tical causal relation is encoded only at this juncture.
Final cause is encoded at ;;;LL three levels of junctur$

with cosubo:t:dinate nexus.

l!;fficient cause is encoded with

all th:i:ee nexus types and at two different levels.

Thus

causal :r;elatians, like temporal :r.elations, are not s.pecific

to any given lavel or nexus type, but urc among the possible

semantic relations encoded at a vuriety of junctures.

6. 3

ContrasHve

~la~

In addit:ion to temporal and causo.l ~elntions, con-

trastive relations may be encoded at clnusc junctures.
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There are three conjunctive particles in Barai that encode
some contrastive relation.

They are -ro, ~ and -o.

Each marks a ~oordi.nate juncture at the penpheral level.
The conjunction -ro encodes an udversative contrast
similar to that encoded by the English conjunction but,

Dik (1968) characterizes ~~is relation as a conjunction
between clauses where one is in some way contrary to the
other, or to an implication of tho other, or where one
would not be e:xpected relative to the other or to an impli••
cation of it.

'l'he constant semantic val.ue is a.lways an

opposi tionr but not necessarily between pai:ced 8lements,
one of which is taken from each of the conjoined clauses.
On the other hand, Longacre (1976) reg:uire:s at least

two opposed pairs of lexical items for contrastive relations such as the ~ of English.

For Longucre on~

opposition muy be based on either a negative-positive use

of the sarne predicute or on the uso of.

;;i.

pair of antonyms

(used in a fairly brood sense) including temporal or
spatial. oppositions.

Then. ho requires some further pnir

of antonyms (including positive/negative. contrast$) or

simply u. difference of part.:tcipu.nts.

Ile illus·tratcs with

the fallowing,

( 45)

:r

(46)

! nbhor h~mbu.rgcrs but rny wife lovet; them.

don' t lil<.e hamburgel;'s but my wife docs.
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( 47)

He's naive about some things but not naive
about others.

(45) exhibits a positive/negative contrast and
difference of partic:Lpants.

(47)

a

uses a pair of antonyms

along with a difference of participants which shows up
with noun phrases functioning in peripheral rather than
nuclear roles.
Clearly such oppositions are within the domain of
+·he aclversative rel at.ion in both Barai and English,

but

we would claim that the semantic opposition here need not
be between lexical pairs 0£ the twei conjoined cl,auses.

( 4 8)

na
J.sg

rua-e
come-past

ro
...._..

na

ninae-i

conj

lsg

sleep-past

'I came but I slept.'

In (48), the opI.Josition is between an implical:.ion
associated with

1

come' and the predicate 'sleep' in the

subsequent cl.a use, not botween the two predicates as such.
'Sleeping' may then be in contrast to

1

dancing

1

which is

derived :from the C'Ontext1Jnl si tuat:.~on.
Note nlso thi.lt Longac:i:c includes n simple difference
of noun phrases as a possible option for what he sees as
the second necessary opposition of a contrastive relation.
Presumably then, the noun phrases need not be in opposition in any sense 1 but simply distinct in li(tfcrcnce.
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Barai encodes such a difference but quite independently
from the contrastive ro above in (48).

This is by means

of conjunctive markers discussed above which encode a
switch-reference relation which may occur either independently or in conjlmction with ro.

Their function of

monitoring the coreferentiality of certain key noun phrases
is entirely divorced from' t.hat of the adversative E_£ in
Barai.

Barai rnay combine them, however, as with -ga-ro,

paralleling the use of but in English which entails at
least two types of contrast.

(49)

na

fa ta

o-one

ij-ia

fi-ga-ro

1st

chair

2sg-poss

def-L

sit-conj-conj

ume

ij~ia

fi

ground

def-1

sit

a
2sg

' I sat on your chair but you sat on the ground. '

-bite and o also encode a contrastive relation but
one which is combined with a hypothetical relntion which we
take up next.

6. 4

Hypothetical Relations

Longacre uses the terni l-iypotheticnl to specify the
pv-uh.J'1.f

relation between the ante:Jcdent or apodos±s and the cona. f (' d. Qf,j'
sequent or. protas:is of conditions.
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Hypotheticality .•. expresses a condition that
expresses nothing about the factuality of
either member of the condition, but simply
states a relation between an antecedent and a
consequent, i.e., the consequent does not
follow unless the condition stated in the
antecedent also holds ... (Longacre 1972:65)
Clearly hypotheticality is frequently a relation
between an antecedent and a consequent clause.

However,

we would argue that hypotheticality is concerned with
conditions related to factuality if we consider a wider
range of junctures than simply those of conditionals.
~ve

are suggesting that there are a number of such hypo-

thetical relations, just as there are variations of
temporal and causal relations, each of which are concerned
with the factuality of conjoined clauses at particular
junctures.

There are at least four such hypothetical

relations encoded in Barai.

These we will distinguish as

antefactuaL pastfactual, nonfactual and ambifactual.

(50)

antefactual:

+fact

±fact

postfactual:

±fact

+fact

nonfactual:

±fact

±fact.

ambifactual:

±fact

+fact

The antefactual relation occurs at a juncture where
the prior conjunct is to be interpreted as factual but
the subsequent conjunct implies nothing as to its
factuality.

Note tha·t the opposition is not between
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coding fact versus nonfact.

Rather the opposition is

between factuality and ambiguity, or noncommi tment as
regards

factuality.

The conjunctive marker -kiro marks

a cosubordinate nexus at the peripheral level that encodes
this hypothetical relation together with final cause.

( 5 l)

na

bu-in a

fi-kiro

rua-e

lsg

3pl-accom

stay-conj

come-past

'I came to stay with them.'

The postfactual hypothetical relation is encoded
with subordinate nexus at the peripheral level where the
juncture implies nothing as to the factuality of the
ini. t i a l embedded clause but the matrix clause must be
interpreted as factual.

Such a hypothetical relation is

encoded by the conjunctive marker -do whose causal rel,ation
we di.scussed above.

(52)

__

fu

e

ireobo-do

fu

,sumo

3sg

person

adult/large-conj

3sg

loincloth

kasa
wear
'He wear$ a loincloth, as (if) he were an
adult.'

-do in (52) encodes a postfnctual hypothetical rela-

ti.on.

The relation encoded by this conjunctive marker
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gives no clue as to whether e 'person' is, in fact, an
adult or a

child.

What· we are calling the nonfactual hypothetical
relation is the relation encoded by conditions in which
no inference is made about the factuality of either member
of a conjoined pair of clauses.

Barai forms its condi-

tionals by adding -ne to the markers which encode a
sequen ti.al/ clausal relation.
nonfactual relation.
c;ncodes a

This marker -ne encodes the

Thus the conjunctive particle -mo

causal/sequential relation within a nonfuture

time frame but includes no hypothetical relation.

However,

-ne combines with -mo creating the nonfuture conditional
-mo-:ne.

The juncture is a cosubordinate nexus at the

peripheral level.

(5 3)

a

dua

uru-mo-ne

e

2sg

song/dance

sing/dance-conj-conj

person

ije

bu

orore

def

3pl

cheer

'If ever you danced, the people cheered.

(54)

no
lsg

a
2sg

kuar-a-mo-ne

a

na

speak-2sg-conj-conj

2sg

lsg

I

faememare
ignore
'If ever I talked to you, you ignored me.'
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In both (53) and (54), a causal relation is combined
with a

nonfactual hypothetical relation to create the

condition.

No assumption is encoded about the factuality

of either clause •
The same can be said for -kuma which encodes a
causal/sequential relation within a future time frame but
no hypothetical relation.

Combined with -ne which encodes

a nonfactual hypothetical relation, however, they create
the future conditional -kurna-ne.

( 55)

bu

oe-kuva-ne

no

rnako

ru-ke

3pl

die-conj-conj

lpl

hole

dig-fut

'When/If they die, we will dig a hole.'

(56)

no

ise-d-uo-kuva-ne

no

arne

lpl

displease-V-lpl-conj-conj

lpl

boy

gue

sinisere-ke

others

change.with-fut

'When/If we are displeased we will change with
the other boys. '

The future conditionals are parallel to the nonfuture
condit.ionals.

In (55), no assumption is made about the

factual..i ty of people dying or the digging of a hole.

The

same relation is encoded in (56) where no assumption is
being made about either of the key participants being
displeased or about their changing with the other boys.
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The hypothetical relation is superimposed on the causal/
sequential relation by the addition of the particle -ne.
-bite is a conjunctive particle which encodes a
nonfactual hypothetico.l relation by means of subordinate
nexus at the peripheral level.

I t combines an efficient

causal relation, a hypothetical relation, and a positive/
negative reversal to form the contrafactual condition.
Again no assumption is made about the factuality of either
of the conjoined clauses.

(57)

fu

rua-eva-bitie

a

g-a-ke

3sg

come-past-conj

2sg

see-3sg-fut

'If he had come, you would have seen (him) .

(58)

ivia

suoke

ve

ma-re-bi tie

na

today

morning

weather

fine-be-conj

lsg

1

rua-ke
come-fut
'If the weather had been fine this morning,
I would have come.'

Neither conjunct of either
interpreted as factual.

(57) or (58) is to be

Along with the causal relation,

the juncture encodes a positive-negative reversal such
that both conjuncts are interpreted negatively even though
no negative marker occurs.
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There are two sets of alternative conjunctive markers
which encode hypothetical relations as well.
and the disjunctive pair (bite) ... bite.

These are o

Here the hypo-

thetical relation is not linked with any causal relation
at all.

Rather, it concurs with a contrastive relation.

Like the adversative conjunctive marker ro, the contrast
may result from any kind of semantic opposition including
negative/positive values of the predicate and situational
or contextual opposl tions.
We will consider first of all the conjunctive particle
o.

It encodes an ambifactual hypothetical relation along

with its contrastive relation.

Here the ambifactual hypo-

thetical relation presupposes the factuality of one of the
conjuncts but not of the other(s).

(59)

a
2sg

be
interr

vua
come

o
conj

a
2sg

ba
neg

'Are you coming or are you nog?'

Here,

~

encodes not only a semantic contrast, in this

case a positive/negative contrast of predicates, but also
an arobifactual hypotehtical relation in that it allows
only one clause to be factual but does not specify which
i t is.

(60)

fu

iro

abare

0

iro

sisime

3sg

yam

abare

conj

yam

sisime

'It is either an abare yam or a sisime yam.'
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The same applies in (60).

The yam is either an

abare yam or a sisime yam, one or the other.

One is

factual and the other is not, but the hypothetical relation does not indicate which i t is.
Contrast this with the alternative conjunctive,
(bite) ... bite which also encodes a hypothetical relation
along with a semantic contrast.
relation is nonfactual.

This time the hypothetical

The relation expresses nothing

about the factuality of either member of the conjunction.

(61)

bite

fu

rua

bite

conj

3sg

come

conj

bite

Vi to-ki

va

conj

Vito-accom

go

ig-ia
def(here)-L

fi
stay

'He might come or he might stay here or he
might go with Vito.'

In (61)

then, the hypothetical relation at each

juncture is nonfactual, so that fu '3sg' may or may not
come, may or may not stay, and may or may not go with
Vi to.

No claim is made about the factuality of any con-

junct in the string.
With hypothetical relations we have reviewed four
main fields of semantic relations which maybe encoded at
various junctures.

There are certainly others such as the

positive/negative reversal of the contrafactual marker,
-bitie.

However three of these four serve particularly
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well our purpose of demonstrating that there is no necessary
isomorphic relationship between nexus type or level of
juncture and specific semantic relations.

The one excep-

tion is the contrastive relation which only occurs with
coordinate nexus at the peripheral level.

A contrastive

relation can only hold between •wholes' or bases that can
be placed in opposition to one another, not between 'parts'
or clauses of the same base.

The other semantic relations

however are distributed over a variety of levels and types
of nexus and as such constitute another important variable
of inter clausal relations.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

THE SWITCH-REFERENCE RELATIONS OF JUNCTURES
Still another important relation marked at clause
junctures is that which has been called switch-referencing
since Jacobson's 1967 article on 'Switch-reference in HokanThe phenomenon is common in both Amerindian

Coahtliltecan' .

and Papuan languages and is usually said to monitor the
coreferentiali ty of 'subjects' in succeeding clauses.
for example,

Healey,

calls the relevant affixes subject preview markers

and says they

'indicate whether the subject of the following

clause is homopersonal - the same as the present clause
heteropersonal -

~

or

different from that of the present clause'

(Healey 1966 :l4).

Longacre describes the phenomenon as a

distinctive feature of chaining in Papuan languages that is
preoccupied

'with the matter of whether the following clause

has the same subject or a different subject from that of the
preceding clause.

As a result, a preceding clause has some

device for marking whether the oncoming clause will have the
same or different subject' (Longacre 1972: 2).

Such characteri-

zations of switch-reference presuppose a fairly transparent
notion of 'subject 1

•

However, a number of recent studies

(e.g., Schachter 1976; Foley and Van Valin 1977; and Olson
1976) have shown the 'subject' relation to be problematic in
that 'subjects,.

result from a variable convergence between
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the coding of role information and pragmatic information.
so the properties normally associated with 'subjects' in
languages such as the Inda-European languages where a
traditional 'subject' notion is transparent, may well be
distributed to more than one noun phrase in other languages.
Schachter demonstrates this distribution between 'actor' and
'topic' categories in Tagalog.
arises in Barai.

An even more complex situation

We have discussed four categories in Barai,

each with specific syntactic reflexes, which have properties
which have been associated with 'subjects'.

'rhus when we

consider a switch-reference relation for any conjunctive
marker in Barai, it. is imperative to ascertain which categ·ory
is being monitored.
Many analysts, particularly in Papuan linguistics,
describe their switch-reference systems in te:r:ms of monitoring
actors (e.g., Staalsen 1972) or they may simply
identity between actors and subjects.

pre~uppose

Consequently, Geary

(1977) is able to describe the Kunimaipa switch-reference
system without reference to the particular predicate of the
subsequent conjunct.
different subject.

(l)

-puho indicates same subject and

-~

She illustrates this with (1) and (2).

ta-pane-na
do-3sg/imperfect-change
'When he does ... '

an
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(2)

ma~na-ha-puho

3sg-give-3pl/perfect-same
'They gave it to him and ... '

Superficially Barai appears to operate in the same way.
A survey of text material will demonstrate that a change of
referent marker normally occurs at clause junctures where
the actors of the two succeeding clauses are not coreferential.
However, while this is normally the case, there are a number
of significant exceptions which yield insight into the nature
of the switch-reference relation in Baral.
Barai has three different sets of conjunctive particles
that encode a switch of referents between key elements of
the relevant conjuncts.

We have already discussed the

particles -~, -~, -ko, and -kinu and their coding of
temporal and/or causal relations together with cosubordinate
nexus at the peripheral level.

We have also discussed the

conjunctive marker -2 as encoding coordinate nexus at the
peripheral level and potentially combining with
though not with -na or -kinu.

In fact,

-~,

-~

and -ko,

-ko and -ga

each encodG a change of referents between key noun phrases
of conjoined clauses while

-~,

-kinu, and yet another con-

junctive marker -gana encode the coreferentiality of certain
key referents.
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Switch-reference Markers

NO SWITCH
CO-SUBORDINATE
NEXUS

sequence

-na

-mo

simultaneous

-kinu

-ko
-.-

-

--

-

-moga

sequence
COORDINATE
NEXUS

SWITCH

simultaneous
unspecified

-gana

-koga
-g~

We will discuss these mark8rs in pairs beginning with

-mo and

-~which

will then
taneous

have a sequential relation in common.

We

follow on with ...,ko and -k.inu which have a simul-

relation in common and conclude with -ga and -gana

which need not encode any temporal relation at all.

-_(],5!

and -gana monitor thematic topics rather than pragm. tic
peaks and encode a kind of nexus that is different from the
others-

7. l

Moni torinrj Pragmatic Peaks

F i r s t of all, with -me and
sentences like (3) and

( 4)

-~,

it would seem from

that it is indcei:"l the actor which

is being monitored :i.n the switch-reference relation.

2 8 'l

(3)

fu
3sg

juae
garden

me-na
make-conj

fae

kira
tie

fenc~

'He made a garden and then tied a fence.'

{ 4)

fu
3sg

garden

me-mo
make-conj

fu
3sg

fae
fence

kira
tie

'He made a garden and then he tied a fence.'

In (3), the actor of the prior clause is coreferential
with the actor of the subsequent clause.

Part of the

semantic information encoded by the conjunctive marker -na
appears to be the encodinq of this identity between actors.
In

{ 4)

on the other hand with

clause is

-1110

the actor of the first

a referent distinct from the actor in the sub-

(5) and (6) appear to lend even further

sequent clause.

support for this hypothesis.

Here the actors in the initial

clauses are not responsible actors but rather function in a
force role without any implication of responsibility.
the

sw~tch-reference

tial actors.

Still,

marker is -mo apparently for noncoreferen-

The pragmatic peaks are coreferential and had

they been monitored by switch-reference, we would have
expected the -na marker.

(5)

ije

def

no-ka
lpl ... intens

ise-d-uo-mo

no

bu

displease-V-lpl-conj

lpl

3pl

knn-ia
strike-3pl
'It really displeased us and then/and so we struck
'

t:.h~rn.
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(6)

ije
3sg

bu-ka
3pl-intens

vasiao-r-ia-mo
make.hungry-V-3pl-conj

bu
3pl

va-e
go-past
'This made them hungry and tnen/and so they went.'

ije '3sg' in (5) is the actor in the first clause
functioning as force without responsibility while ~ 'lpl' is
1

the actor of the second clause.

They are distirict referents

and the change of referent marker

-~

is used as we would

expect if actors were being monitored by the switch-reference
relation.

Likew;l.se in (6), ije '3sg' is the actor of the

first clause and bu.'3pl' is the actor of the second.

-

/

They

are noncoreferential and -mo, the change of referent marker,
occurs.

bu '3pl' is the pragmatic peak in the first clause

as well as the second, but that coreferentiality does not
trigger

-~,

which encodes the same referent relation, so we

would assume that pragmatic peaks are not being mc..nitored.
The same reasoning aJ?plics t:o £2_ 'lpl 1 in both co11juncts of
(5) .

Howciver, ·there ore uses of -mo and -na in other c:ontexts which demonstrate that the monitoring of coreferentiality
between

~ct:ors

does not ptovide un adequate explanation for

·their vuriu.tion.

For

e~ample,

-~

is sometimes used where

tho actors of the clauses being joined are coreferential.
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( 7)

na
lsg

e-be
person-indef

kan-ie-mo

fu

ko

hit-lsg-conj

3sg

run.away

'Someone hit me and then/and so he ran away. '

( 8)

ije
def

kusare
flower

na
lsg

tot-ie-mo
esca?~.memory-lsg-conj

fu
3sg

saere
withf;!red
'The flower escaped my memory and so/and then it
withered.•

In the first clause of (7) e-be 'person-indef/nonspec'
is the actor and fu '3sg' in the second clause, the same
referent, is again the actor.

But despite their coreferen-

tiality, the switch-reference marker is -mo for different
referent.

In (8) kusare ije 'flower def' is the actor in

the first clause as well as the second, and again the marker
-mo encodes a difference in the referents it is monitoring.
Similarly,

-~is

sometimes used where the actors of

the conjoined clauses are not coreferential.

(9)

fu

miane

sak-i-na

bar one

3sg

firestick

bite/burn-3sg-conj

die

'(A) firestick burned him and then (he) died.'

(10)

na
lsg

ime-na

ine

work-conj

stick

spear-lsg

'I was working and then (a) stick poked me.'
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The actor of the first clause in ( 9) is miane 'firewhich is clearly not coreferential with the '3sg'

s tick'

re£eren t

that is the actor of the second clause.

in

na 'lsg' is the actor in the prior clause but ine

( lO) ,

'stick'

is the actor in the subsequent clause.

And then

The two

actors are not coreferential and yet the swi-t:ch-reference
marker is

-~,

indicating that the referents it is

monitoring are coreferential.
least,

For these examples, at

switch-reference cannot be moni taring the coreferen-

tiali ty 0£ actors.
In the last four examples,

( 7) - ( 10) , the coreferen-

tiali ty 0£ the pragmatic peaks is compatible with the
predictions of the switch-reference relations.
In the first clause of (7) the predicate kan- 'hit'
requires a responsible actor and so places its pragmatic
peak in the prior position.
peak,
~

na 'lsg' is then the pragmatic

though not the! actor, and is not coreferential with

'3sg' which is clearly the pragmatic peak in the second

clause.

The pragmatic peaks are not coreferential and the

switch-reference marker is
( 8) ;

-~,

encoding a difference.

In

the predicate tot- 'escape memory' requires a non-

respons:Lble actor and places its pragmatic peak in the
subsequent position, so that

~

'lsg' is the pragmatic peak

0£ the first clause and it is not coreferential with the

pragmatic peak of the second clause which must be fu '3sg'.

Again the switch-reference mttrker is
difference.

-~,

encoding the
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And -na in (9) and (10) is compatible with the coreferentiali ty of the pragmatic peaks of those clause
sequences as well.

With sak- 'bite, sting' the actor is

responsible and the pragmatic peak must assume the initial
position.

fu

'3sg' occupies that position in ( 9) and is

coreferen t i al with the pragmatic peak of .barone 'die' and
the conjuncti.ve link is -na encoding the identity.

In (10,),

again the pragmatic peak must assume the initial position
since bij-

'spear 1 poke'

rec~uires

a responsible actor.

In Chapter I I we noted that an inanimate actor not coded
fo:;:- definiteness is always outranked by a definite, animate

nuclear noun phrase.

Thus, al though zero anaphora obtains;

the patient-goal of bij- 'spear, poke' must be the pragmatic
peak.

It is this referent which is coreferential with the

indisputable pragmatic peak of the first clause, namely,
na 'lsg 1

•

The pragmatic peaks are coreferential and the

marker is -na, encoding their identity.
Therefore, there is an important parallel between
access to the pragmatic peak position and the switchreference relation.
(12)

We repeat (9)

here as (ll) along with

to demonst:ta.te the effeict of the variation. in access

to pragmatic peak on the coding of switch-reference.

(11)

fu
3sg

miane

sak-i-na

barone

firestick

bite/burn-3sg-conj

die

' (A)

fire stick burned him and then (he) died.'
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(12)

miane

ije

fu

sak-i-rno

firestick

def

3sg

bite/burn-3sg-conj

fu barone
3sg die

'The firestick burned him and then he died.'

The change from an inanimate actor unmarked for
definiteness as in (11), to one marked for definiteness as
in

(12)

alters its accessibility to the initial pragmatic

peak position.

Unmarked for definiteness in (11), it cannot

be the noun phrase moni tared by switch-reference since it is

not coreferential with the sole nuclear noun phrase in the
subsequent clause, and yet the marker is -na, encoding same
In (12) where the inanimate actor is marked for

referent.

definiteness and assumes the pragmatic peak position, the
switch-reference marker becomes

-~,

in the referents it is monitoring.

encoding a difference
The only other nuclear

noun phrase is coreferontial with the sole nuclear noun
phrase in the following clause.
def'

So miane ije 'firestick

is the noun phrase in the prior clause being monitored

by switch-reference.
'1~.i"le

same kind of variation occurs with animate noun

phrases that are outranked due to indefiniteness.
here

(7)

(13)

as

(13) alongside of

We repeat

(14).

na

e-be

kan-ie-mo

fu

ko

lsg

person-indef

hit-lsg-conj

3sg

run. away

'Someone hit me and then/and so he ran away.'
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( 14)

e

ije

na

kan-ie-na

ko

person

def

lsg

hit-lsg-conj

run.away

'The man hit me and then ran away.'

The actor noun

phrase~

'person' is not monitored by

switch-reference in (13) where it is indefinite and not the
pragmatic peak, but it is monitored by switch-reference in
(14) where i t is marked for definiteness and assumes the
pragmatic peak position.
There is an important alignment in Bara:i. then between
pragmatic peaks and the switch-reference relation.

Even

instances like (3) and (4), where actors are also pragmatic
peaks, are then accounted for under a view of the pragmatic
peak as the controller of switch-reference.
However we have still not accounted for (5) and (6)
where the pragmatic peaks are indeed corefe:r:ential, but the
switch-reference markers encode a difference.

This is due

to another important variable in the switch-reference
relation in Barai which overrides the monitoring of pragma tic peaks.

A switch from a clause whose fulcrum is a

nonactor to one whose fulcrum is an actor will always take
the switch of referent marker.

This is in spite of any

coreferen tiali ty between pragmatic peaks.

So both the

fulcrum and the pragmatic peak are relevant in determining
which participants are monitored by those switch-reference
markers that also encode cosubordinate nexus at the
peripher.:l.l level.
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We noted above in (11) and (12) that changes in
access to the pragmatic peak position related to the
choice of swithc-reference marker.

But this too fails if

the sequence is a clause whose fulcrum is a nonactor
followed by one whose fulcrum is an actor.

(15)

ije

na-ka

visi-nam-ie-mo

na-me

3sg

lsg-intens

be.sick-V~lsg-conj

lsg-cas

gire

n-one

house

lsg-poss

;ij-ia
def-L

fi
sit

'It really sickened me and I am just sitting
in my house. '

(16)

na

fu-ka

visi-nam-ie-mo

na-me

lsg

3sg-intens

be.sick-V-lsg-conj

lsg-cas

gire

n-one

ij-ia

fi

house

lsg-poss

def-L

sit

'It really sickened me and I am just sitting
i nmy house.'

Recall from Chapter I that the fulcrum implicitly
signals whether the actor is a responsible agent or not.
A switch from a nonactor as fulcrum to an actor as fulcrum
entails the introduction of a new responsible aotor after
a clause with a nonresponsible actor.

There is a sense

then in which Barai still retains a vestige of the monitoring of actors in this switch-reference system.
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A variable 0£ responsibility or control in the switchreference relation has been attested elsewhere as well.
Carol Slater (1977) documents a related phenomenon in
Kwtsaan.

(l7)

and (18) are her examples 0£ a switch-

reference device where an inadvertent action is marked by
-!.!!_,

the marker for switch of reference, despite the

coreferentiali ty 0£ 'subjects' .

(17)

tarnah-k

adaw-ta

3.raise.up-same

3/3.get-tns

'He raised it up (the cook pot lid) and got him.'

(18)

taman-m

adaw-ta

3. raise. up-diff

3/3.get-tns

'He raised it up by accident and got him.'

Sally McLendon

(1978) also discusses control and its relation

to a complex switch-reference system in Eastern Pomo.
The switch-reference relation encoded by -ko and -kinu
in Barai parallels that of

-~

and -na.

The difference is

only in terms of the temporal relation they encode, that
being simultaneous rather than sequential/causal.
Where the actors are also the pragmatic peaks, of course,
there is no question about which noun phrases are being
monitored for switch of referents.

In (19), -ko encodes

cosubordinate nexus at l:he peripheral level, a simultaneous
temporal relation, and a switch of referents for pragmatic
peaks.
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(19)

bu
3pl

vua
talk

kuae-ko
say-conj

bu

siare

ume

3pl

betelnut

chew

'They are talking (and at the same time) they
(diff) are chewing betelnut. '

bu '3pl' is both the actor and the pragmatic peak in
each clause but its referent is different for. each use, as
-ko marks the juncture.

-kinu entails an identity of

pragmatic peak referents and zero anaphora for the
coreferential element in the subsequent clause, as in (20) •

(2 O)

bu
3pl

vua
talk

kuae-kinu
say-conj

siare
betelnut

ume
chew

'They are talking (and at the same time) chewing
betelnut. i

Again, bu '3pl' is both the actor and the p:cagmatic
peak in each conjunct.

But this time the referent is the

same and the overt pronoun is not manifested in the s1Jb-·
sequent clause.
When the actor and the pragmatic peak are different
referents, however, i t is the pragmatic peaks which are
monitored by -~ and -kinu as was the case with -mo and -na.
Consider (21) and (22) which have a nonactor pragmatic peak
in the initial clause being rnoni tared by the switchreference marker.
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( 2l)

na
lsg

e-be
person-indef

kan-ie-kinu

kume

hit/strike-lsg-t:onj

call.out

'Someone was hitting me (and at the same time)
I wafl calling out. '

(22)

na
lsg

e-be
person-indef

kan-ie-ko

fu

hit/strike-lsg-conj

3sg

kume
call.out
'Someone was hitting me (and at the same time)
was calling out.'

h~

The pragmatic peak assumes the initial position with
the predicate Jrnn- 'hit' and in the first clause of both ( 21)
and (22)

the indefinite actor is outranked by a definite

patient-goal for the pragmatic peak position.

It is this

patient-goal in (21) that is coreferential with the sole
nuclear noun phrase with kume.

Here -kinu encodes that

coreferentiality and requires zero anaphora in the secon'1
clause.

ln (22), it is the actor which is not the pragmatic

peak, which is coreferential with the sole nuclear noun
phrase in the subsequent clause.

However this coreferen-

tiality is ignored by the switch-reference device which is
-ko, since it is monitoring the switch of pragmatic peaks
between the two clauses.

These are na 'lsg' in the prior

cla\.1Se and ~ '3sg' in the subsequent clause.
Again with these switch-reference markers, a switch
from a clause with a nonresponsible act.or to one with a
~
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responsible actor requires -ko, regardless of any coreferentiality among the respective pragmatic peakJ.

(23)

fu
3sg

na-ka
lsg-intens

ise-d-ie-ko
displease-V-lsg-conj

na
lsg

ki
laugh

'He was really displeasing me (and at the same
time) I was laughing.'

The pragmatic peak of the initial clause in (23) is na
'lsg', which is clearly coreferential with the sole nuclear
noun phrase in the subsequent clause.

However since the

actor of ise-d- 'displease' is not a responsible actor, any
switch to a responsible actor as with ki 'laugh' requires
-ko.
So far, one of two relations are encoded by the switchreference markers, each dependent on the immedlate linguistic
context:

a switch from a nonactor fulcrum to an actor ful-

arum or the identity or lack of identity of referents
between pragmatic peaks.
The two are hierarchically ordered so that the marker
will always monitor a switch from a nonactor fulcrum to an
actor fulcrum, but will monitor the coreferenl:iali ty of
pragmatic peaks whenever there is no such change of fulcrums.

7.2

Monitoring Thematic Topics

-2 and -gana are unlike the other switch-reference
markers in several respects.

They encode only a coordinate
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nexus and they are neutral as regards any temporal relation.
However, their distribution approximates that of -mo and
-ko.

We are left with a situation wh3re identical clauses

may be joined by -::!!.£, -moga, or just -2, or by -ko, -koga,
or just -ga.

(24)

fu
3sg

juae
garden

'He made

a

fmo

-moga
-ga
make conj
~

bu
3pl
'

~hey

vua
talk

fae
fence

kira
tie

garden (and) he tied a fence.'

fka

-koga

(25)

fu
3sg

kuae
say

-92_

bu
3pl

siare
betelnut

ume
chew

were talking (and) they were chewing

:t:. •. 1telnut.'

It is not unusual, then, for -2 to occur at junctures

where there is a change of referents between the pragmatic
peaks.

However, the important clue to

-~'

s distinctive

function comes from constraints on the distribution of the
thematic topic between junctures which are marked by -2
vis-~-vis

those marked by one of the other switch-reference

markers.

Junctures mnrked by -2 allow a change of thematic

topic in the following clause where those marked simply by

-mo or -ko do not.
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(26)

vua

fu
3sg

talk

kuae-ga
say-conj

siare
betelnut

ije,
def

fu
3sg

nae be
neg

ume
chew
'He was talking and, as for the betelnut, he did
not chew it. i

Unlike the other switch-reference markers which encode
a change of pragmatic peaks, junctures marked by -~ may
occur with core:ferential pragmatic peaks as long as there is
a switch of thematic topic as well.

So in (26), the referent

of fu '3sg' may be the same as that for the same element in

the initial clause, depending on the context.

The important

difference lies in the change of thematic topic.
It is not surprising that there is such a large oonvergence, though not a total one, between pragmatic peaks and
thema-t:.ic topics if we are correct .in our suggestion in Chapter
I I I that the pragmatic peak

thematic topic .

is the unmarked choice for

It is simply a consequence of the fa.ct Lhat

in expressing any base within a discourse, the entity abo'lt
which we a~e talking (the thematic topic) will most often be
the element with the greatest. pragmatic salience.
However,

that statistical preponderance does not pre-

clude a variation between the two, such as occurs in (26).

The same variation is permitted with -mog~ and -koga,
although i t is blocked with just --mo or -ko alone.
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(27)

fu
3sg

\*-mo
me (. -moga
make
conj

juae
':;farden

fae
fence

ije,
def

fu
3sg

nae be
neg

kira
tie
'He made the garden (and), as for the fence, he
did not tie it.'

(28)

bu
3pl

kuae
say

vua
taJ.k

naebe
neg

r-ko
-·koga
conj

siare
betelnut

ije,
def

bu
3pl

ttme

chew

'They were talking (and), as for the betelnut,
they did not chew it.'

In both (27) and (28), the juncture whose marker includes

the affix -2, allows a change of thematic topic in the subsequent clause where such a change is ungrammatical for a
juncture marked by either -mo or -ko alone.

The meaning of

the conjunctive marker is significantly altered by the

incluslon of

-~.

lfirst of all, there is the shift from co-

subordinate to coordinate nexus.

And the switch-reference

relation no longer monitors either fulcrums or pragmatic
peaks but thema.tic topics.
t~equent:.ial

-~ still encodes n caustil/

temporal relation, however, and -~ a simultaneous

temporal relation.

The change is in the kind of switch-

reference relation and in the kind of nexus involved.
Still unother conjunctive murker which cncodoY a switch-

re:ferenoe reltd!ion is -2..~·

-~~ may combine with either
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-~

or -ko, as

-~

does, or it may occur without them.

However, any change of thematic topic at junctures marked
by -gana is blocked.

(29)

barone-ko-gana
die-conj-r.onj

fu
-.-·
3sg

bu
3pl

'He was dying (and <:tt the
going to Sakarina. I

(30)

*fu
3sg

barone-ko-gana
die-conj-conj

Sakarina
Sakarina

ij-ia
def-L

ij-ia
def-L

Sakarina
Sakar;ina
SQ.roe

muramura
medicine

t:;.i1l'

va
go

e) they were

ije,
def

va
go

*[He was dying (and at the same time), as for
the medicine, they were ·going to Sakarina.]

In

(29),

-kt..1-gana encodes the coreferentiality of the

thematic topic ove.c the two clauses.

The pragmatic;:- peak of

the initial clause, fu '3sg', is the most likely candidate
for that thematic topic unless there is som.... mutually underst.ood thematic topic apparent to both speaker and hear.er from
the linguistic or extralinguistic context.

(30)

i~

blocked

becal,lse o:e the independent thematic topic in the subseq\~cnl::

clause.

However, the correlation b..:itween -9anc:t and sc:tme

thematic topic is only oonvJ.ncing when examining Jarger chunks
of discourse.

We include here a portion of text where the

thematic topic is held constant over five sentences.

,

Junctures wlt:h -9n which encr'.lde u change of thematic topic
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are very common statistically and of ten occur several times
in· one sentence, but are conspicuously absent through these
five sentences which retain the same thematic topic.

(31)

sisime
(yam. name)
a~,e-na
----

diva
bark.skirt

ruo-marna
come-conj

i~-ia

take-conj

her.e-L

ij-ia
def-L

9:af-ia
up.there-L

keke-na
arrive-conj

me-na
plant-conj

~re-i;;:ana

me.
plant

cease-conj

me-gana
pla~t-conj

game
down.there

~je

fu-ka
3sg-intcns

boeje
many

fu
3sg

ru-mama
dig-conj

irevusia
lQrge

hide-conj

juare
garden
iro
yam

ije
def

me-gana
plant-conj

ft.1

3sg

va
go

ije
def

isekibe
small
dabe
carry

ij-ia
def-L

are-·gana
cease-conj

kiria-ema
bear.fruit-past

kiria-e.
bear-fruit-past

are.-gana
cease-conj

rua-e.
come-past

abe-na
take-conj

sagu-mamama
climb.around-conj

iro
yam

def

nurie-na
----

kelrn-na
arrive-conj

ije
3sg

inauri
arise

fu
3sg

besu
one

bara
woman

ije,
def

una
do. aguin

-

ije
d ef

kiria-gana
bear.fruit-conj
kuke
again

bocje-re-i.
many-become-past

juare
garden
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boeje-re-rno9ana
many-become-conj
ru-na
dig-conj
are-gana
cease-conj

-e

person
iro
yam

iro
yarn

fu
3sg

uri-na

ije

ivajuo-narni-ma

def

share-recipr-conj

ije
def

arise~conj

dabe
carry

ije
def

me.
plant

'As for the sisime yam, one woman arose and took
it and hid it in her skirt and came. She came
until she arrived here and took it and went and
arrived up there and planted it there. She
planted it and it climbed around until it stopped
and the yam down there, the yam that bore fruit,
it xeally bore a lot of fruit. It bore fruit and
she dug until she stopped and she repeated it and
she planted a large garden and it multiplied. It
multi plied and she arose and dug the yams and
shared them with the people until she stopped and
she carried the yams and planted them. •

-gana marks junctures between conjuncts whose pragmatic
peaks are coreferential as well as between conjuncts whose
pragmatic peaks are not coreferential, but in every case tho
thematic topic remains the same throughout.
However, the very next sentence contrasts the discussion
about the ~sime yam with single clauses about each of the

other yams that were brought.

Here we find seven occurrences

of - 2 in the same sentence whel:'e each encodes a change of
thematic topic for each variety of yam being introduced.
other formal marking of thematic topic is necessary as the
linguistic context makes it apparent that the different
varieties of yams are the contrastive topics throughout.

No
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(32)

ij-are

girege

abe-ga

e

def-new

(yam.name)

take-conj

person

ij-are

sisime

abe-ga

e

ij-are

def-new

(yam. name)

take-conj

person

def-new

e
person

ij-a~

suviari

abe-ga

-e

(yam. name)

take-conj

person

def-new

abe-g:a

e

ij-are

kamubara

take-conj

person

def-new

(yam.name)

e
person
ij-are
def-new

ij-are

itiae

abe-ga

def-new

(yam.name)

take-conj

nakane
(yam.name)

avuaki
(yam.name)
abe-~

take-conj

e
person

abe-ga

koe

take-conj

sugar.cane

bu

ijege

besubesu

farad-ia-na

3pl

in.like.manner

each

hold-3pl-conj

banana

ru,ae.
come-past
'A certain person took a girege yam and a certain
person took a sisime yam, and a certain person
took a suviari yam, and a certain person took an
avuaki yam, and a certain person took a kamubara
ya~, and a certain person took an itiae yam, and
a certain person took a nakane yam and ns for
sugarcane and bananas, they held each one in Uke
manner and came . '

The thematic topic is frequently not marked although
Barni has strategies f~~ doing so as we outlined in Chapter
III.

This is because the linguistic or extralinguistic

3.06

context often makes the thematic topic apparent.

In

addition, the monitoring of thematic topic by the switchreference markers -2 and -~ana means that occasions for
ambiguity are even further reduced.

7. 3

Monitoring Actors

There is also a kind of switch-reference relation
encoded together with final cause at the core level with
cosubordinate nexus.

We repeat here (35) and (36) of

Chapter IV as (33) and (34).

(3 3)

na

k-ia

bu

lsg

say-3pl

3pl

va-e
go-past

'I made them go.'

( 3 4)

na

kan-ia

bu

va-e

:.sg

hit-3pl

3pl

go-past

'I hit them,

(causing) them to go.

1

There is no overt marker for switch-reference here but
the construction requires both a change of actors and an
identity between the nonactor nuclear noun phrase of the
initial conjunct and the actor noun phrase of the subsequent
conjunct.

In addition, zero cataphora is required between

the la-Cter two noun ph:i:ases so that no overt pronoun ever
occurs for the nonacl:or noun phrase in the first clause
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without changing both the meaning and the kind of nexus
involved.

This constraint together with the juxtaposition

of the two kernels and the limited predicates involved
encodes the switch-reference relation.

It is worth noting,

however, that every such cosubordinate core nexus in Barai
is between kernels whose role frames include a responsible
actor.

No nonresponsible actors are ever involved and the

level of juncture precJudes any variation of pragmatic peak
or thematic topic so this switch-reference relation can be
stated simply in terms of actors.
There are then three fondamentally different kinds of
switch-reference relations in Barai.

In each case, the

categories being monitored for identity of referents are
different.

In fact, each of the four major categories

outlined in the early chapters of this study figure
prominently in one or another of these switch-reference
relations.

One type monitors a switch of fulcrums or

pragmatic peaks.
topics.

Another monitors the identity of thematic

Still another encodes a switch of actor referents.

Together these

sw~tch-reference

relations figure prominently

among the variables that intersect to yield the multiplicity
of distinct interclausal relations overtly coded in Barai.
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CHAPTl:R EIGHT

THE DEPENDENCY HIERARCHY
Despite the complexity of interclausal relations in
Barai, the manifold distinctions among junctures can readily
be ordered along a dependency hierarchy where the fundamental criterion for its arrangement is the degree of
sententiality of the particular conjuncts involved.

A sig-

nificant corollary seems to be the inverse proportion
between dependency in terms of sententiality and the complexity of the morphology marking the juncture.
We are using the term sententiality here in its contemporary sense where it refers to the least constrained
specification of a clause as the most sentential.

It is

clearly distinct then from the notion sentence as we have
defined it, although close indeed to our concept of the
clause;

in particular, a clause that is coterminous with its

base. The properties of this most sentential unit then are
the potential for nuclear, core, and peripheral elements, and
the potential for a thematic topic, absolute tense, mood,
pra.gmatic peak, mode, and aspect.

These operators are

superimposed over units of the various levels.
The relevance of the layered structure of the clause to
the notion sententiality is transparent.

The heart of any

clause is its nucleus which we have represented as the innertnost level of clause structure.

It is the least sentential
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of the three layers with only the predicate and certain
adverbial modifiers as member constituents.

The core layer

of the clause is of a greater degree of sententiality as
it adds to the nucleus a set of nuclear noun phrases plus
other adverbial notions.

Then the outer peripheral layer

of the clause further increases its sententiality with the
addition of the peripheral noun phrases and still further
adverbial modifiers.

So the levels of juncture are ordered

in terms of sententiality as follows:

( l)

LEVELS OF JUNCTURE:

PERIPHERAL )

CORE )

NUCLEAR

Internal to each of the levels are the various nexus
distinctions which also lend themselves to ordering in terms
of degrees of sententiality because of the relationship
between nexus type and the scope of operators at any given
le•1el.

At the peripheral level, bath mood and thema.tic -L..>pic

BrA options for conjuncts joined by coordinate nexus but not
for conjuncts joined by either subordinate or cosubordinate
nexus.

The range of tense options over the various nexus

types further distinguishes subordinate from cosubordinate
nexus.

Relative tense markers in conjuncts embedded via sub-

ordinate nexus allow three distinctions.
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(2)

-ema

past

-mo

present

-ko

futui:3

Where relative tense distinctions are encoded on conjuncts
joined by cosubordinate nexus, there are only two distinctions.
Consider the markers for sequential and delayed sequential
temporal relations.

(3)

-kum~/-~uva

future sequence
nonfuture sequence

-ekiro

future delayed sequence
nonfuture delayed sequence

The absolute tense distinctions of coordinate junctures
allow a much fuller set of six distinctions:

(4)

-e
-me

past
perfect

-mo

present/habitual
immediate future

-ko
-ke
-kidufuo

future
remote future

Thus, the least constrained are ciJnjuncts joined by means
of coordinate nexus that permit an independence of thematic
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topic and mood as well as the greatest range of tense
options.

Conjuncts joined by subordinate nexus are more

constrained, first of all, in that there is no independence
of thematic topic and mood, and secondly, in the reduction
of tense options.

Conjuncts joined by cosubordinate nexus are

even more constrained as is evident by the further reduced
options for tense.

Thus the type of nexus involved further

orders junctures in terms of the sententiality of their
conjuncts.

(5)

NEXUS OF JUNCTURE:

COORDINATE)

SUBORDINAT~)

COSUBORDINATE

This ordering of nexus types is further corroborated at
the core and nuclear levels as well.

At the core level, mode

and pragmatic peak are options to the conjuncts of coordinate nexus but blocked for subordinate and cosubordinate
nexus.

Cosubordinate nexus at this level always requires zero

pronominalization of some nuclear noun phrase in one of the
conjuncts, l~aving some conjunct of cosubordinate nexus even
less sentential.

At the nuclear level only conjuncts joined

by coordinate nexus allow an independence 0£ aspect, while
cosubordinate nexus does not.

Thus coordinate nexus yields

the greater sententiality of the two nexus options at the
nuclear level.

In fact, only cosubordinate nexus unites its

conjuncts into one phonological word 1 further attesting the
heavy dependency and minimal degree of sententiality for the
conjuncts of thls jurlCture.

We see then that core and nuclear
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junctures support the same ordering of nexus types relative
to the sententiality of the conjoined elements as do peripheral junctures.
We may then combine the two variables to produce at
least the following levels of a dependency hierarchy.

(6)

The Dependency Hierarchy
nuclear/cosubordinate
nuclear/coordinate
core/cosubordinate
core/subordinate
oo-r.e/coordinate
peripheral/cosubordinate
peripheral/subordinate
peripheral/coordinate

Once we have so ordered the junctures of Barai, an important corollary to our sententiality principle becomes
apparent.

Morphological complexity is simplest where the

degree of sententiality is least and gradually increases
along the dependency hierarchy to where, at the lower end of
the hierarchy, the greatest possible complexity occurs.

Such

an inverse proportion between 'dependency' and morphological
complexity has been noted elsewhere.

Foley (1976) deals with

this in his discussion of' relationships between elements of
the noun phrase.

Coordinate junctures at the peripheral level

may use as many as three conjunctive markers to code a particular relation; subordinate and cosubordinate maximally
utilize two.

Core and nuclear junctures nre simply juxtnposed.
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More specifically, within the eight levels of the
dependency hierarchy the maximum morphological complexity
for junctures of a particular level increases only as you
descend the hierarchy.

There is then no juncture at any

step of the hierarchy that is morphologically more complex
than the most complex juncture of any lower level, with a
spread of the possibilities shifting from zero or juxtaposition to a series of three conjuncture markers.

Certainly

there is no isomorphic relation between morphological complexity and specific levels of the hierarchy but there is
a significant correlation between the two throughout the
hierarchy.
It is on the strength of this correlation between the
sententiality of the conjuncts ahd the complexity of the
morphology used to mark the j1.;r1cture that we have posited the
dotted lines in the full dependency hierarchy given for
Barai below.

(7)

Step
I

Marker

Interclausal Dependency Hierarchy
semantic
Relations

causal
~ JUX'l' by
pred.class hypothetical

S/R

Level of
Nexus Type J'uncture

·--

cosubordina:te

nuclear

cosubordinate

nuclear

Relations

l

JUXT by
temporal
p:r.ed.class

-

Step
/

Semantic
Relations

Marker

I\
JUXT by
causal,
pred.class

S/R
Level of
Relations Nexus Type Juncture

--

coordinate

nuclf~ar

2

JUXT by
pred. class temporal

--

coordinate nuclear

JUXT by
intonation causal

actor

cosubordinate

core

JUXT by
intonation temporal

actor

cosubordina,te

core

3

.
4

JUXT by
temporal
intonation

--

subordinate

Icore

-5

JUXT by
temporal
intonation

-

coordinate core

.
-~

hypothetical
cc:i.usal

-

cosubordinate

peripheral

-ma(ma,)

temporal

-

cosubor-

peripheral

-'~/

dint:tte

-eva

temporal

-

ccsubordinate

peripheral

1-ekiro

temporal

-

cosubordint:tte

peripheru.l

--~

6
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Step
/

Marker
~

-kuma/
-kuva

Semuntic
Relations

S/R
Level of
Relations Nexus Type Juncture

temporal/
causal

cosubordina te

peripheral

-mo/-vo

temporal/
causal

pr.pk./
fulcrum

cosubordi na te

peripheral

-ko

temporal

pr.pk./
fulcrum

cosubordina te

peripheral

-na

temporal

pr.pk./
fulcrum

cosubordi na te

peripheral

-kinu

temporal

pr.pk./
fulcrum

co subordinate

peripheral

co subordinate

peripheral

- - - - ----kuma-ne/
-kuva-ne

7

8

....

- -

-

hypothetical
temporal/
causal

-mo-ne/
-vo-ne

hypothetical
temporal/
causal

-

cosubordinate

-bi.ti.~

hypothetical
causal

-

subordin- pcripherul
ate

-do

hypothetical
causal

--

subordin- peripheral
ate

-no

caus11l

-

-

- J-

-

~,.,,...,,,...,.

peripheral

suborc1in- peripheral

_a:c_ ~_I ______
- -· ..... - - - - - - - .- - - .
"

.,..
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..

Step
I

Marker

Semantic
Relations

J

S/R
Level of
Relatitms Nexus Type ,:Juncture

.

~

ij-afuo

causal

ij-ia

temporaJ,

bite

hypothetical
contrastive

coordinate peripheral

0

hypothetical
contrastive

coordinate peripheral

(-) ro

contrastive

coordinate peripheral

~

subordinate

peripheral

--

subo:i;-dinate

peripheral

9

10

-

-

~

- - - - - - -

- - -

coordinate peripheral

topic

coordinate peripheral

--- --

- - - -

-

~

- - -

-- -

-ko-ga

temporal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-mo-ga/

temporal/
causal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-gu-rq

contrastive

topic

coordinate peripheral

-ko-gana

temporal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-mo··ga~/

tempor;;il/
causul

topic

coordinate peripheral

-vo-~

11

--

topic

-_y,o-gana
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Step
,/

Marker

- - -

12

S/R
Level of
Relations Nexus Type Juncture

contrastive

topic

r---

-gana-ro

.

Semantic
Relations

-- - - - --

- -

~

-

coQrdinate peripheral

- - - -

- -

~

- - - - - - - -

-mo-ga-ro/
-vo-ga-ro

contrastive
temporal/
causal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-ko-ga-ro

contrastive
temporal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-mo-gana-ro contrastive
-vo-gana-ro temporal/
causal

topic

coordinate peripheral

-ko-g:a.na-ro

contrastive
temporal

topic

coordinate peripheral

We note here

~everal

distinct parameters which play a role

in distinguishing markings for clause junctures in Sarai.

The

right hand column orders the junctures according to the particular level.

The next column orders the junctures according

to the type of nexus encoded.

The third column indicates any

switch-reference relation involved.

'!'he fourl:h column indi-

cates certain general categories of semantic relations that are
encoded at the juncture.

Finally the left-most column imposes

a further ordering according 7o th1::: complexity of the mar-
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phology used to mark the juncture.

The result is a gradation

of twelve levels of dependency for interclausal relations in
Barai.
At the first step of the hierarchy are junctures which
encode cosubordinate nexus at the nuclear level.

These form

the most dependent of all interclausal relations in Barai.
Either a simultaneous or a causal semantic relation may be
encoded at this level.

(8)

na

ije

lsg 3sg

i-fie-ke
eat-sense-fut

'I will taste it.'

( 9)

fu

('I will eat-sense it.')

samua-g-a-ke

3sg wait.for-see-3sg-fut
'He will wait to see.'

(8)

encodes a simultaneous relation and (9) encodes

final cause combined with an antefactual
tion.

hypothetical rela-

No morphology is involved in marking the juncture, and

the distinctions between the semantic relations involved are
a function of the particular predicates so that the same
predicate is never used to encode both relations.
The second step of the hierarchy consists of junctures
which encode coordinate nexus, still at the nuclear level.
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The semantic relation involved at this level may be simultaneous, sequential or causal.

(lO)

isuame
yesterday

na fase
fi isoe
lsg letter 3sg write

'Last night, I sat writing a letter.'

( 11)

ije fu a-nafa-fu-o
e
person def 3sg child-pl-3sg-poss
buvu a
cut.up
'~he

(12)

kan-ia
hit-3pl

i
eat

man killed, cut up, (and) ate his children.'

fu na ire ifej-ie i-ke
3sg lsg food help-lsg eat-fut
'He will help me eat food.'

(10)

encodes a simultaneous temporal relation, (11)

encodes a sequential relation, and (12) encodes an efficient
causal relation.

There is still no morpholo~y involved so

that the type of juncture is again derived from the class
of predicates involved.
At the third step of the hierarchy there is a shift from
the nuclear to the core level of juncturea

The semantic re-

lations here may be either sequenti-\ or causal but the nexus
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must be cosubordinate.
tails a

A sequential semantic relation en-

same actor switch-reference relation while a causal

semantic relation entails a different actor switch-reference
re la t i on.

( 13)

No pause occurs between the conjuncts.

ame
ij e dabe asoe
fu-one
m-a-e
3sg child def carry father 3sg-poss give-3sg-past
fu

'He carried the child and gq.ve (him) to his father. '

{l4)

na-ka

k-ia

e

ije

lsg-intens

say-3pl person def

va-e
go-past

'I really made them go. '

fourth step of the hierar.chy has junctures again

The

at the core level but with subordinate nexus.

The semantic

re la t i on is temporal and may be either s.Lmul taneous or
sequential depending on the relative tense marker of the
embedded conjunct.

(lS)

a

fu

:i:ua-ema

k-ie-i

2sg 3sg come-past say-lsg-past
'You told me that he came,

In

1

( 15), the temporal relation is seque,yt:ial since the

relative tense mark.er is past, indicating that the event pre-
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ceded that of the matrix conjunct.

The juncture is easily

identified by the independent intonation contour over the
embedded conjunct.
At the fifth step of the hierarchy, there is a shift
from subordinate to coordinate nexus and the semantic relation encoded is sequential.

(16)

Vito fu ij-ia
Vito 3sg def-L

keke, e
ije ifej-ia
arrive person def help-3pl

'Vito arrived there (and) helped the people.'

Again, the two

~onjuncts

here are simply juxtaposed.

This juncture is easily distinguished from the others which
are juxtaposed because of its obligatory pause.
Step six of the hierarchy involves a shift from coordinate nexus at the core level to cosubordinate nexus at
the peripheral level.

It is at this level that the greatest

variety of semantic relations occur.

These are character-

istic of the so-called medial-verb phenomenon of Papuan
languages and encode various temporal, causal, hypothetical
and often switch-reference relations as well.

All are

marked with a single conjunctive affix.

(17)

fu ruo-ma
3sg come-conj

ij-ia
def-L

keke
arrive

'He kept coming until he arrived there.'
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(l8)

a
£u g-a-kuma
are
fu-one
ij-ia va-ke
2sg 3sg see-3sg-conj place 3sg-poss def-L go-fut
'You will see him and then go to his house. '

(l9)

una
suoke
na nae-ema
lsg sleep-conj morning do. again

rua-e
come-past

'I slept (and then after an interval) I came
back in the morning. '

(2 0)

una
na va-ekiro isuame
lsg go-conj tomorrow do.again

come-fut

'I will go (and then after an interval) I will
return tomorrow. '

(2l)

vua kuae
ire i-kinu
3pl food eat-conj talk say

bu

'They were eating (and at the same time)
were talking. I

( 2 2)

(they)

vua kuae
bu ire i-na
3pl food eat-conj talk say
'They ate food and then talked. '

(23)

no vua kuae
bu ire i-ko
3pl food eat-conj lpl talk say
'They were eating {and at the same time) we were
tal)<ing. '
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( 2 4)

da-mo
bu subi
rain fell-conj 3pl run. away

ve

'Rain fell and so they ran away. '

(25)

na

bu-ina

fi-kiro

lsg 3pl-accom

rua-e

stay-conj come-past

'I came to stay with them.'

( l 7) - ( 2 0) encode only a temporal relation.

a span sequence.

(18)

( l 7) encodes

encodes a sequence where the absolute

tense of the final conjunct must be future.

(19) encodes a

delayed sequential relation where absolute tense must be
nonfuture and (20) encodes the same relation where absolute
tense must be future.
The junctures illustrated in (21)-(25) still use a
single conjunctive marker but the relations they encode are
more complex.

(21) encodes a s,imultaneous temporal relation

)
plus a switch-reference relatipn requiring coreferential
pragmatic peaks.

(22)

encodes a sequential temporal relation

and a switch-reference relation requiring coreferential
pragmatic peaks.

(23)

encodes a simultaneous temporal re-

lation and a switch-reference relation requiring· noncoreferential. pragmatic peaks.

(24)

encodes a sequential/causal

relation where absolute tense must be nonfuture and a switchreference relation which requires noncoreferential pragmatic
peaks.

(25) encodes both a causal and an antefactual hypo-
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thetical relation.
The next step of the hierarchy, step seven, still encodes cosubordinate junctures at the peripheral level but
these junctures encode different semantic relations and their
morphology is more complex.
-mo/~

The morphemes -)<uma/-kuva and

encode a sequential/causal r.•elation.

But in this

usage with -ne, which encodes a nonfactual hypothetical
relation,

-~/-vo

no longer encode any switch-reference

relation.

( 2 6)

bu

oe-kuva-ne

no

mako ru-ke

3pl die-conj-conj lpl hole dig-fut
'If they die, we will dig a hole.'

( 2 7)

a

dua

uru-mo-ne

2sg song/dance sing/dance-conj-conj
ije

bu

def

3pl cheer

e
person

orore

'If ever you danced a dance, the people applauded.'

Each of these step seven junctures uses two conjunctive
affixes.
Step eight of the hierarchy shifts from cosubordinate
to subordinate nexus, still at the periphe:--al level.
conjunctive marker is used to encode the juncture.

A single
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(28)

ije ~ ise-d-ie-rno-no
3sg lsg unhappy-V-lsg-pres-conj
'Since it is displeasing me,

(29)

bu

(bu)

ime-eva-do

3pl work-past-conj

3pl

are-ne
stop-imp

(you) must stop (it).'

aem-ia
be.tired-3pl

'They are tired like they had worked.'

(30)

fu rua-ema-bitie a
g-a-ke
3sg come-past-conj 2sg see-3sg-fut
'If he had come, you would have seen (him).'

The juncture marked by -no in (28) encodes a causal
relation which requires an imperative consequent.

-do in

(29) encodes both a causal and a postfactual hypothetical
relation.

In (30), -bi tie encodes a causal relation along

with a nonfactual hypothetical relation which is combined
with a positive/negative reversal.
Step nine is distinguished from step eight by the
complexity of the morphology involved.

The conjunctions

here are derived from a combination of the definite article
ije and case markers reanalyzed to encode subordinate peripheral junctures.

(31)

na rua-ema
lsg come-past

na m-a-e
ij-ia
conj-conj lsg give-2sg-past

'After I came, I gave it;. to you.'
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(32)

fireni
plane

j-one
fu samua-mo ij-afuo
2pl-poss 3sg wait-pres conj-conj

na ij-ia
lsg def-L

iri

stop

'Because your plane is waiting, I am stopping here.'

ij-ia in (31) encodes a temporal relation while ij-afuo
in ( 3 2 ) encodes a causal rel a ti on.
Steps ten, eleven, and twr:!lve of the hierarchy all
encode junctures at the peripheral level with coordinate nexus.
They vary in the complexity of their morphology and in the
categories of semantic and switch-reference relations they
encode.
Step ten of the hierarchy includes junctures which use
only a single conjunctive marker.

(33)

~

kuae-ga siare
ije, :fu naebe ume
3sg talk say-conj betelnut def 3sg neg
chew

fu

'He was talking and, as for the betelnut, he did not
chew it. '

(34)

iro ije fu-ka
yam def 3sg-intens

boeje kiriae-gana
many bear.fruit-conj

''l'he yam bore much fruit and he dug them.'

fu

ru

3sg dig
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(35)

na rua-e
lsg come-past

na ninae-i
ro
conj lsg sleep-past

'I came but I slept.'

( 36)

a
be
2sg interr

ba
vua o
a
come conj 2sg neg

'Are you coming or are you not?'

(3 7)

va
fi bite Vito-ki
sit conj Vito-accom go

(bite) fu rua bite ij-ia
conj 3sg come conj def-L

'He might come or he might stay here or he might
go with Vito.'

-.s@ in (33) encodes a switch-reference relation monitoring
the noncoreferentiality of thematic topics.

While -gana in

(34) also encodes a switch-reference relation, this time it
is the coreferentiality of thematic topics which is being
monitored.

In (35) the conjunctive marker

trastive semantic relation.

In (36)

~

~

encodes a con-

combines a contrastive

relation and an ambifactual hypothetical relation an1..- bite
in (37) combines a contrastive relation with a nonfactual
hypothetical relation.
At the eleventh etep of the hierarchy, the juncture
requires two conjunctive affixes and always entails a switchreference relation along with some semantic relation.
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( 3 8)

siare
bu vua kuae-ko-ga
3pl talk say-conj-conj betelnut def 3pl
naebe ume
neg
chew
They were talking and as for the betelnut, they
were not chewing it. '

1

(39)

~

ije, fu barone-ko-gana bu Sakarina ij-ia va
time def 3sg die-conj-conj 3pl Sakarina def-L go

'At the time, he was dying and (at-the-same-time)
they were going to Sakarina.'

( 4 0)

na ij-ia mani-ga-ro
lsg def-~ stand-conj-conj

ij-ia fi
ume
a
2sg ground def-L sit

'I stood there but you sat there on the gro .nd.'

-ko-ga in (38) encodes a simultaneous temporal relation
along with a switch-reference relation which requires a switch
of thematic topics.

'l'he juncture marked by -ko-gnna in (39)

is similar, except that the switch-reference relation requires
an identity of thematic topics.

With -ga-ro in (40)

1

a con-

trastive relation combines with the switch-reference relation

requiring different thematic topics~
We noted earlier that -ko and -~, in combination with
-5_@ or -gana, alter the nexus the.y encode.

-]S2 and

-n10

Without -s:E:/-gana,

encode a cosubordinate nexus; with either of them,
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they encode coordinate nexus.

We have also demonstrated

how contrastive relations are only encoded at coordinate juncWe should be able to predict then that a combination

tures.

of -ko or

-~

the case.

A

with -_E£ is inco11ceivable.

contrastive relation with -ko or

include either
Howevex

-~

This is in fact

-~

-~

must

or -gana to insure a coordinate juncture.

and -ko may co-occur with both -2/-951na and ro.

In this case the coordinate nexus and the switch-reference
relation are encoded by the addition of

-~/-g:ana

contrastive relation by the addition of -ro.

and the

This seguence

of three conjunctive markers is typical of e:i.e twelfth step
of the dependency hierarchy and exhibits the greatest morphological cornplexi ty of any juncture: in Barai.

We illus-

trate with (41).

( 41)

asoe-no
mave fu-one .....l!.r·ie-mo-ga-ro
father-lsg pig 3sg-poss givo-lsg-conj-conj-conj
uvia-no
brother-lsg

be dua
one also

m-ie-i
give-lsg-past

'MY father gave me his pig but then my brother
·gave me. o:ne too. '

-mo-ga-ro encodes a temporal relation, a switch-reference

relati.on, and a contrastive relation in addition to its
grammatical information of c..r.>ordinate nexus at the periphc:rul

leveJ..
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.Much of the rationale for the graded steps of the
dependency hierarchy derives from the stru0Gural organization
of the clause.

If 1 in fact,

there are levels within levels

within levels of structure, any of which may be conjoined,
the simplest unit of the innermost layer which may be
linked to another such unit is indeed in a heavily dependent
position.

It is dependent in terms of its relationships to

all of the succeeding outer layers of that clausal unit of
which i t is a part, irrespective of the kind of nexus between
the conjuncts themselves.

But the type of nP:<us involved

is also indicative of the level of dependency between conjuncts
primarily because of the differing constraints on
of operators.

t·110

scope

We have demonstrated that there are manifold

kinds of dependent junctures which vary in the degree of
sententiality permitted in the relevant conjuncts and that
this variation reflects important structure internal to the
clause.

This structure must be recognized if we are going

to account for the morphological variation which is typical
of int"'!rclausal relations in J?apuan languages like Barai.
Switch-reference relations are a good example of where
confusion abounds i.f wo try to account for mol;'phological
variations in terms of traditionul grammatical categories
like clause und subject tlw.t have been left undefined.

We

have demonstrated at some length that thematic topics whose
scope is the base, pragmatic pcuks whose scope is the situation,
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and both fulcrums and actors whose scope is the kernel all
figure prominently in certain switch-reference relations.
Reducing this complexity only results in obscuring what really
motivates the variations.
The various levels (nuclear, core, and peripheral), the
various nexi (coordinate, subordinate, and cosubordinate), and
the various prominent noun phrases (actor, fulcrum, pragmatic
peak, and thematic topic) are all vital to explicating interclausal relations in Barai.
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f\PPEl'JDIX I
PHONOLOGY
'rhe transcriptions of the Barai illustrations in this study
follow Olson (1969) from which the data below is taken.

The consonants include three prenasalized stops: _!2 ,.9, and g.
[!lib~ SU]

b

besu
babere
dabe

·'one'
[ mbarnbe.r e J 'lose'
[ndambe]
'take'

d

siaove
davane
uae

[ si na6pe J
[U.nde]

'village'
'gift'
'before'

guove
f ague

[ f"Jguo~e]
[<Pa f"Jgu~ ]
[ !)gu !)g~]

'inside'
'part'
'chest'

~

[nda~ane]

There are two aspirated voiceless stops:
t

k

ata
tuase
venitue

[ atha J
[ thuase]

[~enithue]

t anc;. )S·

'chop'
'break in pieces'
'daybreak'

a voiceless glottal stop fluctuates with the voiceless
velar stop except word initial.
kuku
ivieke

[ kh .. khu ] ....
[kHG?u]
[ ipiekhe ].v

'tobacco'

[i~fe?e]

'wallaby'

keke

[khE:khE]""
[kh~?E]

'arrive'

d and t contrast as in the following examples,
kudo

[khund6]

'rotten mat.

kuto

[ khu th6]

'kiss'

SI and k contrast as in the following examples.
igo

'honey'

iko

'raw'

There are three fricatives:
f

v

s

!

1

~'

and s,

fie
vierafe

[<Pie J
[ ~Hracl>e]

mafore

[ ma<Pore

ave

[ a13eJ

kavuane

[ khapuane J

'on top'
'blood'

vame

[ pame J

'trail'

asoe

[ as6e

siroe

[ sir6e]

sone

[ sone

J

J
J

'hear, sense'
'think'
'thumb'

'father'
'dog'
'slowly'

]2 and y_ contrast as in the following examples.

bare

'cool'

vare

'dry'

There are two affricates:

z and

i.
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z

a nasalized voiced alveolar fricative between low
open unrounded vowels, but a nazalized voiced alveopalatal affricate elsewhere.
[ ~~nd)e]
[ manza J
[ and?6]
[ akh6nd3c:]

veze
maza
azo
akoze
_i

'when'
sun 1
'peel'
1
throw 1

1

a palatalized voiced alveolar stop that alternates with
a voiced alveo-palatal affricate.
[ niQ.a J[ nid?a J

nija

[ mboc:c;ic: J[ mboc:d3E J
[ (,lal)gando ]"'
[ d)a l)gando]

boeje
jag: ado

z and

i

'put'
'many'
'long'

contrast as in the following examples.
izia
ijia

[ind?i~]

maza
maja

[ manza]

There are two nasals:

ci(lia J,..,
[ id?ia J
[ ma9a J""'
[ mad)a J

'where'
'there'
'sun'
'wind'

m and n.

m

mave
nme
isuame

[ ma~e: J
[ ame: J
[ isuam. J

'pig'
'child'
'tomorrow'

n

fa nu
uruvana
ninae

[ <I>anu J
[ uru~ana J
[ ninae:]

'animal'
'many'
'sleep'
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There is a vibrant r which is a retroflexed voiced alveolar
stop before high vowels but a voiced alveolar flapped
vibrant elsewhere.
roti~e

[ tha.caembo J
[.cot h!.re]

iri
ru

[ icl.i J
[quJ

taraebo

r

'bush'
'underneath'
'step'
'dig'

r and d contrast as in the following examples.
'smell'
'run'

ri
di

The vowels include a high close unrounded front vowel i.
ise
ivia
inieme

i

[isn
cipia J
[ inl.Emt: ]

'bad'
'today'
'steal'

e is a mid open unrounded front vowel.
e

i

kufuime
re re
era

[ khu.Puim~ ]

'lie'

[ .cea J

'1001-·.

[Edi]

'who'

for'

and e contrast as in the following examples.
ufi
ufe

[ Ucl>i]

[ ucpe]

'twist'
'blow'

u is a high close rounded back vowel.
u

isuve
ume
umuanomua

[ isupE]
[ ume J
[umuanomua]

'navel'
'bird'
'fly'
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o is a high open rounded back vowel when stressed following
a high back vowel except word finally and it is a mid close
back vowel elsewhere.
ruo
saruone
uoma
mufuo

0

u and

0

[ .cuo J
[ sa.cuom: J
[uoma]
[ mucI>uo J

'come'
'fat'
'mustard'
'late afternoon'

contrast as in the following.
ugune
ugone

[ulJgunc:]
[ u1Jg6nc:]

'mosquito'
'cloth'

a is a low close unrounded central vowel following a stressed high
vowel and a low open unrouncled central vowel elsewhere.
a

sinuame
isua
suake
kazuame

[ sinueme]
[ isua J
[ suekhe J
[khand?uamc:]

'belongings'
'urinate'
'morning'
'eel'

a and e contrast as in the following examples.
are
ara

[ a.c ~ ]
[a.ca J

'stop'
'shout'

Stress occurs contrastively either as high pitch and increased
intensity (-) or as low pitch and length (·). The functional
load of minimal contrasts is light however.
iko
iko

[ i.kho]
[ ikho]

'going to eat'
1
raw'

iri
iri

[ i.c i J
[ i.c f. J

'sharpen'
'stop'

2

1

4

3

5
-ema past
pres
-ko fut

-mo

I

-kuve
(sg)

-d-r-

... -b-

-ie
-{lsg)

-nam-

I'- -s-

-a
-

(2sg)

valence -a,-e,-i
-C3sg -uo
-(lpl)
-ia
(2/3pl)
bound
'object'
pronouns

-kuaeve
(pl)
-nam-

--

-kuma

(imp)

reciprocal inceptives

-kuma/-kuva
fut.
sequential
-mo/-vo
n0nfut.
sequential
-ekiro
fut.delayed
sequence

7

6

-no

verbs of
embedded
clauses

cause w/imp
-do
cause
-.s@:

diff. topic
<
rn

-gana
same
topic

?:
tJ:l

-ro

-

verbs
'medial'
clauses

con-ema,-eva
-ne
nonfuture
tr asc0nditional
delayed
tive
-duf uo
sequence
purpose
-ma (ma)
-ru
continuous
limitative
-ko,-kinu
simultaneous
-noe
past
~
durative
-me perfect
-mo pres
verbs of
-kiro
-ko im. fut
'final'
deciderative -ke fut
clauses
-kidufuo
remote fut.

~

:;:i
\)

:::r:
0

r

0

G,

-<

w

w

-.J
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AP PENDi X I I I
SEMANTIC ROLES
Agent

(A)

-

1

identifies who is responsible for an action.

'My wife (A) made the cake (P).'
'This screwdriver (A) fixed the engine (P).'

Instrument (I) - the tool used by an agent in performing
an action.

'Fred (A) fixed the engine (P) with this
scre,wdriver (I) . '

1 we have follwed Grimes' (1975) approach to semantic
roles.
He makes the following comment about the distincti. veness of his list from which we have taken the
defi.ni tions and examples given here.
So far each linguist who has written on roles
has come up with a differeht list of what the
standard role relationships are. The list I
give here differs slightly from every other one
that I know of. What is significant, however,
is not that linguists :lisagree on what roles
there are; that-is, on the exact specification
of the small set of conventionul l7clationships
(quite likely a property of all lnnguages) in
terms of which a large portion of semantic
structure is organized. The significant thing
i.s that as studies of role systems continue
there seems to be a convergence in the findings of
different scholars. Given the application of
the idea to more and more languages, and in
greater and greater depth in some languages,
there seems to be an empirical shaking down of
the idea of roles or cases to within the limits
that normally apply to two scholars ever agreeing on anything. (Grimes 75:119).
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'The locomotive (A) cleared the track

(P) with

a snowplow (I).'
'Superman (A) broke the window (P) with the
gangster (I).'

Force

(F)

asserts a causal relation devoid of respon-

-

sibility.
; The girl (P) died of malaria (F') • '
'His prese~ce (F) sickens me (P) .'

Patient

(P)

-

the relation between a thing

that gets

changed and the process that changes it with
dynamic process predicates.
'The snowflake (P) melted.'
-

the relation between a thing that is in some

state and the state it is in with static predicates.
'The foundation (P) is cracked. '
-

the one who :feels or perceives in psychological

processes of perception and feeling.
'I (P) saw it (R).'

'I (PJ nm dizzy."
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- the thing whose orientation to its physical environment is given by a predicate of motion or position.
'Water (P) flows downhill.'
'A statue (P) sits on a pedestal.'

Source

(S) 2 - identifies the location of the object

(patient) at the beginning of the motion, the initial
boundary of the event with predicates of motion.
'The letter (P) fell from her hand (S).'
-

identifies the state of something before it

undergoes a process with dynamic process predicates,

'She (A) makes dresses (PG)

from flour

sacks (S) . '

Goal (G) 3 - identifies the location of the object at the
end of the motion, the terminal boundary of the event
with predicates of motion.

2Al though Grimes finally labels this role Former we have
chosen to retain the more traditional term Source.
3 Grimes finally labels this role Latter and again we have
chosen to retain the traditional term Goal.

'The letter (P) fell to the floor (G) .'
-

identifies the state of something after it under-

goes a process with dynamic process predicates.
'She (A) makes flour sacks (PS) into dresses
(G).

Range

(R}

-

I

indicates the path or area traversed with a

I

motion predicate, a static location with a position
predicate, and is the only role with certain ambient

or meteorological predicates.
'The ball (P} rolled down the guttar (R).'
'His house (P) is situated on top of a
hill

(R) • '

'lthaca (R) is cold.'
- distinguishes the limitation of a process to a
certain field or object from the actual application
of a process to a patient;

'We {A) talked about politics (R) .

~

his book (P) costs: three dollars (R) . '

1 ri1

identifies the stimulus of a perception.
1 :i:

(A:P)

heard it ( R) • 1
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'I (AP) saw it (R).'
'I (AP) laughed at it (R) .'

Vehicle (V) - refers to something that conveys the object
and moves along with it.

'The letter (P) came by plane.'

Benefactive (B) - is someone or something on which an
action has a secondary effect, good or ill.
'We (A) chased the cats (G) out of the

attic (S) for her (B) .'
'The milk (P) turned sour on me (B) . '
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APPENDIX IV
ROLE FRAMES
(sample)

~

'take'

----- (V )[A, (P)]
1
----- (V2) [A, (I)

I

(P)

J

"

aem-

-----[ (F) 'p

J

'be tired'

barone

----- (V )[ p
3

J

'be dead'

di:t:uri
--·

----- (V )[A]

'run'

4

----- (V ) [A, (P)]
5

fi

'sit'

-----[A]

----·.,. (V ) [A, (P)]
6

fie

-----[AP I (R)

J

:;i-

-i

"
'feel', 'hear', 'understand'

v -----[AP; (R) ]

'sense'

-----( (E') ,P)

'shatter (inadvertently) '

-----[A, (P)]

'shatter'

-----[AP, (R) ]

'see'e'know'

v7 -----[ AP i

'discover'

7

fur a

I!

(R) ]

(V )-----(A, (P)]
5

v 8-.... ---[ A, (P)

I

(B) )

'eat'

"
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'help'

-----[A, (B) ]

-----v1 [A,

J

(P), (B)

II

-----[P]

isoe

1

be unhdppy'

-----·-d- [ (F) Ip

J

'displease (inadvertently)'

------_9-[ AP I (R)

J

'dislike'
'write'

(V )-----[A 1 (P)]

9

------_f-[ A, (G}

I

(P}

J

'write on'

- ,, - - - -j - [ A , ( B)

I

(

p)

J

'write with'

J

k-

-----[A, (P)

lei

-----[AP]

'laugh'

------~- [AP, (R)]

'laugh at'

-----[A, (P)]

'prep.ire'

kira

I

(R)

---~---j-[A, (B}

I

(P)

m-

(V5)-----[AS, (P)

-ma

-----[ p

J

------_9-[ (F} Ip

-----(A]
-----V [ l~, (P) ]
6

I

J

(G)]

'prepare for'
'give'
'be happy,:t:ine'

J

------_9-[AP I (R}

mani

'say'

'ple~se

J

'like'
1

stancl'
II

(inaJvertentlyl'

na

naku

J

(V 10) -----[ o

'lay'

-----[A, (P)]

'put'

-----[A, (P)]

'hang up'

------_!::-[A, (P)

riez-

-----[ (F)

Ip

I

(

'attract(inadvertently)'

R)

sak-

----[A, (PC;) ]

'desire'

'bite,sting,burn'

------_!:-[A, (I)

samua

----- (V 9 )[AP

tot-

----[ (F)

Ip

-----~[AP

I

I

I

(PG)

'sting with'
'wait for'

(R) ]

J
(R)

J

'escape memory'

J

'forget'

-----[ (F) ,P]

'break(ina~rertently)'

-----[A, (P) j

'break'

-----[ p

J

'spin'

-----[ (F) ,P]

'intoxico.te'

-----(A, (P) }

'cut'

v5 -----[A,
usia

J

'wither'

-----[ p

uf u

'hang up for'

J

saere

ufi

J

J

------~[AP I

tua

(B)

(I), (P)

J

'cut with'

-----[ (F) ,P]

'spill(inadvortently)'

-----[A, (P)]

'spill
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visi

Where:

-----[ P]

'be sick'

------nam-[ (P) ,P]

'sicken'

v1

must include i

V2

must include ufu 'cut'

V3

must incJ.ude na 'lay'

v4

must include ro 'come'

v5

must include abe 'take'

v6

must include isoe 'write'

V7

must include kume 'call'

VB

must include ifej- 'help'

V9

must include f i 'sit'

VlO

must include bar one 'die'

'eat'

APPENDIX V
NOMINAL CASE MARKERS
Time

Instrument

Inanimate Common

Location

Animate Common

Benefactive

Proper

Goal/Source

Range
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APPENDIX VI
PSYCHO LOG I CAL/ PHYS I CAL PREDICATES
(sample)

adatuguae [P) 'be deaf 1
adatugua-r- [ (F) I
arui
[P] 'be puckered up'
aru-b[ (F) I
doduae
[P] 'be thirsty 1
dodua-d[ (F) I
feteu.ri
[P] 'be feverish 1
feteuri-nam-[ (F),
fiae
(P] 'be painful'
[ (F),
fia-dfuae
[P] 'be sweaty'
fua-r[ (F),
gare
[P] 'be cool
gara-d[ (F) I
gire
[P] 'be strong
qire-nam-ie [ (1?),
iduae
(P] 'be cold'
idua-d[ (F) I
ise
[P] 'be unhappy'
[ (F) ,
ise-dmae
[P] 'be happy'
( (F),
ma-dnae re
[P] 'be drowsy'
naera-d[ (F) I
nibuae
[P] 'be dizzy'
nibua-r[ (F) I
oefiae
[P] 'be sad'
oef ia-d[ (F) I
oerui
[P] 'be breathless 1
oeru-b[ (F),
aesere
[P] 'be exci tea 1
oesera-d[ (F) I
safui
[J?] 'be shivering'
safu-s[ (F) I
uba.ere
[P] 'be grown'
ubaera-d( (F) I
vasiaoe
(P] 'be hungry'
vasiaoe-r- [ (F),
visi
[P] 'be sick'
visi~nam-

[ (F)

I

P) 'deafen'
P]

'make pucker up'

P]

'make thirsty'

P]

'make feverish'

P]

'hurt'

P}

'make sweaty'

PJ 'make cool'
P] 'strengthen'
P] 'make cold 1
P]

'displease'

P) 'please'
P] 'make drowsy'

P] 'make dizzy'
P] 'sadden'
P] 'make breathless'
P]

1

P}

'make shiver'

excite 1'

P] 'make grow'
Jl]

'make hungry'

P]

'sicken'
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APPENDIX VII
TEXT
The following text was recorded on tape in 1972 from
Bidoeme Sako of Itokama village, Northern Province, Papua
New Guinea.

I, II,

and

The notation used at clause junctures includes

Ill

for nuclear, core, and peripheral levels

respectively as well as C, CS, and S for coordinate,
cosubordinate, and subordinate nexus respectively.

The

boundaries of direct quotations are marked with Q.

1.

ino

uvia-ki

ij-iebe

bara

ije

davane

pair

brother-poss

def-new

woman

def

gift

vaj-a-e.
give-3sg-past
'A pair of brothers gave a gift to the woman.

2.

davane

vaj-a-na

gift

give-3sg-conj

/II

va

II

fanu

kan-ia

CS

go

CS

animal

killlhit-3pl

II

ro

II

bara

ij-afuo

o-rafa

ije

c

come

cs

woman

def-poss

relative-pl

def

vaj-ia-kinu
give-3pl-conj

Ill

va

II

iro

mameki

ru

cs

go

cs

yam

big

dig

II

vaj-ia-kinu

cs

give~3pl-conj

Ill
cs

ire
thing

m9111eki
big

"

II

ro

cs

come

ke-na
take-conj

Ill
cs
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ro
come

//
CS

Ill

vaj-ia-kinu

ije-re-i.

cs

give-3pl-conj

3sg-do-past

'He gave her the gift and then he went and killed
animals and cam~ and gave them to the woman's relatives, and went and dug yams and came and gave them
to them 1 and took big things and came and gave them
to them and so on. '

3.

Ill

ije-re-ko-ga
3 sg-do-conj-·conj

c

vaj-ia-noe-mama

Ill

give-3pl-dur-conj

cs

fanu

boeje
many

animal

II

ku-a

3 sg-contr

arise

cs

say-3sg

c

uvia-fuo

c

stop-conj

inauri

II

kill-3pl

Ill

are-ga

fu-re

kan-.ia,

Ill

brother-poss

na

. va

II

go

cs

lsg

Q

kazuame

be

g-a-eva

Ill

ro-no

flying. fox

indeflspec

see-3sg-past

cs

come-conj

I l l ni

s

imp

va

II

kazuame

kan-ia-na

go

cs

flying.fox

hitlkill-3pl-conj

una

I

do. again

c

ro
come

Ill

II

bar a

ije

no

davane

cs

woman

def

lpl

gift

vaj-a-eva

ij-afuo

asoe-rafa

gi ve-3sg-past

def-poss father-pl

cs

vaj-ia-110
give-3pl-conj

/ 11 ku-a-e
Q

say-3sg-past

'While they were doing this they killed many animals
and kept on giving them to them until they stopped
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that and his brother arose and said, 'I was going and
saw a certain flying fox and then later came, so Y'?U
must go and kill flying fox and then return and give
them to the fathers of the girl to whom we gave the
gift', he said.'

4.

fu
3sg

Ill

ku-a-na
say-3sg-conj

mesir-i-na
take-3sg-conj

CS

Ill
CS

va-e
go-past.

'He said this and then he took him, and they went. '

5.

va-mama
go-conj

Ill
CS

ine
t:i;ee

zinume
trunk

ij-ia
def-1

usiae
arrive

'They went until they arrived at the stump.'

6.

Ill

usiae-na
arrive-conj

Ill
cs

cs

kuzuame
flying.fox

ku-a
say-3sg
ije
def

Ill
Q

na
lsg

izeg:e
how

kan-ia-ko-no
hitlkill-3pl-fut-conj

ari-na
descend-conj

Ill
Q

ku-a-e
say-3sg-past
'They arrived and he said, 'How will I descend and
kill the flying fox?' he said.'

7.

ku-a-mo-9a
say-3sg-conj-conj
siduo
--vine

Ill
cs

ru
pull

ij-ia.
def-1

II
cs

Ill
c

fu
3sg

ku-a
say-3sg

rua-ko-ro
come-fut-conj

ari-na
descend-conj

Ill
cs

Ill
s

Ill
Q

siduo
--vine

kazuame
flying.fox

na
lsg
kira.-na
tie-conj
ijc
def
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kan-ia·-ko-no

Ill

hit/kill-3pl-fut-conj

Q

ku-a-e
say-3sg-past

'He said this and then he said, 'Since I will pull
a vine and come, you must tie the vine and descend
and kill the flying fox,' he said.'

8.

ku-a-mo-9:a

Ill

uvia-fuo

fi-ko-ga

say-3sg-conj-conj

c

brother-poss

stay-conj-conj

Ill

c

uvia-fuo

fu

va

II

gam-ia

k.eke

brother-poss

3sg

go

cs

down.there-L

arrive

II

siduo

jiamado

meru-na

CS

vine

long

pull-conj

keke-mo
arrive-conj

Ill

fu
3sg

cs

Ill

are-gana

Ill

cs

stop-conj

c

i9:-ia
here-L

samuawait-

I

dabe
take

Ill
cs

/I

ro

II

gaf-ia

come

CS

up.there.L

ubine
end

cs

kira-mama
tie-conj

uvia-fuo

fu

kua

Ill

brother-poss

3sg

say

Q

-mani-ko
CS-stand-conj

Ill
cs

a.
2sg

va

II

kazuame

kan-ia-ko-no

go

C

flying.fox

hitlkill-3pl-fut-conj

na

lsg

ari

I

descend

c

/II

ku-a-e

Q

say-3sg-past

'Be said this nnd then while his brother stayed, the
(other) brother went and arrived down there and pulled

a long vine and went and arrived up there and then
he (the other brother) tied the end and kept tying

untLl he stopped and his brother said, 'I will stand
waiting here while you go down and kill the flying
fox,' he said. 1
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ku-a-mo-ga
say-3sg-conj-conj

9.

Ill
c

Ill
c

---- II

fu
inauri
3sg arise

fu
3sg

cs

sime
knife

I

ari
descend
dabe
take

va-ko-gana
go-conj-conj

c

II

siduo
vine

cs

i:.~
def

kan-a- I -datura-e
hit-3sg-CS-break.in.two-past
'He said this and then while he was going down, he
(the other brother) arose and took a knife and cut
the vine in two.'

10.

kan-a- I -datura'.""mo-gana
hit-3sg-CS-break.in.two-conj-conj
fu
3sg

gam-ia
down.there-L

111
c

e
person

ije
def

ari
go.down

'He cut it in two and thern the man fell down there.

11.

ari-ko~<;Ft

I 'll

go.down-conj-conj

I

c
ije
ije

ro
come

II
cs

C

gaf-ia
up.there.L

_£t.'.JB
b

fu

older.brother

3sg

keke-nn
arrive-conj

Ill

cs

1

una
do.again
bara
woman

abe-i
marry-past

'Ho was fulling dow:t nnd at the snme time the older
brother Game back and arrived up there and married
the girl. 1
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12.

abe-ko-ga
marry-conj-conj
are
place

ij-ia
def-L

Ill
C

iviene
younger.brother

fu
3sg

kQzuame
flying.fox

ari-i
go.down-past

'He married her and at the same time the younger
brother was falling down to the flying fox place.

13.

-ari-na
.. -

ij-ia
def-L
fu

3sg

Ill

go.down-conj

cs

vame
trail

rere-ga
look.for-conj

1

Ill
c

isere-i
be.bad-past

'He fell down and then he looked for a trail and it
was bad.'

14.

isere-ga
be. bo.d-aonj
fu
3sg

Ill -fu
c

aru-na
go.in-conj

3sg

kazuame
flying.fox

f ie-qana

hear-conj

Ill ij-ia nuved-ia-na
cs dof-L

f ollow-3pl-conj

Ill
c
Ill

cs

va-e
go-past
'It was bad and he heard flying fox and he went in
and followed them there u.nd went. '

15.

nuved-ia-na
follow-3pl•conj

Ill

cs

Ill

cs

-Va
go

bi- I -ikunu
Ill
take-CS-eat-conj cs

II

ajuc

bae

g-fo-na

cs

banana

ripe

see-.3pl-conj

dubi
dubi.tree

fo

fruit

35$

bi- I -i- I -fie,
take-cs-eat-CS-taste
bae
ripe

i-kinu
eat-conj

II

ije
3sg

C

Ill

are-kinu
stop-conj

Ill

ije-re~kinu

Ill

CS

3sg-do-conj

cs

ta
breadfuit

CS

va-e
go-past

'He followed them and he went and saw ripe bananas
and took and ate them and took and tasted dubi fruit
and stopped that and ate ripe breadfruit and so on
as he was going.;

16.

Ill

ije-re-na
3sg-do-conj
aru
enter
ije
def

I
C

Ill
s

CS

va-mama
go-conj

sakae
ground

Ill
cs

guove
inside

vuavare
light

gam-ia
down.there-L
gaf-ia
up.therc-L

nae-ema
shine-past

g-a-e
see-3sg-past

'He did this and kept going down inside the ground
there until he saw that a light was shining up there.

17.

ije
3sg

g-~

see-3sg-conj

Ill va-mama Ill
c go-conj cs

~j-ia

dcf-L

kcko-i
u.rrivc-pnst

'He saw it and he went until he arrivc<l thcro.'

18.

keke-na

Va

cs

II

go

cs wntcr wu.sh . . conj

arrive-conj
are-gan.e:_
stop-conj

Ill

c

rua-mnmu.

Ill

una
do.again

da

I

ruowmnm.:i

c como ... conj

Ill

Ill

cs

1

cs
ill£
troc

35(.

zinume
trunk

keke
arrive

ij-ia
def-L

Ill

g-a-g~

c

cs see-3sg-conj

uvia
brother

rua-e
--come-past

fu
3sg

fu-one
3sg-poss

II

--

'He arrived and went and kept washing with water
until he stopped and he continued returning until
he arrived at the stump and he looked and his brother
had come.'

19.

rua-e
come-past
juvua
spear

Ill

ro
conj

C

ij-akina
def-and

fu-one
3sg-poss

Ill

na-na
put-conj

cs

kamui
string.bag

fu

3sg

fu-one
3sg-poss

magu
club

f u-one
3sg-poss

ij-akina
def~and

ij-ia
def<..

vae
go-past

1
He came and put his string bag and his spear and
his club there and left. 1

20.

va-ga

go-conj
radc
behind

Ill
c

f.u
3sg

m.tvc-na
-==--------follow-conj

gaf-ia

up.thora-L

kekc
arrive

II

cs

juvuavc
spcur

Ill

ruo-mam0;

cs

come-conj

Ill
cs

ttbe
take

II

cs

nre
place

koke-i
arrive-past

'He went and he (the younger brother) arrived u.nd took
the spear and followed behind and came until he
arrived up there at the village.

1
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21.

keke ~
arrive

fu
3sg

II
CS

Ill

g-a-ga
see.3sg-conj

bo
elder.brother

c

abe-na
III
woman marry-conj
CS

bara

ij-ia

fi
-,-

def-L

sat

fu-one
3sg-poss

'He arrived and looked and his elder brother had
married the girl and sat there.'

22.

Ill tu.

fi-mo-gana
sit-conj-conj

keke-na

3sg

C

Ill

arrive-conj

cs

bij-a-e
fight-3sg-past

'He sat there and he (his younger brother) arrived
and fought him. '

23.

Ill

bij-a-na
fight-3sg~conj

Ill
cs

inauri
arise

//

cs

cs

kan-a-mama
hitlkill-Jzg-oonj

bara
woman

ije
def

Ill
cs

are-na
stop-conj

abc-i
marry-past

1 He fought him and kept hi ttin9 him until he stopped
and then he arose and married the womun. '

24.

,~be-nu

Ill

marry-conj

CS

fanu

kan·~ia-no.

unimal

kill-3pl .. conj

Ill
cs

ju-rafa

in.laws-pl

vaj-ia-e
give-3p1-pust

'He married her anc1 he killed unimuls and gave them
t:o t~hc in-laws. 1
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25.

ju-rafa
in.laws-pl

vaj-ia-kinu
give-3pl-conj

vaj-ia-kinu
give-3pl-c:onj

Ill

Ill

o-rafa
relatives-pl

CS

fu-one
3sg-poss

ije-re-i
3sg-do-past

CS

'He gave them to the in-laws and he gave them to his
relatives and so on,'

26.

ije-re-noe-mama
3sg·-do-dur-conj
Umazi
Umazi

Ill
cs

ij-iebe
def-new(pl)

are-mo-ga
stop-conj-conj

Ill

ajia-na
ascend-conj

cs

Ill
c

e
person

bax·u
man

ije
def

~

bij-a-e
fight-3sg-past
'He kept on doing this until he stopped and then the
Umazi people came up and fought this man.'

27.

baru
ma".l

ije
de:f

bij-a-na
fight-3sg-conj

ij-ia
def-L

are-na

are

bu-one
3pl-poss

place

stop~conj

Ill
cs

Ill

bar a
woman

cs

kan-a-ma
hitlkill-3sg-conj
ije
def

mesiri-na
take-conj

Ill
cs

Ill

cs

va-e
go-past

'They fought this roan and kept hitting him until they
stopped there .n.nd took the woman and went to their
place.'

28.

fu

furi

3sg

finish

'It

is finished. '
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GLOSSARY
accusati. ve type pattern - a pattern whereby some device
of the granunar treats the actor of a multi-place
predicate like the sole nuclear noun phrase of a one
pletce predicate.

actor - that noun phrase which identifies the initiating
stimulus of the state of affairs encoded by a multi·place predicate (nucleus) which is predictable from
the role hierarchy 'A > F > no other' and which is
marked by a specific set of grammatical devices.

base - a clausa or chain of clauses joined by cosubordinate
nexus which constitute the unit over which mood,
thematic topic, and absolute tense operate.

clause -

c:t

tri-layered structure including nucleus, core,

and periphery where the inner layers may be either
simple or complex.

coord~nate

nexus - a 'whole-whole' equivalence relation

where:: the conjuncts are of comparable status.

core - a unit composed of one:: or more kernels plus any
core level operators all of which relate to a common
periphery.
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core level juncture - a juncture which joins kernels to
form complex cores.

~osubordinate

nexus - a 'part-whole' equivalence relation

where conjuncts of comparable status constitute the
whole,

definiteness - an indication that the speaker assumes the
hearer can identify a particular referent regardless
of whether or not it is assumed that the hearer is
thinking about it at the time of the utterance.

ergative type pattern - a pattern whereby some device of
the grammar treats a nonactor nuclear participant
of a multi-place predicate like the sole nuclear noun
phrase of a one place

prP~icate.

event - a predicate or predicate complex with cosubordinate nexus which constitutes the unit over which
aspect operates.

fulcrum - the indispensable noun phrase of the clause
predictable from the role-animacy hierarchy 'A >
anim P > anim F > other 1 which is marked by the
relative positio11 of a specific set of grarrunntical
devices and indicates whether the actor of multiplace predicates is a responsible agent or not.
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givenness - an indication that the speaker assumes a
particular referent has already been activated in the
hearer's

~onsciousness.

kernel - a clause nucleus plus its associated nuclear noun
phrases and any core level adverbials.

nucleus - a unit of one or more lexical preoicates, their
adverbial modifiers, and any nuclear level operators
all of which relate to a common core.

nuclear level juncture - a juncture which joins predicates
to form complex nuclei.

nuclear noun phrase - a noun phrase which is definitive
to a particular state of affairs although it may be
left unspecified under certain conditions.

Nuclear

level noun phrases are part of the core level of the
clause but bear a semantic relation to the inner
nucleus.

peripheral level junctul;'e - a juncture that joins clauses
to form sentences.

peripheral noun phrase - a noun phrase that does not
function in the definition of some state of affairs
but provides :further background or •setting' information pertaining to the state of affairs as a whole.
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pragmatic peak - the pragmatically most salient Loun phrase
of the clause in terms of the intersection of features
of both discourse and inherent topicality which is
marked by a specific set of granunatical devices which
occur immediately following this noun phrase.

role disambiguating devices - grammatical devices such
as number agreement, cross-referencing on the
predicate, and the distribution of particles which,
in addition to some other primary function, also serve
to disambiguate semantic role among the nuclear
participants of the clause.

sentence - a clause chain bounded by a single intonation
contour that in Barai terminates with a predicate of
distinctive structure.

situation - a kernel or chain of kernels joine.d by cosubordinate nexus which constitute the unit over which
mode and the pragmatic peak are operators.

subordinate nexus - a 'part-whole' nonequivalence relation
where one conjunct is embedded as a const.i tuent of
the other.

thematic topic - that which the speaker is talking about,
·the point of departure for the clause (or more precisely, the bttse) as a message.
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